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1. Added Section III, "Specific Corrective Action/Minimizing
Al.
Provisions" - Pages 8 through 28.
1
„System safety is primarily congerr 'ed with prevention of
events that may result in injury or death to personnel or damage
to'equipment. Safety analysis is a progressive activity. As
the program life cycle progresses, the system safety analysis 	 2
r
are updated, revised and expanded to assure that all hazaxds are
identified and subsequently minimized and controlled. 	 1
A three-stage program is utilised on this program that
includes the fallowing stages:
1. Preliminary Hazard Analysis
2. Ceneral Corrective Action/minimizing provisions, which
are safety criteria, that are imposed on the designers.
3. Specific Corrective Action/minimizing provisions which
define how the designers have responded to the safety
criteria, previously established.
I. PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS
1. Explosion
,
- Explosive failure of pressure vessel, valves
or fittings Possible causes: overheating in a
fire; electrical arc burn- -through; gunfire damage,
severe .,,impact, environmental exposure and/or
corrosion damaged
2. Inadvertent Release of// Potential Energy - Failure of
high pressure, valves, fittings, hoses, gage,-.or
pressure relief devices. Separation of high pressure
components while pressurized;
411	 1'I
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3. Failure of Respirable Air Supply -- Includes loss of
supply and/or failure of air supply system, or
failure of the user to leave the toxic or oxygen
deficient area before the air supply is depleted.
4. Failure of Su port Section Loss of support for air
supply.
1.0 EXPLOSION"
1.1 Explosive Failure of Pressure Vessels
1.1.1 Overheating (by fire) '- Protect with burst-type safety
device, preferably with fusable alloy support. Heat
transfer through the walls of the O.R.P. vessel,
vith the resultant increase in pressure of the
contained gas, may not be as rapid as degradation of
the outer surface of the vessel. Gbnsequently, the
I
rupture would not result from the increase of pressure
inside the vessel, but from the weakening of the
vessel: wall.
1.1.2 Electric arc burn-through -.No "anger since the G.R.P.
outer shell. is electrically non--conductive.
1.1.3 Gunfire = G.R.P. vessel non-shatterable when exposed =-
to gunfire..
1.1.4	 ^e^;^^^al Exposure and/or Corrosion Damage -
r.N Select materials of construction or apply protective
coatings ` to prevent degradation due to environmental..
exposure, or internal corrosion. An elastomic or
'j
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metal outer coat may be required to protect against
normal handling damage.
M
Z
1.2
	 Explosive Failure of Valves or Fittings - Design.
cylinder valve such that section that fits into the
cylinder provides sufficient restriction to preclude
explosive failure of the downstream components.
2.0	 INADVERTENT RELEASE OF POTENTIAL ENERGY
2.1	 Failure of High Pressure Valves	 Design with
conservative 8tress levels and.arranqe;­_ontrols and
protuberances to prevent damage by dropping.	 if
possible, incorporate shock absorbing device(s) in
the design.
2.2	 Failure of High Pressure Fittinqs.	 Design at
' conservative stress le v els,- include flexibility to A
pr"nt unnecessary connection stresses. 	 S61ect
materials considering environmental exposure.
2.3	 Failure of Iligh Pressure Hoses	 Select a hose with a
safe margin, use as great a length as practicai to
minimize connection stresses,
,Q_
2.4	 Failure o f . Gage(s!)	 Incorpbrate an orifice in gage
connection to prevqpjt_.psassive lose of breathing air.
"Use low.mass lens and.arrange for	 pop -out	 ' a t a,
relatively low differential pressure.	 Locate gage so
that it is protect^aagainst damage from dropping.or
other abuse.
4PACE
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2.5 Failure H of Pressure Relief Devices w Select to be
s m
a
compatible with environmental.exposure; arrange so
4,
"•that there is no high velocity gas impingement"on the
I^
user if it should fail during use.'
N
2.6 S paration of High Pressure Components While Pre iux.ized
Provide locking devices where practical, or indl.ude
warning vent holes to vent the gay; while the connection
is secure, such as on the CGA (1340) fitting, or the
Scott (P/N 800011) cylinder valve. 	 Apply caution Labels
to apparatus.
3.0 FAILURE OF RESPIRABLE AYR ,SUPPLY
3.1 Leakage of Air from the System through Valves, Fittings,
Hoses, Gage", Pressure Relief Devices and their
Associated Joints and Seals: 	 !Minimize ' the number of
joints and seals.	 Desig,A; utilizing proven components ,y
and sewing techniques.	 Arrange the valve seat on the
cylinder valve so,that it shuts off she maximum number
of seals.	 Design the system to allow a substantial
margin between relief . valve operation and service.
pressure.
3.2 Leakage of Air from the System Through a ` Fail- 02'On
Regulator s)	 Design regulators to.minimize the
probability of a high flow fail--open mode of . failure,
Use conser=native design stress levels` for bellows and
diaphragms'.	 Position the cylinder valve so l it can be
manF ulated by the user to manually control the flow I
for egress purposes.
1 I 	 i
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3.3 Blockage of Air SuTP) 1^7 from the Compressed Air
cylinder: Select materials and/or surface treatment for
the inside of the compressed air cylinder to prevent
internal, generation of coutaininants • that might `block
hoses and/or valves Include a filter to prevent
ingress of contaminants during recharging with
compressed air. Utilize a pressure opening type valve
so that a dislodged valve seat, or particles from
the seat will not ".check" the air flow.
3.4 Blockage of the Air Flow by a Fail-Closed Requlator
Design the regulators so that ra total fail-closed
situation has a lmow level of probability. (e.g.
Use a compression type coil spring such that failure
of the spring would cause it to drop one coil, thereby.
reducing the outlet pressure somewhat but not to zero.)
Include a backup circuit ` l'or bypass of a fail-closed
regulator. This circuit may be manually controlled,
or may be a completely  redundant regulator system.
If transfer to the backup - ,system is automatic, then
some warring must be provided to.indicate this.
condition'.
3.S Failure of User to Leave the Toxic or Oxygen Deficient
Area Before the Air Supply is Meted:
Provide an effective low pressure warning to warn the .
user at 2 L appropriate time that his'-supply of air is
^F
low and that he should leave the areal The warning
system should be such that the most piobable failures
m
x
ffi
N
result in a premature warning. 	 The user should be
able to readily determine if the alarm is his own,
m
or that if a partner who may. be in the same area.	 An
automatic or separate method of px,g;- check:ing'• the alarm
system, such as a "press-td. --test"	 should be incorporated
if there is a' possibi?,ity of a "nct-warning" failure.
t{
4.0	 xKPOSURE TO TOXIC:: MATERIALS
4.1	 Poisoning Through the Skin
Self-contained breathing apparatus, unlbs"s supplemented
!
'
b	 an- appropriate
 
	 rotecti.ve suit	 does not protectY ve	 ^	 P ¢ry
against poisoning through the skin. 	 The system should
be designed such that it can be worn inside a
protective garment, and warnings should be-$.ncluded
in the instructioiz manual to wath the user of this
hazards
4.2	 Inward	 eakagge into the Breathing System through Fa— tY
/ s
or Inadequate Valves or, Seals :
	
l^ k
Design the facemask for optimum fit on the maximum
number of various facial. shapes when worn with the
fare^i^	 z ° s helmet. 	 Devise a simple method fore
determining fit of the facenmask on any fireman, that
can be performed simply in any firehall.	 Establish
a quick-check .for inward leakage to be performed by f
the user .immed ,± eIy before entry into a hazardous
area, and define this procedure in the instruction j
manual.
	
Design-:the exhalation check valve to provide:
i
very small back leaka4e for all anticipated
environmental conditions. MAimize sections of
breathing system that are exposed to negative pressures.
4.3 Inward Lf-p a,cage into the Breathing System through
!	 Damaged Components : , Design the fa;ceseal section of the
mask to be self-energizing,.if possible or to provide
an indication of leakage if it is an inflatable seal
{	 design. Design the facemask so that it securely
pY xtions itself on the Face, i.e. it is difficult 'to
dislodge, the visor should be. strong to precl,,#,de impact
'	 damage;; "or a supplemental device should be provided 	 ti
for impact protection. Provide a guard to protect the
exhalatio:a valve against dama ge that
", 'distortion of the sealing surfaces,
5.0  FAILURE OF SUPPORT SECTION
I	 Design the harness and frame assembly: to `"minimize the
possibility of doss of support for the air supply.
ff
	
The greatest risk is from heat and/or chemicals
l	 _
causing rapid deterioration,df the harness assembly
or the cylinder clamp.
J	 III. *SPECIFIC CORRECTIVE AC^xION1MIl3IMTZ`iNG PROVISIONS
*To be inelt,ided at the conclusion oil the Design phase.
"
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€ Ix. SPECIFIC CORRECTIVE ACTION/MINIMIZING PROVISIONS z
1
1.0 EXPLOSION
~ l.? Explosive Failure of the Pressure:Vessel
1.1..1 Overheating (by fire)
The vessel is protected by combination frangible
disc-fusible plug safety device. 	 At beat inputs
to the valve assembly, that result in temperatures
t in excess of 220°F, the fusible alloy melts leaving
a disc with a rupture value of	 5D0 to 5000 psig.
! An increase of pressure: it the vess-el to this value
results in immediate and safe venting of the cylinder.
^:afety devices of this.type have been in use for
. manyY ears, and although they do not provide
protection, against overpress;;rization -.^:if the vessel
in the absence of heat, the.design appears to be
ideally suited to this particular application.
1.1.2 Electric Arc Burn-Through
No danger since the Glassfiber Reinforced Plastic
(G. R. P.) outer shell is electrically nor-conductive.
if
3	 Gunfire
isThe G. R. P. vessel	 non-shatterable when'exposed
to .gunfire.
1.1.4	 Environmental Enosure andZ_0r. Corrosion Damage
Corrosion-resistant , aluminum alloy is utilized as
the liner material to preclude corrosion. damage
from the inside.
	
An extra re^ln coat is applied
over the outer windings on the cylinder ,--, to protect
against abrasion o-t^'the outer walls.
	 Regular
examination and retesting of cylinders is a Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT) requikement and is
specified in the maintenance section of the user's
manu
1.2	 Explosive-Failure of Valves or Fittings
The cylinder valve is designed with a small bore
in the section that fits into the cylinder..
	 The
bore is only' large enough to pass the required flow
of air.	 The volume of gas contained in the high-
pressure lines and.fittings is held to a ntinimum
by the vse of the shortest and smallest diameter
4^;
hose that will accept f
.
ittings.that have bore.
^v
diameters that will pass the required air flow.
The total volume of gas contained in the high
pressure hoses and fittings is 2.2 standard liters
at 4500 psig.. Conservative stresses are utilized
in the desigb. of the'valve, hose and fittings.
The cylinder valve is cr' ' is.tru^:ted of an aluminum
alloy with an ultimate strength of 52,000 psi and
-
a yield strength of 42,000 psi at .2% offset. A
M.i^xlmurr-._ z 
I 
-4esign stress of 31,000 psi at a burst
pressure of 11,250 psi has been used in the prepara-
tion'of this design.
A commercial quality high pressure hose assembly
is utilized with a service pressure of 5000 psi.
The proof pressure of the hose is 7500 psi minimum,
with a minimum burst pressure of . 20,000 psi. The
fittings and their assembly to the hose are such
that the normal failure mode, during burst tests,
is one of leakl.age at-, the bose/fitting interface.
The hose assembly will be 100% proof tested at 7500
psi to assure its integrity.
.-a	 r	 i
= ' 'M	 i
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The high pressure Nose connects to the pressure
reducer assembly with a flange--type mounting
field by four 8-32 stainless steel machine screws.
The stress level in these screws is 21,892 psi at
a burst pressure of 11,258 psi which is well below,
their tensile strength of P8,004 psi.
iThe maximum mechanical load caused by a man falling,
}	 being struck by falling or moving objects, or even
being dragged or lifted by the hose, might conceivably
E
create a 480-inch/lb. moment at this joint. This	 o
moment would be resisted by two 8--32 screws on
2.0	 INADVERTENTT RELEASE OF POTENTIAL ENERGY
	 -
2.1
	 Failure_ of Hic h Pressure Valvesre
	
--
}# The only high pressure valve, the cylinder valve,,
4
is designed with . con6ervative stress levels as
j defined in 1.2.
	 The'valve knob is side--mounted
and a rubber bumper is mounted on"the extreme end
to protect the knob and to serve as a shock absorber,
s Ohould the cylinder valve assembly be dropped.
1
1	 ^
An aluminum gage guard,: connected below the rubber.
-
i bumper, provides protection to the pressure gage
i
that is mounted on the cylinder valve.
= 2.2	 Failure of High Pressure ` Fi-ttiin s
The high.
 pressure fittings are conservatively
designed for integration with the high pressure
hose as described in . _1e2s .
	A four-bolt''flan ag
mount is swaged to one end of the high pressure
hose.	 Since the opposite end contains a right-angled
' fittin ,, a ^" p ipe thread connection is utilizedg,	 ^	 P P
	 ^
,y
between the hose and the cylinder valve coupling
in order to allow proper oyrientation of the fittings
to minimize the connection stZesses.
y	
!w
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i
a
j
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The cylinder valve nipple is constructed of 2024-T4
aluminum alloy with-a . design stress of 25,200 psi
at burst pressure. This fitting connects into a
2024-T4 aluminum.alloy elbow with a design stress.
of 20,500 psi`at . _burs't .pressure. The 2024-T4
aluminum alloy has a tensile strength of 64,000 psi
and a yield strength of 40,000 psi..
The hose fittings are constructed of low carbon
steel, They are designed to hold tight onto the
hose:' at a burst pressure four tunes the service
pressure. In this case, a 5,000 psi service, pressure
hofie has been selected. Consequently, they must
I
ho^rld tight to the hose at a pressure of 20,000 'psi.
2.3	 Failure of High Pressure Hose
Hose with a service pressure of 5,000 psi and a
burst pressure of 20,000 psi was selected. To
minimize both weight and connection stresses, a
,;, short hose was utilized, but.the manifold to which
it is connected is not rigidly connected to the	 4
backplate. The manifold. can slide up and down to
allow easy alignment of the fittings.
RAGE	 1;,3
1
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2.4
	 Failure of Gage.
The gage is connected,in_o a port on the cylinder
valve that has an orifice to restrict the Loss
1	 of air through a broken gage. The orifice limits
i
`
	
	
the flow to a maximum of 60 1pm at 1000 prig. A
low mass lens is incorporated in the gage such that
it will.pop out at a differential pressure less
than 100 psi. The gage is protected from.damage
`	 by an aluminum. gage guard that is fastened to the
1	 valve below the rubber bumper.
I
I
	2.5
	
Failure of the Pressure Relief Device
A fusible alloy supported burst disc has been
_ utilized.	 The fusible alloy protects the burst
disc from premature failure due to corrosive attack.
The"fusible alloy also provides an indication of
slight leakage that scm0times occurs. Leakage causes
the fusible alloy to extrrde slightly outward
and indicate the prdblei
The outlet from'the disc is ported to provide
balanced thrust and to prevent direct impingement
S
i
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.a
on the user, Sr onto others who may be in the area, z	 ,!
^I
€
if it should fail during use.
2.6	 Sepa ation of High Pressure Components while
! Pressurized
IA bent tab lock washer locks the c ylindern valve
into the high pressure cylinder to prevent uninten-
tionai. separation.	 The modified CGA 1.340 fatting
includes warning vent holes that vent gas and provide a
warning when the connection has bee- loosened while
pressurized.	 This venting occurs while the connection
y is stall. secure.	 A warning decal attached to the
If,	 cylinder is used to warn the user of the hazards of?^ d'
' high pressure.air.
w
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FAILURE OF RESPIRABLE AIR SUPPLY
3.1
	
Leakage of Air from the System through Valves,
Fittings, Hoses, Gage, Pressure Relief Davice~and
their Associated Joints and Seals
The number of joints and seals were minimized by
the use of manifold type assemblies such as the
pressure reducer assembly, and the breathing
regulator assembly. Proven °0 11 ring type seals
-and swage connected joints are predominantly
utilized to support the interconnection of the
components . that are not manifolded.
The cylinder valve is designed such that when.i.t
is closed, the valve stem seal is not pressurized,
thereby minimizing the number of sealing surfaces
for a stored system.
The°fusible alloy type safety device for the high
.pressure cylinder provides self--:indication of leakage
as previously described. It should be checked for
this indicati{an of leakage at each recharge.
J
i
u
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I	
^
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The low pressure-relief valve is integrated into
the flange mounted low pressure hose fitting. It
is set to relie'^ Ie at 150 psig minimum, a pressure
sufficiently above the .maximtam service pressure of
125 prig to minimi2e the risk of slight leakage at
the valve. It has a flow capacity of 1900. slpm
at the proof pressure of 225 psi.
Leakaqe of Air from the S ystem through "Fail-open"
Regulators
Fail-open regulators can result from either of two
failures: (1) Failure of the valve seat; (2)
FaAure of the control element (diaphragm, bellows
or piston). The design selected for both the primary
regulator and the l^packux) regulator in the Fire-
fighter 's Breathing S^st/:fm utilizes 'a downstream
type valve where the closing force increases with
the tendency to leak. As a result of this character-
istic, the regulator tends to correct its own
valve leakage by reforming the valve seat utilizing
pressures - up to the relief valve setting. However,
the reforming of the seat sometimes results in a
reduction: in t ^e flow capacity of the regulator.
-
m
Z0
J
I
PACE	 1 ^
i
^I
Failure of 'the control sensing element always results
in a fail open regulator unless there is a redundant
control element.. The,outlet pressure-of a regulator
is estalAishhed by the balance of the force resulting
from the outlet pressure acting on a control sensing
element, such as a bellows or diaphragm, and the
force from a suitably adjusted spring. In this
_system all regulators are gage pressure regulators;
therefore, the opposite side of the control element
is exposed to the ambient pressure. 'If,.the control
element fails, there. is no differential pressure
and hence, no force to push back the spring to
cause the valve to close. The relief valve^^and
the ambient reference hols for the control element
,` must then be capable of passing all of the flow
that results from the full open regulator valve.',
Tao large diameter ambient reference_holes are
provided for each regulator. Each hole is partially
plugged with a "pop--out" plug that is drilled with
a small hole. If the control element fails, the, 	 i
plugs will pop out at 60 psi and provide full venting.
_	 n
M
z
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r
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Most commercial regulators will fail open if the 	 x
C-ti ;01 p ement fails, yet very few fail in this
way. he control elements are designed at conservative a
stress levels, and they usually far,qutlast the
valve seats.
A design with .a nylon fabric reinforced.silicone
elastomer diaphragm control element has been
utilized. Previous experience in aircraft oxygen
systems has proven this arrangement, particularly
for temperatures to --600F. ' The .elected' design
has a maximum stress level of 3,900 psi which is
well below the 67,000 psi tensile strength of the
diaphragm material..
In the event of failure of -che diaphragm, the air
supply would be rapidly lost unless,-the cylinder
..valve is quickly manipulated by the user. That
valve has been conueni.ently located so it can be
operated by the right hand.
In order to provide the air for egress, with a
failed open pressure reducer (regulator), the
NUJ. ER-1018
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user would immediately close off the cylinder valve,
open the purge valve, then re-open the cylinderF	 P	 g	 P	 Y 
valve'-to provide the constant flow of air to the
facemask.
3.3	 Blockaq'e of Air Supply from the Compressed Air
i Cylinder	 -'
{
if the components are clean when assembled, and ..
all	 that is .put into the system is filtered,
l ..
then the only contaminants what might block the air
' supply ^,,quld be generated within the system.
Rust from steel high pressure cylinders is such a
contaminant.	 in this system, aluminum has been
selected as the liner material^^for the glass fiber
reinforced plastic high pressure cylinder.	 its
oxidation product,,aluminum oxide, is tightly
adherent and does.not break loose from the interior
^nr	 of the cylinder.	 Consequently, the filter screen
included	 the inlet
	
thenor*ially	 in	 port of	 cylinder
valve has been intentionally omitted.
It has been assumed that contaminants that get
into the system will be admitted tYrough the
z	 '
c^
i
^;f
I	 o	 „	 J
cylinder valve either during recharge, or by acci-.
dentally leaving the valve open after use. A
screen in the cylinder valve would trap those
1
contaminants and-J assure that they would get into
the high pressure hose and manifold inlet on the=
next ,system use. Without a_screen in the cylinder
valve, the contaminants would drop down into the
-cylinder and there would be much.less chance that-
they would get back into the high pressure hose.
A tube that protrudes down into the cylinder
assures that contaminants will not "funnel" down
into the valvelwhen the assembly is,worn in the
valve down position.
Since some contaminants may get back into the high
pressure hose, a replaceable screen ty pe filter
has been incorporated into the Iftlet `fitting of the
pressure reducer assembly. The :Filter effectively
^-
blocks particles of 70 miens nominal size.
it is the same as that used successfully for many,;.
years in the Scott Air-Pak.-line of self--contained
breathing apparatus.
M
r	 ^
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W
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A pressure opening type valve Is used in the
cylinder valve. With,/this type of valve, a dislodged
valve seat, or particles from the seat, will not
act" like a check valve to block the flow from the
cylinder.
3.4	 Blockaqe-:.oEthe Air Flow by a Fail Closed Regulator
The pressure reducing regulators are designed with
compression type coil spring loading. The springs
are designed such that failure causes them to drop
one coil and to e'Stablish
.
R. new lower outlet
pressure rather than a zero outlet pressure. A
backup regulator system is included in the pressure
reducer assembly, such that failure of the primary
regulator to provide ade-quateflow results in
automatic transfer to the backup regulator., The
warning whistle in the facemask is actuated to warn
that the backup regulator is in use...
Proper functioning of the backup regulator is
essential for the system to be truly safe.
K,'onsequ,@ntly, a "press-to-test" button is provid6a.
M
Z
C)
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on the manifold to establish that the secondary
regulator, the automatic transfer valve and the
alarm whistle are all functioning properly.
t
..
3.5	 Failure of the User to Leave the Toxic or Oxygen--
'	 Deficient Area before the Air Supply is Depleted.E
A low pressure-warning is provided to warn the user
when his air supply has dropped to 850 prig. The
warning system is initiated by a valve that senses
f
the cylinder pressure. At a preselected pressure
it transfers the output of the pressure reducer
assembly from the primary regulator to the secondary
regulator. The resultant increase in pressure
actuates a slide valve, in the ma1Ek z-mounted demand
regulator, that transfers some of the.outlet flow,
from the demand regulator through a whistle mounted
inside the facemask. The whistle sounds with each
breath unless the	 e valve is turned on in
•	 p	 g.	 ,
which case it would sound.continuously.
Because the warning is matched to his breathing,
the user can readily determine that the warning is
M
a
c^
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y.
., m
z
^
his own, .rather than that of a nearby "buddy".
I ^
However, since the alarm is tied to the air flow ^.
through the demand regulator, pre-check of the low
i
pressure warning is more difficult than for existing
i
systems.
A recommended procedure is:	 Don and begin using
the system,,verifying that it is functioning
i properly, then momentarily close off the cylinder
r_ -
valve and listen for the alarm to sound, then
reopen the valve_
t.
I
.u
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4.0	 EXPOSURE TO TOXIC. MATERIALS
	4.1	 Poisoning through Skin
The PBS is designed so it can be worn beneath a
protective garment. A section in the instruction
manual warns the user against materials that poison
through the skin.
	
4.2	 Inward Leakage into 	 Breathing System through
Faulty or Inadequate Valves or _Seals
The facemask is designed for optimum fit on the
maximum number of various facial shapes when worn
with the fireman's helmet.
The facemask contains a minimum number of system
components. Consequently, it is ideally -suited
for issue as personal equipment. As personal
equipment, it can be pre-fit and adjusted to
the individual fireman under controlled conclitlons,;
By repeated donning and fit checking, the fireman '~'Y
can be reasonably sure that he will . have a good fit
when he dons it under emergency conditions.
NO. ER-1018 !dFU tt
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A quick check for inward leakage to be performed
immediately bef0te entry into a hazardous area is
an extension of the check or the low pres gure warning.
The system is donned, proper operation verified,
then the cylinder valve is closed, the low pressure
warning is checked for opera-Cion, then the system is
breathed down until a negative pressure can be
slowly created in the facemask, then the cylinder
valve is turned bac'
,,
;, - 'n and entry car. be made into
the hazardous area..
The. exhalation check valve.is designed for minimum
leaka4e; at a maximum leakage rate of 1.5 scc/min.
it is at least 10 times better than existing exhala-
tion valves. By shrouding the valve
.
with the cover
rr
of the demand regulator, danger, from back leakage
of a contaminated
.
atmosphere, ,-, is=reduced even further.
The system utilizes a
.
mask-mounted demand regulator.
Consequently, only the facemask and demand regulator
are exposed to negative pressure during the breathing
cycle. Possible damage from leakage in a flexible
breathing tube is 'eliminated.
I*
a	 _
N
f
The visor is'strong enough to withstand nominal
impact damage (Steel Ball Test per Federal Spec.
GGG-M-125d). However, for greater impact protection;
an auxiliary faceshield should be used over the
:F
4.3	 Inward Leakage into the Breathing System through
	 a
Damaged Compounds
The faceseal section of the mask is self-energizing.
f	 It is designed such that it securely positions
[	 itself on the face and is difficult to dislodge.
i
^	 I
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5.0	 FAILURE OF SUPPORT SECTION
The harness and frame assembly is designed to
minimize the possibility of loss of support for
the air supply. Polypropylene we1pbing_.4zas been
utilized in the harness, since failure from
chemical attack (on nylon) has been found more
common than failure from heat.	 \'`
The frame is designed so metal parts Bold the
cylinder to the frame. Both high and low temperature
exposures increase the risk of failure of plastic
parts. However, plastic is desirable for its
if
light weight, ruggedness and flexibility  under norma]_
conditions. By combining it with metal in a
composite assembly, a safe, Light,: functiona1
assembly results.
r
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Appendix U
CAJI' LM ITIONS
kFirefighter°s Breathing-System
STRESS CALCULATIONS:
i
INTRODUCTION:
Three types of loading should be considered in designing the_
i
subject system. First, and of most importance, is the result
of internal pneumatic pressure in the high-pressure portion
of the breathing system. Second are the loads created by
..attaching the various components to each other and to the
man* °s back. Third are the miscellaneous loads due to handling,
shipping, dropping and manufacturing. Some of the components
are subjected to all three loadings.
Stresses created by pneumatic loads will be computed at 	 4'
burst pressure of 2 11 times the max. operating pressure of
4500 psig (11,250 psig)Unit stresses will also be computed
f	 at max. operating pressure of 4500 prig. The margin betweenI
JI,z these stresses and the allowable for the material involved
f	 i s	 d h	 'nwill be ^-avaa.lable or resist ng hipping an .Hdlg g loads
as mentioned above.
ii
GENERAL: I
Cylindrical sections with substantial internal pressure will
l be treated as thick-walled cylinders wherein the maximum
^
hoop tension stress will occur at the inside surface of the
I
cylinder wall.
	
The stresses will be
-
calculated by the following
formula o
^ (PagQ 477, Fuller &'
_.. MAX	 Pt 	 Pl	 (ri + _^)	 (r	 -- r2) Johnson, Applied' l echanics,
Wiley)
where:
	 Pt 	=	 Haxe hoop tension stress at inside wall in psi.
Pl 	-	 internal pressure in psige
r	 -^ 	 inside radius1
r2	=	 outside radius
== Stress allowables are taken from I^:iL-HDPK-SA and QQ-A-367d.
Materials and stress allowables wall be noted with each
component discussed. i
1.
r
fj r •
17
;,+
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CYLINDER VALVtI P/N 27238
Body material 1014-T6,..alt. 2024-T4 or T351.
! Mechanical properties 2014-T6 die forgi.ngs not parallel to
forging flow lines per QQ-A-356C.
rtu	 ultimate tensile 52000 psi
Fty	 yield tensile ("'e2% offset) 42000 psi
Alto matt. 2024-T4 and T351 per MIL-NDBK-5A
I Ftu	 :ultimate tensile (transverse) 54000
Fty	 yield tensile (transverse) 37000 t
[ Fau	 ultimate shear 37000 I
e	 percent longitudinal 10%
T
e	 percent tray sverse 2%
r
AreaA	 See Fig.' B-1
I.	 D. - .580,	 O.	 D.	 - 1.0
For burst pressure of 2.5 x 4,500 = 11,250 psi
Max. hoop tension stress at "A"f
P	 11,290	 ( sig) x (.28 2 + ° 5 2 )/(029 2 - 05 2 )t	 p = 22,600 psi
Max. hoop tension unit stress at inside wall.
1. There ire no mechanical loads to b^ considered in this area.
r
►^
l!
,*
li
m
i
i
r
ri
ri
kr
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Area "B"
1. Ile — .53 (basic pitch) V. N. = 1.0
Pt - 11,250 psig (.265 2 +.52)/(.2652 - .52 ) = 20000 psi
Max. hoop tension unit streils at inside of wall due
to pneumatic loads.
in addition to the above, there is the ra641 component
caused- by the , 600 threads resistinc" the axial load	 I
o•f the 11,250 psig against the #27260 stun guide.
Seal area for .64-- diameter - .321 sq. inches.
.321 x 11250	 3610 lbs. axial load. 7Che stem guide
will be torqued to exceed the 3610# axial load.
Use 5000 lbs. axial load for calculations (about 30
ft. lbs ..torque per E.S.N.A. torque tables).
5000 lb. x tart 300
 = ..2885 lbs. radial load which will
be distributed equally over the .29 inch length of
1
threads.
.
thread area -- .53 (.pitch dia.) 	 x .29 = .451 sq. in.
2885 / .481 6000 psig equivalent pneumatic load.
This equivalent pneumatic load creates ';'ia hoop tension
unit stress of Pt' = 6000 psig (.265 2 + .52 )/(.265 2	.52}
= 10,650 psi. 20,000 + 10.650 : 30,650 psi unit
stress combined total. This is 17% below the yield*
allowable of 2024 and at this burst pressure no handling
l^ Page B-5
At the max. working pressure of 4500 psi.g 8 thJ above max.
unit stress w-J 11 be reduced by the rati,5 of 4500/11250 or to
i12250 psi unit stress.	 This leaves about 67% of the yield
allowable for external applied loads.
No other areas of the valve body are critical structurally
i
from an internal pressure standpoint.
t
Area " C oe
.^y	 s
From loads created by rough handling, shipping,"stropping, etc.
this area is critical in bending as it is the weakest section 	 }
and subject to the largest moment arm.	 To the tensile loads
caused by the bending moment at this section must be added 	 j
the longitudinal pneumatic loads created by the differential
pressure across the "0" ring at area_ "A°1
The seal area at A is G 64 diameter) .321 sq. ink=	 Longitudinal
load is .321 x 4500 psi	 1440 lbs,	 IkEe cross section„area
at "0” 	 .437 2 -	 7a 250 2	= .40  sc. in.
1440 / . 405	 3560 psi unit longitudinal stress.	 Reducing they
t, 3700a psi allowable yield tensil by this 3560 we have 33440 psi
to resist bending- moments at this area "C" . , ,. Section modulus
•	 _ _	 ._	
_	 1	 ice.
at Hv, - i/c	 77"/4 x R4 --r4 /R =	 e 0_98_9. 	 Maximum allowable1
bending moment = Fty •= ST/c = 33440 x .0555 = 	 1955 inch pounds.
E	 r, The maximum moment will result from a force applied at the
j on-off knob.	 The maximum aria would be 1.6  inches a 	 1955/1.6 =
1227 pounds max. 4oad which can be applied to on--off knob.
Actual wt of charged cylinder & valve 1904#0 1222/19 °,4 = 53 g
1.
I
loading allowable. 	 if the charged 60cu. ft. cylinder were.
dropped and stopped by the knob, it could be decelerated at
(12201/19 ° 4) 63 g without yielding the valve body. 	 Based,.on
an ultimate of 52000 psi, the max. allowable moment would be
2830 inch pounds, or 2530/1.6 w 1790 pounds load at knob.
1790/19.4 W 92 g max. deceleration:_
E
t
Load" in the same area as above could cause bending of the -
27258 stem where it is -supported by the stem guide. 	 The stem i
is,.0304 inch diameter and made of 303 CRBS Condition A.
Mechanical properties ,are:
	
"(XIL- HDBK-5A) ;`•^
Ftu	 7500®~
r;
Fty	 30000
Pau	 35000	 -	 -
e ..
r	
j:.
iSection modulus of stem Z	 I/c	 7Y g /4 — .0027.
Maximum ax_^ possible on stem extension is .56 in.
Maximum moment at yield = M = Fty I/C _ :30000 x .0027
M = 810 inch pounds
810 inch pounds / .56 arm = 1445# maximum load at yi.eld.'`'
Based Qn ultimate max. load would be 7 \5000 x .0027/.56 =
3620# at failure.
-Gage guard ( 2726,1) loading.
-i
.0,90 thick, 1.25 Wide, 1.12 arm, 	 2024T4
Ftu	 ultimate tensll,transverse
	 63000 psi
Fty	 yield tensil transverse-	 42000 psi
Fyield compression longitudinal
	 39000 psiCy 1F su	 shear	 37000 psi
i
Based on compressive vield at 39000 psi;
•
b 2
section :modulus Z --	 = 1.25 x .09 2/6 ^ .0167 V,
max, allowable moment
	 M =:. /Fey x Z
M = 39000 x .0167	 --	 660 inchoundsp ,
-Max. arm for -loading this secti-on is .].._6, i.nChes. F
660/1.12 = 590# max. load at end of guard to cause yielding.
Load required to ultimate failure is'meanin less as the guard^	 4	 q
would: deflect and strike the gauge long before it would break.
Page B--$
I
j	 590/19.4 lbs. = 3004 g at which cylinder valve assembly can -
be decelerated if_ dropped,
i	 With a minimum eftart, expense and a weight increase of only
.02 pounds.,t a bending stiffness of this guard can be doubled
if field observations indicate such a requirement.
i
No, other area of the-- valVd °body or parts is cri ical from a
?	 structural standpoints
f
f
.	 -	
1
-	 HO $E COUPLING ASSEMBLY P N '27233 (see Figure B - 12)	 {'
Elbow - Material 201:4-T6 alternate 2024-T4. Same mechanical	 *^
;tar	 -
properties as listed previously for valve body.
From a pneumatic loading condition, the worst case condi.ti:on
is hoop tension at pitch diameter-of pipe threads near tip end
nipple d hose fitting. of pple an	 a a.  
l	 ^
sSj{ 	 w
IPage B-9
k
Pitch diameter is .48 inches
D. D. is .938 inches
Max. P	 P (r2 + r2 )/(r 2 R 2t
	 1	 2	 1	 2)
)R = 11250 psig (.24 2 + .47 2V- 242 	.472 = 18 8 000 psit
Tap drill is .437 1. D. so stress will be less in the
area beyond threads.
Worst case from mechanical loading will occur in bending at
minor diameter of pipe threads of nipple at junction with elbow.
Minor diameter is .456 inches and bore is .156 inches. Material
1024-T4. Net area at this section is .14 sq. in. Section
modulus Z I/c 77(R4 -r49/4R .0091
Max. moment M CY x I/c
Failure (yield) would be on compression side Fcy 12000
Max M 32000 x .0091	 291 inches lbs.(at zero internal
air pressure)
Ultimate.failure would come as a result of longitudinal stresses
due to pneumatic loading at 4500 psig which amount to less than
1 060 mzi iinif. fwn-,ilA	 and t--ht-- -F-ensile loads caused bv
Page B--10
The 1/8 in. pipe nipple, end of the hose sees the same loading
conditions as the above nipple; however, it is made from one
of '°he free machining cold finished low carbon bars. 	 The
allowable for this material is substantially higher than the
R^
allowable of the 2024-T4a
TY
^p
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PLATE FITTING - HIGH PRESSURE TUBE TO 2RESSURE REDUCER.
Formula from Machinery's Handbook, 17th Edition,
1366; Erik Oberg & F. ,Tones	 Page 1050, 1051
i
Handbook H-28, Part I; U. S. Dept. Commerce
^---^ National Bureau of Standards (19691
Ca-rY 4
aly1 ^
a)	 Le - length of thread engagement (inches)
Marx Z 57 7B	 E s mw
MIts ?ITSN D!k EK'TT t D = .j3Qq !A3	 2	 TA^srE ^.
^^ ^Ax y MAX ^,sfa^lq ^v^^+^p
	
. ^^^ !N
	 2	 L& 2. Z
La =	 , t 7-4 t ^,r^1 1A} 	 tt^
. {$8w. kiIQ
	 Pkcav l D	 q
b)	 As w Shear area ext. thd.
As ' ^^-n L k K-,,+	 L.z,,.+.5?735	 Es mw	 k^ ►nx)n Ax	
3
As A,ei Lt—Sg —,-) CM "w
c) 	 An W Shear area of int. thd.
57755 (ate Mw - E	 ^,a }^
^..
M,N = OA:'u-, bi4 Far- 7-to
 - .15'{1
E'►,- MA,t _ j11Ax ^14G9i b,A IAJT 1146 - .14-15	 Z z e^^..t^ 2.2i
Ate..	 . Q4 t 4-(Q Ee,^	 { At.,JM j Ju)vl 160ay)

ii
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j	 At the max. operating pressure at 4500 prig, the per screw
load would be (306.5#/2.5  (burst factor)) 123 pounds or
a 123`.014 sq. in. - 8770 psi unit stress in each , screw.'
Allowable total tensil for each screw is 80000 x .014 sq. in.
= 1120 lbs. 1120 lbs - 123 lbs = 1000 pounds per screw
[	 .remaining to resist mechanical handling loads. 	 =>:
load on screw will occur when moment is applied to hose
f ttin3 at-450
 angle	 f
1	 wish. half :pattern..
i	 .	 Screw wil l .be fu1^ y%
loade3 crMlent 1 .0 xi 1000	 SCREW
1000 "# p	 Screws B & C	 '^SCREW A. r	 7248°00.
	
}	 HOSE ASSY
will be halt loaded.
	
f
` Moment'
 
2' screws x
.5 arm_ ae 500#	 500 #	 j
'	 ?	 f
Total resisting moment
1000 + 500 = 1500 in. lbs. i3O 	 :.
S	 SCRE bV
The fixity at the ends of this high pressure line aiad the
	
l	 i.
flexibility of the short connecting hose make a quantitative
1
analysis impractical.; however . , it is apparent that a 250-pounds
Page B--14
man could be lifted or dragged by grasping the high pressure
hose and pulling in any di.recti.an4
Theuaranteed breaking strength ofg .	 5	 the polypropylene webbin 4
in the harness exceeds 2000 lbs. , for the 2" and 1000 ibs,e for
t	
,
the l".	 All buckles and attachments structurally exceed {
their intended loading. x;
f -
}
I
^
ff
v
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DIAPHRAGM STRESS —
.
PRESSURE REDUCER ]DIAPHRAGM C BURST PRESSURE
Re
j	 ti	 F*
r
e Fk _ €5^ [,ox , E2.;
Fr t = z9.4 .1b^ r ^► ci^
Ler
	
= Wd OF -" as ps P'e-z luc:" OF «+'Cuv. , e ^^^ lk: Y Mews:'
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PRIMARY CIRCUIT	 ^	 6^
j
no! 
w
5
1 Cylinder valve
High pressure hose or tube fitting
3 lst stage (primary.90 prig)
4 Check valve	 t N	 QD
5,; Low pressure hose fitting	 a	 =1; ^^
.06 Breathing _egulator
BACKUP CIRCUIT
^— ^7
I
01 Cylinder valve
0 High pressure  hose
(3) 1st stage (backup 	 125 psig)	
1	
'	
aCheck valve: f.	 . _	 e
Le Pe hose t
Breathing reg o
(7^ Aatomatic actuator r
	
_ If
Cylinder actuator
PRIMARY CIRCUIT
w - J
OMPOI ENT Pl P2
FLOW VALVE DIA.
REMARKSLPM
PS IA ASIA S V C r--T PS CALC . SELECT
:yl. Valve 585 580 .022 535 .118 .125
1Q 115 110 .008 200' .115 .125
P. Hose 580 575 .022 c;535 .132 .156 Hose pressure drop
i st	 F- tg. 110 107.5 .008 200 .149 .156 verified by test
and ftg. 575 570 .022 535 :.133 .156 13--0 psig
{
107.5 105 .008 200 .150 .156
" lst Stage Igo 105 89 .008 200 .099 .178 .178'= regulated dia.
3^ .,	 `" .125 •570 86 .022 535 .060 .125 =• flow port
, Izec	 'Valve 89 86 .008 200 .1.56
>.,-2* 86
_
.022 535 .191 .193 * Based on projected
lst stage regulator
.. perfox	 unce.
r.
La P. Hose 86 84..a .008 2 00 . 159 .203' Hose pressure drop	
86 79.5 .022 535 0189 0203 1	 ;rerified by test.
Breathing 80 15 ..022 535 .162 .200 Valve sized larger
regulator , 1,han required to
I reduce stroke.
rA4
_ -
f
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BACKUP CIRCUIT
s^
OMIPONENT Pl P2
FLOW VALVE DIA.
RENDS# LPiy'
PS IA PSIA SEC ETPS CALC. SELECT
:yl. Valve 585 580 .022 535 .125
I ll. P. Hose :580 575 .022 535 .156
* Based on projected
Lst	 tage H. 575 121* .022 535 ;a 1 1st stage '(backup)
4125 regulator
performance.
.178 regulated dia.
.125 flog port.
Automatic
.:
1
or
2ylinder 121 ill .022 535 .175 .175
Actuator
7^Qr So _
L. P	 Hose 111 .203 As sized previously
B'	 Re ulator As sized previously

l_ i.`	
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.	 .. 1 e 0	 STRAC i.
.I
T is report presents the results of a series of
lopmen: tests performed on the Firefighter's 
7.
iy
Breathing System (FBS), Scott Part Number 272751^e
Revision A.
	
The tests performed were a full series
f
of both.functional and environmental tests that
ti would show that the PBS met the design and performance
requirements of. NASA, Specification Number FBS-SP- 001,
^.
Revision'-'2.
I
I
-
The _unit successfully passed most of the tests
'E although high and low temperature operation and
impact shock, caused some problems.
	
it can be
concluded that the final configuration of FBS
' meets the intent ok the NASA specification and is
both safe and suitable for its intended use.
i
i
s
1Y
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2.0 GENERAL	 v
2.1 item Tested
Firefighter ' s Breathing System - Scott P/N 27275,
Revision A, Serial Number 002.
i 2.2 Applicable-Documents
The.following documents are applicable^to the extent j
i specified herein;
NASA
Specification PBS-SP-001, Revision 2, dated
November 3, 1971.
_
t
MILITARY   A
MIL-STD-SLOB	 "Environmental Test Methods"
,.. COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION IM
l "Commodity Specification . for Air".
Number G-7.1
SCOTT AVIATION
Enginteriaig Report No. ER-1027, "Development
Test Procedure for the Firefighter's Breathin g
_	
System", Revision B dated 8'' Femruary 1914.
I
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4.o
4.1
4.1.1
4.1.3
TEST RESULTS
SEQUENCE I — (TABLE II, ER-1027) COMPONENT TESTS
Overpressurization Protection
The fusible plug which is assembled to the cylinder
valve was removed and subjected to the overpressurization
test as defined in Paragraph 4.12 of ER-1027.
	 The
fusible alloy melted as required at 2200F. 	The
frangible disc burst at 4100 prig.
	 Since this
pressure was below the 4500 prig minimum, some
supplemental tests were performed.	 At room
temperature (70 0F) the frangible disc, without
the fusible alloy backing, burst at 4500.psig.
Proof Pressure
The FBS assembly was subjected to the Proof Pressure
Test described in Paragraph 4.4 of ER-1027.	 Following
this exposure, the unit was subjected to the Static
Flow Test of Paragraph 4.15.1 of ER-1027..
	
No damage
was noted as a result of proof pressure.
Mank_Veeight
0
The
.
facemask/breathing regulator/low pressure hose
assembly was wkeighed And was found to be 1 I.b. 1 ozo.
IER-1041 Page S
401.4 Mask Leakage - IN
Task Leakage - OUT
Since this series of tests is rather complex in
both procedure and result, they have been addressed
I
separately in Exhibit III of this report.
,
4.1.5 -,4 ressure Gage Accuracy
The accuracy of the cylinder valve mounted pressure
gage was checked both before and after exposure to
proof pressure.	 Its function and accuracy were
unaffected.
$e[	 4.2 SEQUENCE 2 - PERFORMANCE TESTS
4.2.1 Flow Requirements	 -
The FBS was subjected to the flow requirements
N series of tests defined in Paragraph 4.1 of ER - 1027.
The unit delivered the required amounts of breathing
as at the proper mask pressures duringg	 	 P	 P	  both static r
and dynamic flow conditions.
	
A ffiaximum inhalation
resistance of -1.2 in,. H2O and a maximum exhalation
..
 elf, vF!^ r
resistance of +2.5 in H2O were eyperienced at the
dynamic flow condition of 476 1pm NTPD peak flow.
Specific results along with recordings of the unit
1
- a
RR-1041	 ]Page 6.
response during dynamic flow _conditions appear
with the data :sheets in Exhibit 'II of this . report.
4.2.2
	
Resnonse Mime
It,can be observed from the data obtained in
Paragraph 4.2.1 (Dynamic Flow Requirements)
that (a).,'Iflow into the;facemask ceases prior to
cracking of the exhalation valve, and. (-b) fca6mask 	 A
pressure does not drop below the minimum of -1.5
inches of 'water at 257 1pm NTPD peak flow.
4.2.3	 Purge. Flow,
The PBS was subjected to the purge flow requirements
aeries of tests defined in Paragraph 4.3 of Eft-1027 .
The unit delivered the required amounts of breathing
gas at trle-pioper mask pressures during both static
and dynamic flow conditions. A maximum inhalation
resistance  of -1.0 in. ,H2O and a maximum exhalation
_.
	
t
re ifstance'of +4,5 in. H O were experienced at the
2
dynl \^,Uic flow condition of 476 1pm NTPD peak flow.	 a
Specific %results along with recordings of the unit 	 i
response during,r'dynamic flow conditions appear in
r
Exhibit II of this report.
	
{I
4
l r	
'
'3
}I ^
I
l
I.
i
I
I
G
i^
4.2.4	 System Weight
The system was weighed and the results were as
+follows:
Valve Assy. including_ lock ring
and seal
C
.85 lb. 1
High pressure hose .80 lb.
Pressure reducer 1.80 lb.
Breathing regulator & hose . 62 lb.,
Facemask .61 lb.
Harness & Frame Assembly 3.50 lb.
Total. FBS Weight ( less cylinder) 8.18 lb.
4.2.5	 ' Operating Leakage
The system was checked for operating leakage as
a
defined in Paragraph 4.13 of ER-1027. No leakage'
,was found.
4.2.6	 Stored= Leakage
The cylinder valve/cylinder assembly was. tested
for stored leakage characteristics as defined in
Paragraph 4.21 of ER-1027.
	
No leakage was found.
it
1	 -1r
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4 0 2.7 Warning Actuation.
The PBS was suhjec"ted to the warning actuation
test as defined by' Paragrap
	
4.22 of ER--1027".
The low pressure alarm actuated at a cylinder`
.pressure of 850 psig. 	 ^.
4.2.8 warning Signal Frequency and_ IntensitV
. The FBS was subjected to the warning signal frequency
and intensity test as defined in Paragraph 4.23 of
ER-1027.	 The alarm provided,a.peak signal intensity
i of 10.3 dbA and frequency``of 3570 Hz at a-flow of
i
is 55 1pm NTPD.
4.3 SEQUENCE 3 - ENVIRONMENTAL_ TESTS
11
l
4.3.1
ti4
- High Temperature operation
t The FBS was subjected to the high temperature
`i
operation.. test as.defined by Paragraph 4.15.3 of
tER-1027.
	
The sta ic flow check to check unit
.-
operation at high temperature showed that at specific
((_
negative mask//pressures the flow had dropped and
also the alarm whistle never operated properly.
Only aslight chirp was detected with an actuation
A
^presaure of £40 prig. 	 No leak^^ge or physical
damage was noted.	 Subsequent, • failure , analysis
:.	
_.
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ii
shoved that the pressure reducer regulator springs
had relaxed as a result of exposure to high ' temperature..
1
Correctivq, action for this problem is to hot soak.
all springs before ^ assembly into pressure reducers.
y
The pressure reducer of)the development test unit
was brought }pack to the proper output pressures
b	 shimmin .	 The high temperatureY	 g	 	 P
[	 operation test waz again performed with no problems
in operation noted._ However, a. cylinder and cylinder
valve assembl	 full„ charged was also placed in'itheY	 Y'
i
'chamber for exposure to high:<temperature and was
found to have leaked all stored gas to atmosphere.
rr
Investigation showed that the fusible alloy which.
backs up the burst disc in the overpressurization
protection device had experienced a "creep" deformation
while at 200oF.	 Since pressure ,in'the cylinder had
increased to approximately 4500 paig, the burst
disc then cracked allowing the stored gas to slowly'
escape.	 It is, concluded that the cylinder charged
to 4000 psig cannot be stored at 200 However, .^/0F.
during use of the apparatus. '] at 2000F, the°rate..m
auction in	 ressure from use would be	 reaper thanre 	 9
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the increase due to the heat input. A maximum
3	
storage temperature of 1650F is indicated. A
-
r''	 cylinder and valve assembly charged to 4000 psig
I	 !	 was exposed to 1650F for 13 hours and exhibited no
:-leakage or extrusion of the fusible alloy.;
j	 4.3.2.	 Low Tein erature operation
The FLS was subjected to the low temperature
€
operation test as defined by Paragraph 4.15.2 of
ER-1027. The static flow check at low temperature
!	 (-600P) revealed normal flow characteristics but 
.
a
low alarm actuation pressure (740.psig). When, the
`
	
	
unit was first pressurized to 2000 psig, leakage
-Vas found in the low pressure hose disconnect and
gas flowed from the vent holes in the side of the
pi''essure,reducer. The low pressure hose was found
to be very stiff. No other visual defects were noted.
The low temperature o eration test was rerun at ap	
temperature of -80F. The 7fiw pressure hose
disconnect leaked and the low pressure1hose was	 ^.
stiff.
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.^ A third law temperature Operation test was performed 
at -40o.Fa 	The only defects noted were a stiff low
pressure hose and the dust plugs in the side of the
J. pressure reducer loosened and fell out.	 The testi	 .
^. at -40°F was considered successful.
4.3.3	 relative Humidity
The FBS was subjected to .the relative humiditsr
test as defined by Paragraph 4.15 ° 4 of Eft-1027.
k The unit operated-with no degradation in performance
k after 120 hours exposure to the prescribes- humidity r„
cycle.	 However, the following physical defects were
noted-.
..
a) 	 was corrosion on the waist buckle, but
its operation was unaffected.
" b)	 The fern" ules and the fitting (1/4" pipe end) of
f the high pressure hose were corroded._ c
l c)	 There was corrosion" around the swivel fiat ng-
of the breathing regulator° i
d)	 The heads of the cadmium plat-,13d screws on the
back frame were corroded.
e)	 °-°here was moisture under the gage lens. i
y 
J
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r
After the unit was conditioned at 77 0F and 50%
relative humidity for 13 , hours, the moisture
'c disappeared from under the gage lens. 	 The corrosion
did not -Affect the operation of the system.
463 ° 4	 Salt Fog
The FBS was subjected to the salt fog exposure test
as defined by Paragraph 4.16.1 of ER-1027. 	 The
k
unit operated with no degradation in 	 erformmanceP	 g	 p
after 48 hours exposure to the prescribed salt fog
i} environment.	 However, the following'physical
defects were noted:
a)	 moisture appeared under the gage lens.
b)	 The corrosion. that had started during relative
,i
y	 but. to a lesser degree.humidit 	 ontinued, 
:z
c)	 There was a smaAI leak from the low pressure
hose disconnect.
After a 48 hour drying period, the FBS was checked.
for performance with no problems noted.	 The moisture.,i
had disappeared from `tinder the gage lens4
_ 4.3.5	 Sand and Dust
u	 The FBS was subjected ^^o the .sand and dust exposure
test as defined by ]Paragraph 4.16 . 2 of ER-1027.
m
Y
The unit operated with no.degradation in performance
to the	 dust; j
1
after exposure
	
prescribed sand and
'I environment.	 No physical defects were noted following
this test.	 See Exhibit IV for Dayton T. Brawn, Inc.
Laboratory Report of this test. 	 J
` 4°3.6	 Impact Shack	 -
The FBS was .subjected to the impact shock test as
defined by Paragraph 4.16.3 of ER-1027. 	 The results
f of each drop follow. 	 orientations are shown in
Figure 11 of ER-1027.
Drop	 1	 a)	 The gage lens popped out;,
b)	 The bar above the gage was bent
down contacting the gager
c)	 The cylinder surface was scratched
but not severely.
Drop #2	 a)	 The cylinder valve handle was
broken;
b)	 The surface of the cylinder was
scuffed again.
Dro	 3	 a)	 The retainer tab on the cylinder
i
valve was straightened;
. Cylinder	 cuffs	 again.b)	  ^.	 s u fed 
y
t1`	 ,
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j Drop 	4	 The threaded° nipple of the cylinder valve
,S	 broke at 	 root of a thread which
,
f would render the unit out of service. ti
j	 Dro	 1 _5	 :,The cylinder strap of the back pack
opened and the cylinder partially
separated from the unit.'
Dro	 6	 a) -Five screws were sheared from the
{
cover of the pressure reducers
b)	 The cylinder was gouged;
c)	 The pressure r( .^ ducer was dented in
two places by :'the cylinder strap..
d)	 The cove 7 of 'the .breathing regulator
was slightly crushed,
e) „ The left shoulder strap and the
waist belt were partially cut.
;,
f
r	 The and	 con	 tions whicn would be consideredy :,	 j
hazardous were the breaking o .'-: the cylinder valve
nipple and the shearing of screws from the cover of
tb	 pressure reducer. 	 A subsequent redesign was
undertaken to eliminate the aforementioned conditions,
a
j
I^
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a)	 The direction of grain structure in the allum.num
of the cylinder valve was arranged to run parallel
to the axis of the outlet.
b)	 The valve nipple was shortened to allow the
j; hand disconnect to locate closer to the valve
body.
c)	 A, plate was installed between the backframe r
s cylinderand pressure reducer to prevent the
strap from contacting the cover of the pressure
reducer.
d)	 The material of the probe in the high pressure
hand disconnect was changed from aluminum to
stainless steel.'
I
' NOTE.	 After completion of development tests up.
i through and including Sequence
	 "Burst Tests", a
.
7
second series of impact shock tests were performed
•, to verify the effectiveness of corrective action +	 t
The following results were observed: itaken.
Drop #1
	
a)„ The gage lens.popped off;
1^b)	 The gage case was fd^	 rmed by bending`'
of plate overhanging gage,
c,)	 Gage i.noperati`ve.
Drop #2
	
Cylinder valve handle cracked.
.
.Drop	 3	 The breathin	 regulator was stored inP	 g ^
the pocket of the-waist melt and was -,
t
-.r
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subsequently destroyed when the back pack
apparently fell onto it.	 Gas flowed
from the low pressure hose but since z
it did not whip ,around, it was not
considered hazardous. 	 The cylinder valve
was then closed and the test continued.
J.
Drop	 4 The resin coating on the outside of the
y
r.' cylinder at the dome end appeared `to A
have cracked but did not appear hazardous.
Dro	 5 a)	 The low pressure disconnect on the
pressure reducer was badly deformed
and would not operate.
b)	 The cylinder strap popped open and
would not reclose tightly.-9	 Y
ti.
Dra	 6 a).	 Cylinder valve handle brake into
- r
many pieces;
b)	 Gage face steparated from gage.
c)	 Cylinder strap popped open.
The above, defects, although ;.rendering the unit
inoperative, were not considered hazardous to others
^± who may be in the areas ^
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I	 SEQUENCE 4 - USEFUL LIFE TESTS
1.1
	
	 High Pressure Hose to Cylinder Valve Connector
The high pressure hand disconnect was connected
and disconnected from the nipple of 'e cylinder
valve as defined by Paragraph l , 4.19.1 of,ER-lD27.
After 4500 total cycles, a leakage of less than
1.0 cc/mine was detected in the vent hole.. This
was corrected by tightening the set screw holding
the O-ring on the probe. No leakage was detectel
7
following 5000 total cycles. Visual inspe-6tion
showed that some of the teflon coating had worn
from the mating threads. No other damage was noted.
J.1.2	 Low P" ress-ure - Hose to Pressure Reda'cer Disconnect
the low pressure nose/pressure reducer disconnect
was mated and separated 1000 times as defined by
Paragraph 4.19.2 of ER-1027. Following 1000 cycles,
a leakage of approximately 2 cc/mina was deter-ted..
Investigation showed that the 0-rincj inside .the
disconnect was badly worn. This -was= replaced and
the leakage was elijAnated.
rt
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exhalation valve showed no degradation in performance;
.(c) that although total flow at specific demand
pressures had reduced somewhat, it was still well
above minimum requirements.
The unit was then disassembled and the following
observations made;
(a) The body of the b` athing regulator was
cracked in two places. 'These cracks are
suspected to be a result of the impact shock
test performed earlier.
(b) The demand valve shroud was cracked at`'the
bend nearest the left screw hole. When
removed, it separated into two pieces.
(c) The diaphragm appears in good shape..along with
the exhalation valve.
(d) The pivot of the demand v^alVe was worn causing
a reduction in valve stroke.
(e) The slide valve for whistle actuation required
some lubrication.
(f) Generally, the unit showed little wear and
was somewhat dirty inside.
	4.4.3	 Breathing Regulator to Facemask Connection
The breathing regulator/facemask .. connection was
mated and separated 5000 times as defined by
Paragraph 4.19.3 of ER-1027. No leakage was
1t o
	
	 detected following 4500 total cycles. after 5000
total cycles,•a leak of less than 2 cc/min. was
detected at the right side center of the seal.
1
	
	 The seal was cleaned and a small amount of . Krytox
lubricant applied. The parts were mated with no
apparent leakage. visual inspection did not
reveal any apparent wear in the seal. The brass
latch in the mask was grooved considerably by the
try	 ti-.
head of the locking screw. This did not affect
latch performance.
	
4.4.4
	 Cylinder Mountinq in Backpack
The cylinder/cylinder valve assembly was subjected
_
	
	 to 5000 placement/lock-in-place/unlock/remove cycles.
Visual inspegtion following cycling determined that
the-only wear point was at the vex1 top of the
rubber strips which are cemented to the backplate
.;.and-are used to cradle the cylinder. Their function
was unaffected by this wear.
t
4
if
ER--1041
Operational Cycling
The gas controls of the FE8; i. e., the cylinder
.valve, high pressure hose, pressure reducer, low
pressure hose and breathing regulator were subjected
to 5000 simulated use cycles as defined by Para- j
graph 4.19.5 of ER-1027.	 After 2000 total use
cycles, the whistle was audible at the start of
each breath at all inlet pressures above the normal 	 ff,
ti	 ..
actuation point.	 This was traced to the fact that
the output pressure of the.primary pressure regulator
had "crept" as high as 110 , psig..	 The regulator
seat was replaced and the test 'continued, 	 At thy`
4215 cycle point in tha test, the atoll pin which:
attaches the cylinder valve handle ,to.,
.
	
Valve
stem was sheared.	 This was determined to` be:.fa'u1ty
test equipment.	 The roll pin was replaced and the J^
test restarted, °`a
Following 5010 total use cycles and 58075 breathing
cycles, it was determined that: (a) the cylinder
valve did not leak externally or internally;	 (b)-the
Ii^
ff
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l	 ^^
:	 The unit was reassembled and then subjected to
a static 'flow check ...and performed with ' no problem
evident.
4.4.6	 Purge valve
s
f ': The,purge valve was fully opened and closed a total
of 5000 times as defined by Paragraph 4.19.6 of
ER•-1027.
	
At the 1000 cycle point of the test, no
leakage was present but increasing f-fiction was
noted in the operation of the valve.	 At the 1150
} cycle paint, only 38 fpm of flow was emitted with
f	 [: L
- the valve fully open.	 The assembly was disassembled
and Jinspected.	 Wean was found on the mating threads
which resulted in the format-ion of plastic dust and
an increase in friction.
	
There also was some wear
^ evident on the contact point of the valve piston
and pin of the stem assembly.	 The assembly was
cleaned and reassembled and the flow set at 150 1pm.
r
.y
;i
- I
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4.5 SEQUENCE S - PERFORMANCE TESTS
4.5.1 Flow Requirements
•'
,.
J
The FBS was subjected to the flow requirements series
t
of tests defined ,,in paragraph 4.1 of ER-1027.' The
unit delivered. the required amounts of breathing
gas at the proper mask pressures during both static0l
and dynamic flow conditions. 	 A maximum inhalation
y resistance of -2.0 inches of water and a maximum
jexhalation resstance +2.0 inches of water was }t
t experienced at the dynamic flow condition of 476
LPM NTPD peak flow. 	 Specific results along with
r recordings of,unit response during dynamic flow
conditions appear with the data sheets in Exhibit II.
4.5.2 Response Tirri
'
it can be observed, from the data obtained in paragraph
4.5.1 (Dynamic Flow Requirements) that a) . flow into
the mask ceases prior to cracking of the exhalation
1
value and b). face mask pressure does Aot drop
' below-the minimum of -1.5 inches of water at 	 ,
LPM NTPD'- peak flow.
4.-5o3 Puree Flow
The FBS .was subjected, to the purge flow requirements
-
d paragraph
 .;
	
of E -1027.series of tests efined an 	 4.3	 R
'
--.	
_	 ..	
.' 
	
..
J.
^
-
FBI
1
t^
^
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The unit delivered the required amounts of breathing
gas at the proper mask pressures during both static
and dynamic flow conditions. 	 A minimum, inhalation
resistance of --200 inches of water and maximum
exhalation resistance +4.0 ,inches of water was
experienced at the dynamic flow condition of 476
LPM NTPD peak flow.	 Specific results alor,,with
recording	 f the unit response during dynamic flowg	 P	 g	 Y
( _^4 Conditions appear in Exhibit 11.
4.5.4	 System. Weight
1:= This test was not re eated.
4.5.5. 
	
O2eeratin2_ Leakage
The system was checked for operating leakage as
defined in paragraph 4.13 of ER--1027. 	 No leakage
p
=was detected.:-
ti;
4.5.6 Stored Leakage
The cylinder valve/c $finder valve assembly was
r„
tested for stored leakage Characteristics asV-._^
defined in Paragraph 4.21 of ER-10270 	 No leakage
was detected.
` 4.5.7 Warning Actuation
The FS5 was subjected to the warning actuatio` test
;t
as defined by Paragraph 4.22 of Ek-1027.
	 The low
pressure alarm `actuated at a cylinder pressure of
850 prig	 re
• 11
4..5..6 Warning.Signal Frequency and Intensity
Tlae FPS w:j^ eubjected to the warning signal frequency '-
and it tensity test as defined by Paragraph 4.23 of
c
EK-111 €127.	 The alarm provided a peak signal intensity
of(^ 9 1	dbA and frequency ^-f 3570 : H z, a flow of 55
1pm. NTPD.`—^
li
1
:i	 s
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4.6 SEQUENCE 6 - COMPONENT TZS.TS (PARTIAL)
4.6.1 Overpressurization Protection
The fus ble—,pWg`-which is assembled to the
cylinder valve was rmoved and subjected to the
overpressurization test as defined in Paragraph 4.12
i of ER-1027.	 The fusible alloy melted as required
•	 I oat,^;220 F.
	
The frangible disc burst at 4100 psig.
`	 4.6.2 Pressure Gage.Accuracy
E	 l The accuracy of the cylinder valve mounted pressure
j gage was checked following the lift cycling test
series.	 Its function and accuracy were unaffected.
i	 4.1 SEQUENCE 7 - BURST TESTS
All gas control components
	
of the FSS were subjected
to the burst test as defined by paragraph 4.5 of
ER-1027.
	
Visual inspection showed that no
deformation of an y kind resulted.	 ,In addition no
l,
leakage was present when an outward leakage. test
was performed.
4.8 SEQUENCE 8 - DEMONSTRATION TESTS
4.8.1 Donni %!LDof f inq
l A tratne& test subject -performed the donning doffing
test series as defined in paragraph 407 of_ ER-1027.
The°subject averaged 14.5 seconds for a series of
. five donning exercises. 	 The `game subject averaged
r	 _
r.
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1a 5 seconds for a series of five doffing exercises.
;f 4.8.2 Startup
''A properly trained subject donned and performed the
FES startup procedure as defined in paragraph 4.8
of ER-1027 °	No problems were noted during this
' operation.
4.8.3 Orientation
I A trained subject wearing the FBS performed the
orientation procedure as defined in paragraph 4.9
of ER-.1027.	 The FBS operated with no degradation
r
in performance in all orientations.
,
4 4.8.4 Controls
y
= It was verified that all controls are accessible to
j the wearer and .^re arranged to minimize the possibility
of inadvertent actuation as defined by paragraph
4.10 of ER-1027.
4.s.5 Pressure Vessel. Replacement
A trained subject performed the pressure vessel.
replacement test as defined by paragraph 4.11 of
ER-1027.
	
The maximum elapsed time to remove and .a
econds. ,replace a cylinder was 58 s .'
,
'
408.6. System Envelohe
A aiubject wearing the FES over a turnout coat
performed the system envelope test as defined by
f '
4'
I
I
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paragraph 4.17 of ER-1027. 	 it was verified by
inspection than a). the unit was as closely
conformal to the wearer as possible b
	
corners and
1
edges are rounded'c)..protrusions are minimised.
4.8.7 Comfort
Three subjects wearing the FBS over a•^P^urnout coat
performed the comfort test as defined by paragraph
r 1:
4.18 of ER-1027.
	
No abnormal reactions were
S
eXperienced by any of the subjects.
408.8 Visor Fogaing
A subject wearing the FBS performed the visor fogging
- c
test !as defined by paragraph 4.26 of ER-1027. 	 it
should be noted that:-due to a low temperature
`chamber malfunction the ,temperatui a during this test
ranged from -6 to -BoF instead of the -required
-20 *50F.
Before'entering the chamber the mask lens was
cleaned and treated with a commercial anti-bogging r
agent name&--' I'Magic Lens Cleaning Anti-Fogging Fluid"
manufactures by the Silicone Paper Company of America.
The FBS with a nosecup installed in the mask was
donned and the subject entered the cold chamber.
{
the mask immediately"formed an approximately	 wide
^._ band of fog around the periphery near the face sealo
After the firiat dxerci:se period this became more
•	 E
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pronounced. Approximately six minutes. after enteringP	 pP	 Y	 9
.^	 the chamber, moisture droplets began to form just;E
above and to the subject's left of the breathing
regulator connection. The patt" Iern indicated that
i	 (
the droplets were being sprayed up from the spray
1
bar.
E
Fogging increased until the 14-minute mark at
!	 which point the lens was 90% covered. At the 15-
minute mark, the nose cup was reinoved and the lens
i
became completely covered. The test was terminated
at the 17-minute mark.
The mask was cleaned, dried and treated with
another anti-fogging compound made by Acme Products, i
Inc. of South' Haven, Michigan. The nose cup was
i	 a	 installed in the mask., a full cylinder_.placed in
R
the `F'HS and the test restarted.
No fogging occurred after two minutes in the cold
j
chamber. , After -4 minutes,_ a small band o€ fog'
approximately 3%4 inch wade appeared acrosz the	 i
center of the lens. After S minutes the lens was
completely covered with fog in the center area frost
tl
' around the periphery ° At the 11-mirkute marls, the
., y
t,
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nose crap was removed and all fog and frost completely
"di layersa PPeared. A la 
	
of moisture could be seen
I
coating tie inside of the lens but visibility was
unimpaired. The test was terminated after 15
1 a^
t
minutes.
j
l
F	 1
J
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ER-1027
Revisions
Letter/Date
A
6/29/73	 Para. 3.9 Conversion Chart,,
0
Added equivalent NTPD
-
flow for
125 LPM BTPS.
3.6. 3.7
... Removed reference to Scott Quality
Control.
Para. 4.1.1, Step 1
Figure 4 changed to Figure 1.
Para. 4,1. 1 1 Step 3
Redefined leakage test, was pressure
decay test.
Para. 4.1.1, Stec 4
Changed flow of Item (1) from 2.0
scc/min. to 20 scc/min.
Para. 4.1.2
Added flow at -1.25 mask pressure.
Title changed to include
"intermediate",
Para. 4.1.3
TitleG-changed to add	 Static Flow".
Addled static flows at +2.0 and 4.0
mask pressure.
Pat. a.. 4.2
Change reference from Para. ;1'4.2,
Step 2 11 to Para. ' 1 401.4, Step-:211.
Para. 4.3.2
Added static purge capability
test.
7)
1 ER-1027„ (b)
1
,rte
Rcv is ion s
' (cont. }
^ U
Para. 404,	 Proof 'Pyessure
Changed to show proof test on cylinder
valve assembly.
	
Was cylinder & valve
assembly.
Para.... . 4.,.5, . Burst . Pressure
Changed to shajvr,, burst test on
cylinder valve'assembly.	 Was
cylinder & valve'` assembly.
- Para 	 M4..7,	 4.8,	 4010,	 4,17_ ,	 4._18.
f Aided words "wearing a turnout
coat".
Para. 4612
Revised procedure to burst device
! while at 2200F.^-
`ca
Para. 4.15'
Removed 4000 psig and added " 2000
& 800'psig"e
Para. 4.15.3,	 Step_ 2, Line 2
Changed word "low" to "high".
Para. 4.1.603,	 Step 2
---`-^ Added visual. inspection following' II
each shock.
Para. 4.19.3,
	
Ihzvard Leakage, Step. 2
Changed -2.0 to -3.0.
Para. .4.0.2:4 Inward Leakage 	 s
Item (1^oalibration to be based
on 1&-- PM; was 1500 MI.
i;
ER.-1027 (c)
Revisions
	 {
1 r (cont e' 	
a
I
 ` _rFigure
  1
Labeled Cylinder Valve on schematic.
Figure 2
Flowmeter relocated upstream of
dummy head. o
Figure 55
-
,q
Removed 11 4500 prig".
Fl Sure 9
Moved helium sniffer to breathing
regulator.
Figure 13
Added figure to reflect addition
of Paragraph 4.3.20
k
Data Sheet #1
Page 1 - Step (3.) ]Leakage;	 1.5 scc/min.
maximum added.
Page 2 p.; Changed title and added data
for -1.25 inches mask pressure.
Page 3 - Changed title and added data
for static flow check.
Data Sheet #2
Page 2 - Step (3) flow at 100 prig
_ cylinder pressure; added
'
111.2 LPNM, NTPD..	
1
Data Sheet- #3
Added block for 800 prig inlet
C
static flow check.
..
Data. Sheet #5
Added requirement for total system
}	 ^. weight.
^I`
j f
ER-1027	 (d)
Revisions
(cont. }
I
Data Sheets #9, 10, 11,	 12, 13e 14
I Added block for 800 psig inlet
static flow check.
Data Sheet.#14
Added block for visual check after
each shock.
Data Sheet #17
	 it
Added columns for both inward and
outward-,leakage and ^ddsd specification
limits for each.
Data Sheet. #19
-Added 'static flow check at 800:
j^	 psig and exhalation% dive check
_f	 at +2 and +4 mask pressure,
r	 Data Sheet #20,	 21,
	
2-.2.,. 	 273:,:,
Added specification limits.
All =evisiai^s were made to reflect changes agreed upon 6/21%73^
at a meeting between NASA and Scott representatives,' and
^ '^ experience with preliminary tests.
ER-1027 ) 
Revisions
(coot.)
.
' LetterZDate
2/6/74 Para. 4.1.1
Step (1) 4000, was 4500.
Step (3) Changed 1.5 scc/min. to
10 scc/min.
Step (4) 4000, was 45U0; and added
_ "above the leakage val,'ae
! determined in Step (3) above".
y Para. 4.1.2
Step (1) 4000, was 4500,:
Para. 4.1.4
Step,(3d) Eliminated "Record the
_ pressure at which the low
pressure alarm actuates" and
substituted what was Step (e) ..
"Step (4) Added step.
Step-(5) Was Step (4), 4000 was 4500.
Step	 (6) Was Step (5).
s
--Para.	 4.3.1
f Step ( 3d) Eliminated "Record thepressure at which the low'
pressure alarm actuates" and
substituted what was Step (e)e
Step	 (4), Added step.
Step (5) was Step (4), i
Para..	 4..1.2
Step (1) Removed "a full	 charged .y ^
-. cylinder"; changed Figure 13
to 5.
Step (2) Added "supplying 4000 psig
to the system".
Stop (3) Eliminates
	
"Continuously J .
record both total' flow from
the exhalation valve and
total mask pressure until
cylinder pressure drops to
,. ^^ 100 prig.	 Periodically
_	
5
' A
i
tER--1027 (f)
Revisions
(cont.)
record on the chart paper
cylinder pressure." and
t `' -substituted existing
Step	 (3).
Step (4) Added.
Step (5) lidded,
Para. 4.13
Step (1) 1,4000,	 was 4500.	 ^{
Para.	 4.16;.3
Step (1) 4000-was 4500.
Step (2) 40OU was 45 10.
Step (3) Eliminated "and then subject
4	 „ to the static fl.,ow test of
Para.	 4.15.1".
Para..
	
4.19.1
4000 -rotas 4500.	 P.:
Para. 4.19.5
Step	 (2) 4000 was 4500,
Step (4) 150 1pm was 250 1pm.
_ Step (5) 150 1pm was 2^0 1pm.
Step (7) 12 solenoid was 20 solenoid.-
El	 Para.	 4._21
Step (1) 4600 was 4500.
^^	 f s	 Para.	 4.22
Step (1) roses "Place the FBS on a user
'
and start up."
Step (2) was 0Observe and record the	 ?
' pressure at which=the
depletion warning device
` actuates."
Step (3) was "Also note whether the
device operates on. the
inhalation portion of breathing
h„ and when the purge valve is
open."
J' 
r v
	
,
tPara. 4.23
Second paragraph was ":Adjust the
purge valve to obtain successive
flows of 10 and 75 1pm NTPD.	 At
each of these flows,	 measure the
i alarm signal and frequency using a
! measurement bandwidth of 500 to 4000 Hz.
Using the breathing machine to obtain
dynamic flow conditions, again measure
and record the alarm signal and
frequency for peak flow cycles of
257 and 476 1pm NTPD.	 Repeat the
above test series using a measurement
frequency bandwidth of all frequencies
except 500 to 40JO Hz.
	 -
Figure 13
Elimin^vted (static purge capability)
Data Sheets
' Revised to reflect above changes.
{.
l All Revision B changes were made during the ccurse of testing
to either correct errors in the procedure or errors in test
concept.
Paul. Bement
February 6, 1974
i;.
^- - -_
	 - .-tom	
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1.0	 INTRODiId f"ON
i_	 This procedure describes a series of functional
t
and environmental tests to be performed on a Phase II
development model'of the Firefighter's Breathing System
j (FBS) designedand built on NASA Contract Number
NAS9-13177 by Scott Aviation. All tests will be
performed under the auspices of the Scott Aviation
i	 ^	
f
Engineering Department in their Test Laboratory
or in nearby vendor facilities.
f
r
'	 The overaIA objective of this test program is to
furnish the basis for verifying the FM meets the
,
per; . ormance and design requirements of the NASA 	 f
specification.
ff
i

	3.0	 GENERAL
	
3.1	 Test Medium
The breathing gas used will be pure, dry breathing`,
air conforming to the requirements of the Compresse4
Gas Association Commodity Specification for Air,
I^
r
;i
G-7.1, Type I (Grade D or higher quality).
{
3.2	 Environmental .Conditions
Unless otherwise specified, the ambienyc conditions
for conducting the operational tests herein will
be as follows:
(1) Temperature: 77 0 + 18OF
(2) Relative Humidity: 90 percent or less
(3) Barometric Pressure: Local standard
(28 to 32 inches of Hg)
	 Y
III
3.3 Order of Tests
All verifications to be performed are shown in
Table a and the sequence of system tests is shown
1
in Table 2I.
i
The tests listed in Table z as demonstrations
shall be demonstrated at the Test Readiness Review
held prior to proceeding into the development testing.

4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.13
4.20
4.21
	
4.14	 x
4.22
	
4.12	 x
4.23
4.23
4.24:
4.25
4.26
4.27
x
x
X
x
x X
x x
x
x x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Ix
W -
.
I!D
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ER-1027 DrVELOPMENT TOT 10	 FB T—ABLE I
TEST LEVZL (Component .,nd/or System)•
NASA Spec. Scott ProcedureA
Pns-5P-001 ER-1027
TEST y,tr
Paragraph
Numbers
Paragraph
Numbers
t,
A0 
ej	 0
SO
0	 ef
' 6* Requirements 3.1.1.3 4.1. x
St	 ponce Time 3.1.1.4 4.2 x
vne. Capability 3.1.1.5 4.3 x
Prq
,
of Pressure 3.1.1.6 4.4 x x x x
Burst Prcssure 3.1.1.7 4.5 x x x
System Wight
Don.'iihg/Doffing DvMonstration 3.1,1.11 4, 7 x
Stai4 tup^Damonstration 3.1.1.12 4.E x
orientation -Damonstration 3.1m1.13 4,9 x
Controls -Demonstration 3.1.1.14 4.10 x cy
Press6re Vessel Replacement-
D[smonstration
3.1.1.15 4.11 x
Operating Environments 3.111.16 
N
.
Onope'i!ating Environments
System Envelope-Dcmonstration
Comfort-Demonstration 3.1.1.19
Uneful )';
	
fe 3.1.1.21
System Leakage 3.1 
* 
1.23
Pressure Vessel mounting-Demonstration 3.1.1.24
Leakage 3.1.2.1.2
Pressure-Gage Accuracy 3.1.2.1.3
Actuation. 5.1.2.2.1
overpressurization Protection 3.1.2.1.6
Signal intensity 3.1.2.2.2
Signal Frequency 3.1.2.2.4
Inward Leakage 3 . 1.2.4.2
outward Leakage 3 . 1.2.4.3
Visor Fogging-Demonstration 3.1.2.4.5
Weight 3.1.2.4.6
I; Se.uence,.
t
i
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I
i
t
TABLE II
Sequence_ of Testing
Test
COMPONENT TESTS
overpressurization Protection
Proof Pressure
Mask Weight
Mask Leakage -- IN
Mask Leakage -- OUT
Pressure Gage
Procedure
Para. No.
4012
4.4
4. 27
4.24
4.25
4.14
2	 PERFORMANCE TESTS
Flow Requirements	 4.1
Response Time	 4.2
Purge. Flow	 403
System..Weign^
Operating,; Leakage
	
4.6]
Jt . 1 3
Stored Leakage	 4.21
Warning Actuation	 4.22
Warning Signal Intensity	
p4. 23Warning Signal Frequency	 4.23
f:
3	 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
Low Temperature	 4.15.2
High Temperature 	 4.15.3
Relative Humidity	 4.15 4
Salt Yog	 4.1E.1
Dust	 4.16.2
4. 16.3
Static Flow Test (performed prior 4.15.1
to and after each environmental. test) 	 ?
i
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TABLE II
II
(cont.}
Procedure
Sequence Test Para. No.
4 USEFUL LIFE TESTS
i Life Cycling Test 4.19
i	5 PERr'"ORl'ANCE TESTS
Same as Sequence 2
}	 6i COI	 TESTS (PARTIALj
Overpressurization Protection 4,12
i Pressure Gage 4.14
7 BURST TES'T'S
Burst Pressure. Tests 4.5
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3.4	 Test instrumentation
E
3.4.1	 Accuracy
The accuracy of instruments and test equipment used
to control or monitor test parameters specified.
i
'	 herein shall:
(a) Conform to laboratory standards whose calibration
is traceable to the prime standards at the
U. S. Bureau of Standards.
(b) Have an accuracy of at least one-tenth the
1I^
	
tolerance for the test article variable to
3	 be measured.-
3. 4.2	 Calibration and Certification
Prior to starting any,:,test, Test Engineering shall
review the instrumentation to ascertain thete
(a) Calibration ;;.and certification have been accomplished
and are valid.
(b) The calibration time period will not elapse
during a test of long duration. if this
possibility exists, the applicable instrument
Y,	 will be replaced by one with a more recent
calibration date.
ER-1027	 Page 9
(c)	 Equipment, such as strip chart recorders, have
been checked for proper operation and accuracy
prior to starting the test. 	 These instruments
shall also be checked,-,periodically during
testing to ensure that drift has not exceeded
the specified tolerance.
3.5	 Static Flow Test
,
A static flow test to determine the development test
3
hardware is performing within specification tolerances
' w'il1 be performed before and after each environmental
exposure.	 When the tests are conducted in series
with no significant time interval between tests,
the test after an environmental exposure will sere
as verification of proper performance before the
succeeding environmental exposure.
! 3..6	 West Nc ification
DCAS personnel shall be..notified a minimum of three
(3) days in advance of testing.
aER-1027	 P,.qe 10
E
I	 3.7	 Test Rigor
.f	 The Development Test ProgL`am will be performea
f
{
{ under strict control o,t environments and test
procedures contained herein. 	 Adjustments or tuning
a`f the test hardware will not be permitted during
these tests unless it is normal to . in-service operation.
Control shall be enforced by the witnessing of
!
1 tents b	 DCASYpersonnel.P
In the event of noncompliance with any of the
requirements of this procedure, the NASA Technical
Monitor will be notified of the nonconformance, any
changes or adjustments made to the:test hardware
{	 and the recommended retest prior to continuing 	 f
^r
the test program.
3.8-	 'Testes
A test log will be kept on the test'hardware, 	 -
beginning with. the formal demonstrations at the Testg	 g
Readiness Review and continuin5- chronologically through
- 1
J
1
l	
ER-1027
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S	 -
f
the test _-_program.	 The log book: shall accompany
the hardware	 fortest	 and account	 all periods of
time including idle periods.	 The test log is
intended to-supplement the test data sheets.	 The
log eMtries shall be complete, self-explanatory
and include, but not be limited to, the following:
(a) Date and time;_of entry;
(b) Identity of test or inspection;
(a) Environmental data (if not included on-.test
data sheets);
(d) 'Characteristics being investigated;
f(e) Failure or unsatisfactory condition observations;
(t>) Record of repair and maintenance;
(g),- Fecord of unusual or questionable occurrences
involving the equipment;
(h) Action taken to have "quick fixes" in test
formalized as design changes;
(i) Identity of individual making entry.
b.
309	 Flora Computations
?	 All flow values are expressed in liters per minute
NTPD. Since the NASA specification expresses flow
i^
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in liters per minute BTPS, the conversion is as
.	 follows:
i
LPM NTPD = LPM BTPS (0.0012484 (PB-47))
(	 where
1	 LPM NTPD = liters per minute, normal tempe'rature,
pressure, dry
LPM BTPS = liters per minute, body temperature,
pressure, saturated
PB = Barometric Pressure
i
t
The above conversion was obtained from: Society
of Automotive Engineers Document Aerospace Information
Report Nunb;er AIR 825, titled "Oxygen Equipment for
Aircraft", dated 2/25/65.
CONVERSION CHART
LPM BTPS	 E4UIVA,LENT LPM NTPD
125 111.2 .
200 178
289 257.2
5 35 476.2
i
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400	 PROCEDURE
4.1	 Flow Requirements
401.1'	 Inhalation Initiation
s
(1) Install the FBS in the test setup shown in
Figure 1. 'Record test instrumentation
i	 I description. Adjust regulated air supply to
4000 ps,ig,
f	
(2) With the cylinder valve of the FBS closed;
Slowly open the needle valve (1).
(3) Adjust the needle valve and create a negative
i	 pressure of 2.0 inches inside the mask area.
Record the flow on flowmeter (3), which is the
inward leakage. If leakage greater than 10
scc/min. exists, it should be corrected before
i	 proceeding..
(4) open the cylinder valve of the FBS supplying
I
f	 4000 psig regulated air to the system. , Slowly
open the needle valve (1) until a flow of 20
scc min. above the leakage value" determined in/	
Step (3) alcove is indicated on flowmeter (3)e
Record the maximum negative pressure indicated j.
by water column (2)
I	 ,
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4.1.2
4
(5) Repeat Step 4 with a regulated air supply of
1000 and 570 psig.
Inhalation Flow at intermediate and maximum Specified
Negative Pressure
(1) Install the FBS in the test setup shown in
Figure 1, and apply a regulated pressure of
4000 psig to the cylinder valve.
(2) Open the cylinder valve and start up the FBS..
(3) Slowly open needle -valve (1) until the pressure
in the facepiece is -2.0 inches of water.
Record the resulting flow on flowmeter (2).
(4) Repeat the above test for inlet pressures of
1000, 570 and 100 psig;
(5) Repeat Steps 3. and 4 above for a facemask
pressure of -1.25 inches of water.
4.1.3	 Exhalation Initiation & Static.Flow
(1) Install the facemask and regulator in the test
setup shown in Figure 2. Record test.instru-
mentation description.
(2) Slowly increase the' outlet ,pressure of,; regulator
(1) until a flow is obtained on flowmeter (2).
(3) Record the pressure indicated by water column (3
(4) Change the flowmeter to one.of higher range and
It
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4.1..4	 Dynamic Flow Requirements
(1) cInstall. the FBS with a fully-charged cylinderY	 Y
in the test setup shown in Figure 3	 Record
a
description of test instrumentation.
(2) adjust the breathing machine (Scott P/N 22850)
to obtain a peak flow of,.257 1pm NTPD at approxi-
mately 34 cycles/minute.
(3) open the cylinder valve and start the breathing
machine.	 Continue to operate the breathing
machine until the cylinder pressure drops to
l 100 psig.	 During this time, record the
followings
(a)	 Continuously record inhalation and exhalation
mask pressures.
- (b)	 Continuously record mask flow rates.
(c)	 Each 5 minutes, monitor cylinder pressure
and record.
(d)	 Total time from start of test until cylinder
reaches 100 psig.
(4) Record the pressure at which the low pressure
alarm actuates
	 g	 procedure.usin	 the. f Para. 4.2i.
eell
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(5)	 Recharge the cylinder to 4000 psig.
Increase the speed of the breathing machine to
obtain a peak flow at 476 1pm NTPD. 	 Repeat
Step 3 ` above.
(6)	 Record the peak mask pressures obtained during
3
u. the inhalation and exhalation portions of the
breathing cycle.
. , 4.2 Response Time	 j
This characteristic is verified during the flow
1
requirements test (Para. 4.1.4, Step'2) since the
flovi test was performed dynamically.
:3 iFurc'fe Capability
4.3.1 ^Rynamic Puree Capability
; 1 (1)	 Install the FSS with a fully-charged cylinder
in the test setup shown in Figuxe 3:	 Record
description of test instrumentation.
2	 Adjust the breathing machine
	
Scott PIN 22850
to obtain a peak flow of 257 l.pm NTPD at
l(
approximately 34 cycles/minute.
(3)	 Open the cylinder valve and fully open the purge
valve, and start the breathing machine.
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Continue to operate the breathing Machine until
the cylinder pressure drops to 100 psig.
During this time, record the following:
(a)	 continuously record inhalation and
exhalation mask pressures.
(b)	 Continuously record mask flow rates.
(c)
.
 Each 5 minutes, monitor cylinder pressure
and record.
(d)	 Total time from start of test until
cylinder reaches 100 psig.
(4) Record the pressure at which the low pressure
alarm actuates using the procedure of Para. 4.22.
(5) increase the speed of the • breathing machine to
obtain a peak flow of 416 1pm NTPD.
	
Repeat
Step 3 above.
4.3.2	 Static. Purge Capability
(1) install the FBS in the test setup shown in Fig. 5.
(2) open the cylinder valve supplying 4000 psig to
the system and fully open the purge valve.
.(3) Draw flow.through the flowmeter until the water
column shows zero pressure.
(4) . Record the resulting flow on the data sheet.•
(5) Repeat the above test for inlet pressures of
3500,	 3000,	 250u	 200U, 15U0,	 1000 800,	 501 and
100 psig
-
4
Ji
rt
I^
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_	
ss
t
4.4	 Proof Pressure
(l) Pneumatically pressure test the following
components to the pressures shown:
i
r3
COMPONENT PRESSURE (PSIG)
Cylinder Valve Assy. 6750
High-pressure hose 6750
Pressure reducer 6750
(high-pressure section)
Pressure reducer 181.5
,(low pressure section)
Low-pressure hose 18705	 x
Breathing Regulator 187.5
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Burst Pressure
(1) Hydrostatically pressure test the following
components to the pressures shown:
R
i^
t{
i
k
I
ER-1427
COMPONENT PRESSURE (PS 2 G )
Cylinder Valve Assy. 11,250
High-pressure hose 11,250.
Pressure reducer 11,20
(high-pressure side)
Pressure reducer* 312.5
(low-pressure side)
Low-pressure hose 31.2;`5
Breathing Regulator 312.5.
(2) While pressurized, observe the components
for signs of rupture or leakage. None is
allowed.
*Relief valve to be blocked closed during this test.
4.6	 System. Weight
Weigh each component separately and also obtain a
µ	 total EBS weight with and without cylinder.9	 Y
^Y	 ^f^
ti
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i	 4.7	 Donning/Doffing - Demonstration Test
After a suitable training period, a subject wearing
a turnout coat will be timed during the donning
{	 and doffing prockedures to obtain the average for
five (5) complete cycles. Donning time, which will
include the facemask, will not exceed 15 seconds
and doffing time will not exceed 3 seconds. Record
results in test log.
1
	
4.8
	
Startup -- Demonstration Test
Verify that a user wearing a turnout coat may
perform the following steps in startup of the FBS
and do so unassisted:
(1) Don the FBS being sure to check for proper
.'	 mask fit.
(2) open cylinder valve.
(3) Breathe unit to determine proper operation.
(4) Close cylinder  valve and breathe: unit down
until low pressure alarm sounds._
(5) Again open cylinder valve. Unit is ready for
operation.
'	 Record results in test log.
;
t
`	 I
f
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4.9 Orientation - Demonstration Test
Verify that a user can obtain satisfactoryY	 Y flow
Y.
for each of the six (6) different orientations
shown in Figure 	 4.	 Record results in test 16 e
!	
4.10 Controls - Demonstration Test
Verify that all controls are accessible to the
€ wearer wearing a turnout coat and are arranged to
minimize the possibility of inadvertent actuation.
Record results in test log.
E
4.11 Pressure_ Vessel_ . Replacement - Demonstration Test
Record the time of pressure vessel replacement for
the following conditions:
(1)	 Remove large cylinder; replace with large
cylinder.
(2)	 Remove large cylinder, rep	 e with small
cylinder;
(3)	 Remove small cylinder; replace with small
-- cylinder;
4 '	Remove small cylinder;(	 )	 Y re:	 elace with largP	 g
cylinder.
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..;The above will be performed by a subject previously
trained to perform the task. Record results in
the 	 log.f	 g
4.12
	
Overpressurization Protection
(1) Place the overpressurization protection
device in a test adapter in preparation toP	 P P
pressurize.
(2) Immerse the device in a glycerine-waster
bath and raise the temperature of the bath
I	 to 2200F. Hold for a minimum of ten (10)
minutes.
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(3) Raise the pressure to the device to 3800 psig
and hold for 30 seconds minimum.`
II
(4) Thereafter increase the pressure at a rate
Less than 100 psig per minute until the
frangible disc bursts. Record this pressure.
}	 4.13	 Sy-stem_Leakage
f
(1) Witk the cylinder of the FBS charged to 4000
psig, ope:.-efie cylinder v lve allowing the
system to pressurize.
(2) Using Leak-Tek or an equivalent leakage
indicator, check each component of the FBS
for leakage. No leakage is allowed.
4.14	 Pressure Gage Accuracy
(1) Install the pressure gage in a test block and
connect to a test: setup with a calibrated
pressure gage and a regulated high-pressure
air source.
d
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1
(2)	 Slowly increase pressure in the test system
I stopping at each of the major divisions of the
1
FBS gage and recording the corresponding
pressure .iim;dicated on the calibrated gage.
(3)	 Ae,ter reading all divisions in increasing
-:	 order, slowly decrease the pressure and again
record the corresponding pressures in'decreasing
j
order.
' 4.15	 Op, rating-Environments ._
All 6perating environments tested will be . perforated
with, the cylinder charged to 2000 and 800 psig.
4.15.1	 Static Flow Test
This test will be performed as required before,
during and/or after exposure to,,.-each ,b_r the operating
environments
(l)	 Install the FES in the test setup shown in
Figure 5, and adjust regulated air supply to 2000 psig.
(2)	 Open the cylinder valve and start up the FES.
(3)	 Slowly open,,. needle valve	 (1.) until the flow
from the`facepiece is 5 LPM NTPD, shown on
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flow imeter (2) .	 Record the resulting mask
pressure shown on the water column.
I
I	 ^,
(4) Repeat Step 3 to obtain the pressures resulting
from facepiece,y flows ,of 125 and 300 LPM, NTPD,
and the flow for a facemask pressure of -2.0
inches of water.
J
(5) Vent the inlet pressure to 800 psig and repeat
Steps 3_^^nd 4 above.
4.15.2
	 Low Temperature Operation	 (Ref.
. ,
 MIL-STD-810B,
Method 502, Procedure l)
(l) Subject the FB8 to the static flow test of
Para.	 4,15.1.
(2) Place the FBS in an environmental temperature
chamber and subject to the low temperature
test as follows:
(a)	 Lower the chamber temperature to -600F
' + aoF for a period of four (4) hours
minimum.
(b)	 Visually inspect the unit while it is
still at low temperature.
•	 i
;r
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c Expose the FBS to an additional 8 hours
minimum at -60°F + 50F.
t —
#	 (d) Remove the FBS from the chamber and subject
to the test of Para. 4.15.1 while still
at low temperatures.
(e) after 4,ts return to ambient tempe'tature,
again visually inspect the FBS and
subject to the test of Para. 4.15.1.
i	 4.15.3	 Hia[l - Temperature Operation	 (Ref. MIL--STD--810B,
`	 ( Method 501, Procedure 1I)
(1)	 The data from the static flow test following
low temperature operation will also be used
as pre-high temperature operation baseline data.
r
I	 (2)	 Place the FBS. in an en ikenmental chamber and
' subject to the high teen erature test as follows:
(a) Raise the temperature of the chamber to
120OF + 50F and hold for 6 hours minimum.
(b) Raise the temperature of .the chamber to
" 1540F + 5oF w4.thi.n a time period of one (1)
hour and then holm 'for an additional four (4) "	 {
:.hours.
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.(c) . Lower the internal chamber temperature to
1.20oF + 5oF within a_:time period of one (1)
hour.
(d)	 Repeat Steps (a) through (c) two additional
1. times making a total of three 12-hour cycles.
f
(e)	 Adjust the temperature of the chamber to
200OF + 50F and hold for a period of 8
—
hours minimum.
(f)	 Remove the FBS from the chamber and subject
` to the static flow test of Para. 4.15.1.
(g)	 After its return to ambient temperature, 	 k
again visually inspect the FBS and subject
to the test of Para. 4.15.1. 	 f
4.15.4	 Relative-Humidity	 (Ref. MIL--STD-810B, Method 507,
Procedure IV)
i
(1) Place the FBS in a temperature-humidity chamber.
(2) Dry the FBS at 110OF + 50F for a period of 2
hours nini_mum.
.(3) Condition the FBS at.77oF + 50F and 50 percent
relative humidity for 24 hours.
(4) Remove the -FBS from the chamber and subject to
the static 'flow test of ,:Para. 4.15.1.
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;i	 (5) Place the PBS back into the test chamber and
subject it to five 24-hour cycles in accordance
E	 } with Figure 12.	 A 24-hour cycle consists of
16 hours at 140 OF + 51F and approximately 8
t
hours at 86 OF + SoF including transition times.
A relative humidity shall be maintained at
95 percent or greater at both temperatures.
Each transition time.shall be not' greater 2
l
than 15 hours.	 The relative humidity during
each transition need not be controlled.
(6) After completion of the fifth cycle with the.
FBS in the chamber and the chamber at 8b°F
' + 5oF and a relative humidity of 95 percent
f
minimum, remove the FBS from the chamber and
subject to the static flow test of Para. 4.15.1.
(7) 0	 0rCondition the. FBS at 77 F + 5 F and;..50 + 5 percent
relative humidity for not less than \' hours j
nor more than 24 hours.
(8) While at 77°F + 50  and 50 percent relative
humidity, remove the FBS from the chamber and
_ subject to the static flow test of Para. 4.15.1.
(9) Visually inspect the FBS.
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1
{ 4.16 Non-operating Environments
^I
4
4.16.1 Salt Fo Q
(1) Charge the cylinder to 4000 prig and subject
the FBS to the static flow test of Para. 4.15.1.
(2) Expose the FBS to a	 salt fog environment
according to MIL-STD-810B, Method 509,
Procedure I.
s
- (3) lifter the 48 hour drying period, again subject
^
the FBS to the static flow test of :Para. 4.15.1.(
1
Also note any visual  defects such as corrosion r
resulting from the exposure to salt fog.
1ry
i
4.1.6.2 Dust
(1) 6^rge the cylinder to 4000 psig and subject
the FBS to the static flow test of Para. 4.15.1.
Y
(2) Expose the FBS to a dust environment according
to MIL-STD--810B, Method 510, Procedure I.
(3) Return the FBS to	 Scott from the vendor'
-
facility at which dust exposure was performed
and subject to the static flow test of Para. 4.15.1.
c. ^
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4.16.3	 Impact Shock
CAUTIQNz	 This is a hazardous test
i and should be performed in an area
j properly equipped for high pressure
and explosive test articles by properly
1	 - trained personnel.
_ (1) Change the FBS to 4000 prig and subject to the
' static flow test of Para. 4,15.1.{
f
(2) Recharge the cylinder to 4000 prig and drop s
l the . FBS from a height of six (6) feet onto a
flat rigid surface once on each of six (6)
k
different points (Figure 11) for a total of
six (6) drops.	 Visually inspect the unit
each drop.
(3) Following drop testing, inspect the unit and
note any damage. 
4.17	 System Envelope = Demonstration Test
Bon the FBS while wearing a turnout coat to verify
the followings
t? (1) The unit is as closely conformal to the wearer
as possible.
(2) Corners and edges are rounded.
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(3) Protrusions are minimized.
i'
i These characteristics are necessary to reduce the
possibility of snagging. Record results in test
log.
i
t
4.18	 Comfort - Demonstration Test
fi
Don the FS8 while wearing a turnout coal-,:and wear
for a period spent performing light work or resting.
During and at the end of the period, record reactions,
f
such as possible skin irritation, soreness or bruises,
resulting from pressure points or abrasion. Repeat
with two additional subjects (total of 3). Record {
!	 results in test log.
^F
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4.39
	
Useful Life
4,19.1
	
	
High-Pressure Hose to C_Ylinder.Valve Connector
Place a cylinder and connector in a cycling machine
and connect and disconnect a total of 5,000 cycles.
Stop each 500 cycles to pressurize internally to
4000 psig and check for external leakage.
4.19.2
	
	
Low-Pressure Hose to Pressure Reducer Disconnect
Connect and disconnect manually the low-pressure
1
hose to pressure reducer disconnect a total of
1,000 times. At the 500 and 1,000 cycle points,
P.
	
	
pressurize internally--`moo 125 psig and check the
disconnect for external leakage.
4. 19.3	 in	 a	 mas
	
Breath g Regulator to Face k Connection
Mount the.facemask to a dummy head, leak check in
the manner later described, and remove and replace
the breathing regulator from. it a total of''5,000g
times. Each 500 cycles leak check as follows:
Outward Leakage:a
[V) Mmint the ma_qk /rF±rn IAA-nr. anne-MbIv to a
Page 33
seal ssuring that any leakage will
l	 1 
	
ii
,I	 result from the mask/regulator seal
Also tape close the exhalation valve.
#	 (2) install this in the setup shown in Fig-are 2
and then pressurize the mask internally
to thrj,e (3) inches of water. Record
the flow shown on the flowmeter. 	 A, j
inward Leakage:
t	 (1) with the mask/regulators assembly stilli
k	 mounted to the dummy head, install in
fE	 the test setup shown. in Figure la
(2) Draw a negative pressure of -3.0 inches
of water and record the leakage flow.	 r
4 e 19 e 4	 cylinder Mounting A i.n Backpack
f Mount the backpack vertically and remove and replace
the cylinder^,,a^atal of 5,000 times. Following
a	 completion, inspect for evidence of damage.
f	 A
e. ti
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r
4.1945	 1
	
lina
(1) Install the gas controls of the FBS in the
I
test setup shown in Figure•6.
I
(2) Open solenoid (1) applying 4,000 prig upstream
of the cylinder valve.
(3) Close solenoid (1) and mechanically open the
cylinder valve allowing the system to be
pressurized.
(4) open solenoid (2) and set needle valve' (1) to
l
allow a flow of 150 1pm NTPD. Clare solenoid (2).
This section simulates inhalat`'?,or`.<'
(5) open solenoid (3) and set needle valve (2)
to allow a flow of 150 1pm NTPD to exercise
f.	
the exhalation valve of the breathing regulator.
Close solenoid (3). This section simulates
exhalation.
r"
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(6) Set timer to alternately open and close
t
;solenoids (2) and (3) at a rate of 20 cycles
per minute.
(7) Pillow solenoids (2) and (3) to cycle open and
closed until pressure in the supply volume
reaches approximately 500 psig.	 This should
( happen after approximately 12 solenoid (2)
and (3) cycles and causes the low pressure
warning to function.
(S) t4echanically close the cylinder valve.
} (9) Repeat the above test a total of 5,000 tines, {
stopping each 500 cycles to check fore
(a)	 Static flow`7characteristics per Para. 4.14.1;
(b)	 Exhalation valve flow characteristics;
(c)	 External leakage all fittings and connections;
(d)	 Low pressure alarm function.
(10) Any maintenance required during this series
V
_
should be recorded.
S
5
}	 ay
I1
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4.19.6 Pure Valve
I
i
Apply 125 psig to the inlet of the breathing
t
regulator and manually open and close the purge
valve a total of 5,000 times,stopping each 500
f cycles to check for:
(a)	 Leakage around the external portions of the
E purge valve,
(b) . Leakage around the seat of the purge valve
when it is in the closed position.
40'20 Pressure. Vessel Mounting - Demonstration Test
f This requirement shall be considered satisfied by
the successful completion of Para. 4.12, Pressure
Vessel Replacement.
4.21 Leakage	 (Cylinder Valve/Cylinder Assembly) iI
Chapq	 a cylinder and valve assembly to 4000
psig and immerse in a water bath (Figure 7).-
(2)	 Collect the gas emitted from the assembly
over a 24-hour period. 	 This amount cannot
V exceed	 " ate of 0 .5 scc/hpur.
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4.22	 Actuation (Depletion `darning DevIce)
ii (1)	 Charge the cylinder of the FRS to 950 pslg.
(2)	 With an accurate pressure gage installed
between the cylinder valve and the high pressure
i
f
hand disconnect, slowly breath the unit down
to the point at which the depletion warning
device actuates.
(3)	 Racord this pressure. a
i
4.23	 Signal Frequency and Intensity
With the cylinder pressure of the FES T below the
actuation pressure for the depletion warning device,
perform the following testa 	 Install the FES in the
_Z
test series, measure the level of the background
noise, r
Adjust the-- purge valve to obtain a
^\ peak reading
on the sound intensity meter and re(A-zxd thist°
"Intensity and the signal frequency shorn on the
oscilloscope.
1
i4.24	 Inward Leakage (Facemaek)
NOTE:	 Appearing in Appendix S of this procedure
s ,.
is a report titled "Analysis of Utilization
a
of Helium Leak Detector to Measure Face
Mask Leakage".	 This report give.: detailed
infwination as to derivation of methods
and techniaue.s 'bed to determine inward
leakage.
__.. (1)
	 Calibrate the helium .leak detector using a
16 PPM concentration of helium in air.
(2)	 Place-,:he facemask/breathing regulator assembly
on a user and compplete the setup.shown in
I
Figure 9.
(3)	 Evacuate the plastic bag by' squeezing or= by
vacuuip and then flood with a gas- iia-f Lure of
9 parts air and ,1 part he-,,,,ium by volume.
ER--1027
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.t
(4)	 .After a short period to allow the system to
reach equilibrium, measure the inward leakage
shown on the leak. :, detector" which is sampling
the 'subject's exhaled gases and convert to a
rate in scc/mi.n.
	 This rate cannot exceed
h^
1.5 scc/min.
t
(5)	 The above test should be repeated once each
i	 .-j	 on a panel of sixteen (15) subjects selected
by the facial characteristics of face length
and width according to methods derived from:
(a)	 ":ASL Respirator Test Panel Representative
of U. S. Male .Facial Sizes . dated 1972,
V	 conducted by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratorv,
Myatt, Hack, Moore & Richards.
(b)	 "Anthropom.etry for Respirator Siring"
Final Report April 30, 1972, Webb Associates, i
Yellow Springs, Ohio.
24cConville, Churchill & Laubach
xc	 A 1967. USAF Facial Dimens ions .Studer
1
a
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}E 4.25 Outward	 ( Facemask
(1) Place a facemask, which has been modified to
provide a tube far the subject to inhale and
exhale through, along with a pair of nose
. pinchers, on a.subject (Figure 10)9
(2) --Slowly increase the internal mask pressure
to 3.0 inches of water.
n ( 3) Note and record Che amount of gay flowing into
the mask shown on the flowmeter. s	 :This amount
should not exceed 200 scc/mint 9
' 4(	 ) ea	 the above test for each of the sixteenRe Pt"
(16) subjects-used to determine inward mask
leakage in Para. 4.22.
T
1
r
Y
/ 11 I
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4.25 Visor Fqgging- Demonstration Test
Place the FBS on a subject and start up in the
normal manner.	 Have the subject enter a chamber
which is at -20 + 50F and remain inside until
	
the
1 cylinder is depleted.	 During the test period,
alternate 1-minute periods of exercise and rest
are required with the exercise period consisting
of stepping onto and off a box 8.5 inches high at
a rate of 30 cycles per minute.
	 Note any mask
fogging that takes place.	 Record results in test log.
4.27 Busk Weight
Weigh the facemask and breathing regulator assembly A'
(without low-pressure hose). 	 This weight must not
exceed 1,.25 pounds.
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Barometric Pressure
DATA SHEET # 1
c
P/N
S/N
Date
Temperature
TEST.
	 FLOW REQUIREMENTS
Paragraphs 4.1
i	 4.1.1 INHALATION INITIATION
ER-1027
Appendix A
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Leakage 10 scc/mina max.
Step (4) Flow initiation C -0.1 to -0.5
4000 psig inlet inches watet
Step (5) Flow initiation @ -0.1 to.-0.5
1000 prig inlet inches water
Step . (5 .) Flow Initiation C -001 to -0.5
570 psig inlet inches water
I
r,
I
Parameter Resulting FlowLPM NTPD
Step (3) Flow @ -2.0 inches
water 4000 prig inlet
Step (4) Flow @ -2.0 inches
water 1000 psig inlet
Step (4) Flow @ -2.0 inches
water 570 psig inlet
Step (4) Flow @ -200 inches
water 100 psig inlet
Step (5) Flow @ -1e 25 inches
water 4500 psig inlet
Step (5) Flow @ -1a 25 inches
water 1000 psig inlet
Step (5) Flow @ -1.5 inches
water 570,/psig inlet
Step (5) Flow @ -1025 inches
water. 1.00 psig inlet
1
t3
If
_	
-	 1
ER^10 2 7	 Page 2 of 4
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4
4. 1 2
	
	 INHALATION FLOW AT INTERMEDIATE AND. MAXIMUM SPECIFIED
NEGATIVE PRESSURE
ii
r
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Exhalation Initiation 0.1  to 0.5 
inches water
Step (4) Exhalation Flow @ 257 LPM NTPD
+2.0 inches water minimum
mask pressure
Step (4) Exhalation Flow [ 476 .L,PM NTPD
+4,0 inches water minimum
mask pressure
r
{
FP am eter Required Actual.
Step (3) Peak Inhalation -1.25 'inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (3) Peak Exhalation +2.0 Inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (3) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830
Actuation Pressure PSIG
Step (3) Total Time from N/A
High to Low Colin-
der Pressure
Step (4) Paak Inhalation -2.0 inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (4) Peak Exhalation +4,0 inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (4) Law Pressure Alarm 880 to 830
Actuation Pressure PSIG
Step ( 4 ) .Total Time from N/A
Nigh to Low Cylin-
der Pressure
ER-1027
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Appendix A
DATA .SHEET	 2
P/N
SIN
f	 Date
Temperature	 barometric Pressure
TEST:	 DYNAMIC PURGE CAPABILITY
Paragraph:	 4.3.1}
I
Step (3) Peak Exhalation x-2.0 Inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (3) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830
Actuation PressureL PSIG M
( Step (3) Total Time from N/A
High to Low Cylin-
der Pressure
i
.:Step {),Paak Inhalation -2.0 inches
Pressure Water Max.
i Step (4) Peak Exhalation ¢4.0 inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (4) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830
Actuation Pressure PSIG'
Step (4) Total.Time.from N/A
'	 {{ High to Low Cylin-
der Pressure
Test Equipments
i
Parameter	 Required	 Actual
Step (3) Peak Inhalation	 -1.25 inches
Pressure	 Water Max.
11 ER--1027	
Page 2 "-:of
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Appendix A
i
`	 -	 DATA SHEET	 2 (continued)
{	
P/NS/14
Date
Tem era ;ire	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 STATIC PURGE CAPABILITY
i	 Paragraph..,	 4.3.2
`i
Y
J
^	 I
j'
COMPONENT PRESSURE.(PSIG)
POST TEST
INSPECTION
Cylinder & Valve Assy. 6750
High-pressure Hose 5750
Pressure Reducer (high
pressure section) 6750
Pressure Reducer (low-
pressure section 187.5
Low-pressure Hose 187.5
Breathing Regulator 187 .5
r,
I
^'	 I
1	 i
t
4	
a
,3	 I
t
i
x
I
STATIC FLOW CHECK
{
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DATA .S FIE ET.,#'r_ 3
PigSIN {
Date
Temperature
	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 PROOF PRESSURE
Paragraph: 4.4
2000 ;PS IG .INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NITPD
1,ASk PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5.
-125
--3. 25
300
^^a0
800 PS IG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
AL%SX PRESSURE
INCHES OF WAFER
5
125 -,
-1.25
300
-2.0
fCOMPONENT
PRESSURE
(PSIG)
POST TEST
INSPECTION
Cylinder & Valve 11,250
Assy.
High-Pressure Hose 11,250
Pressure Reducer 11,250
(high-pressure
section)
Pressure Reducer .312.5
.(low-pressure
section)
Low-Pressure Hose 312.5
Breathing Regulator' .312.5 "'.	 j
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DATA SHEET 4
P/N
SIN
Date
Temperature	 Barometric.Pressurie
TEST:	 BURST PRESSURE
Paragraph: 4.5
t:
k
E
i•
cE
COMPONENT WEIGHT
ounds
Valve Assy. including Lock
Ming and Seal
High--Pressure Hose
Pressure Reducer
Low-Pressure Hose
Breathing Regulator
Face Mask
Back Pack & Frame
a
F
i
11	
•.ER--102.7	 Page	 of i
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DATA SHEET # 5
	
I
P/N
SIN
'i	 Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure i
TEST:	 SYSTEM WEIGHT
Paragraph.:	 4.6
,t7^%- -%* f^eC rl Uva
I
ER-1027	 'Page i' of-
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DATA SHEET	 6
ll
	 P/N
I	 i	 SIN
Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 OVERPRESSURIZATION PROTECTION
Paragraph: 4012
s
I
1.
PEER, REQUIRED ACTUAL,
Step_(4)	 Burst Pressure
Frangible Disc 4500--5000 PSIG
5
^4
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`
i
^
DATA SHEET #	 7
•
PIN-\
SIN
Hate
Temperature iaro '^ ::mot_ 	 ,-, Pressure•
TEST: SYSTEM! LEAKAGE
Paragraph: 4e13
1	
t^
Requi,;ed.	 ActualParameter
Step (2) System Leakage No leakage
Tested by*
Verified by o
ER-1027
	 =	 Page I of 1
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=DATA SHEET: # 8^
P/N
SIN
t	 Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 PRESSURE GAGE ACCURACY
Paragraph: 4.14
1
{	 Increasing Pressure:
1
Gage Reacting Required Actual
10 x 100 psig 1000 + 225 psig
20 x 100 psig 2000 + 225 psig
30 x 100 psig 3000 + 225 psig
full 4000 ± 225 psig
445 x 100 paig 4500 + 22.5 psig
Decreasi.na.Pressure:
Gage Reading Req-
10 x 100 psig 1000
20 x 100 psig 2000 +
30 x 100 psig .3000 ±
full 44000 +
45 x 100 psig 4500 +
Eft--1027 Page	 1	 of	 2
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_
DATA SHE. T #
P/N
SIN
Date
Temperature `Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 / LOW TEMPERATURE OPERATION
i
Paragraphs 4.15.2
Chamber Data:
k
Step 2a., -60 + 50 4 hours minimum '-
Date Time in Temp.
Date Time out Temp.
Step 2b Visual. Inspection
Remarks:
Step 2c
O
-60 + 5 F 8 hours minimum
Date,: TiTte in Temp.
Date out -Temp.	
^:--
Stzap 2d See data, Page 2.
^.
Ste p 2e See data, Page 2e
^
;^ T
. j
r
2000 PSZG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE.
INCHES.^iOr WATER .
5
125
-1.25
300
-z.o
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOUT
LPM	 NTPD
ASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125..
-1.25
300
-2.0
ER--1027	 Page 2 of 2	 _.
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Data Sheet #9 (cant:inued.)
PRE-TEST STATIC FLOUT CHECK Date	 1
2000 PSIG INLET
MkSK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
-1.25
300
-2.0
800 ' PS IG INLET
MASK FLOW-
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-1.25
300
-2.0
LOTS TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW .CHECK ; Date
-	
POST LOW TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW CHBC.K; Date
I
_
1
2000 P TC,:
 INLET
r..
MASK FLOW
	 kMAS-K PRESSURE=
LP14 ,. NTPD	 ITCHES OF WATER
i,
125
-1.25
300
-2.0
. 800. PSIG SSITLET
MASK FLON .
LPM	 LY`TPD
MASK PRESSURE
IF:CHES OF WATER
125
-1.25
300
-2.0	
-
ER-1027
Apgbendix A
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DATA SHEET # 10
P/N
SIN
Date
Temperature Barometric Pressure
,r
TEST: HIGH TEKPERATURE OPERATION
Paragraph; 4,15e3
_
I
E... ; , Chamber Data°
1
Step 2a 120 5aF 6 hours minimum
Date _ Time in Temp.
Date Time out Temp.
ll}II} Step 2b 154 ± 50F 4 hours minimum -
I
Date Time in Temp. *:'
-' Date Time out Temp..
- Step 2d 120 f 50 .6 hours minimum'
DatO Time in Temp,
Date Time out Temp. fi
`r
154 _50F 4 hours minimum
Date Time in Tempe
[ Date dime out Temp. - s
120 + 50F 6'hours minimum
Date Time in Temp..
Date Time out Temp.
154 + 50F - 6 hour, minimum
Date Time in Temp.
Date Time out Temp;
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
--1.25
300
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOlf
LPM	 NT.FD
MASK PRESSURE.
INCHES : OF WATER
5
125
-1.25
300
-2.0
L
N_ 
^1	
ER-1027	 Page 2 of 2
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Step 2e	 200. 510F	 8 hours minimum
sty
	Date	 Time in	 Temp.
Date	 Time out	 Temp.
1 4^^	 1
Test Equipment:
•	 PRE TEST STATIC FLOW CHECK; Date
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM .NT PD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES. OF.WATER
5
125
-3.25
300
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOUT
..LPDI	 NTPD .
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES .Of WATER
5
1:25
-1.25
300
-2.0
j	 HIGH TEMPERATURE STATIC FLAW CHECK;. Date 	 sj
2000 PSIG I14LET
AVASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK .PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
—1.25
300
—2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
--1. 25
300`
-2.0
d
POST HIGH TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW CHECK; Date
ER-1027 Page	 1	 of	 2
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DATA SHEET # 11
PIN r f 'SIN
h ^ Date
-
Temperaturep Barometric ^ ^.Fre..lsure
TEST: RELATIVE HUMIDITY
Paragraph: 4.15.4.
Chamber Data:
Step 2.	 110 + 50F. 2 hours minimum v
Date Time in Temp.
Date Time out Temp.
111
Ste2 3	 77 + 5oF 50° R. H._G 24 hours
Date Time in Temp .
'
Date Time out Cem.
Step 3.	 Cycle
Date Time in
Date . Time out
Step 7	 77 + 5o F 50% R. 11. 12 hours
Date Time in
Date Time out
ay
,	 5
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PRE-TEST STATIC FLOW CHECK
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
300
-2.0.
800 PSIG INLET
14ASK FLOW
L-P!!, NTPD
MASK. PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
--1..25
300
--2.0
i	 RELATIVE HUMIDITY STATIC FLOW CHECK
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 N PD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-1..25
-300
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK, PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-1.25
300
-2.0
POST RELATIVE HUMIDITY STATIC FLOW CHECK
i
I
2.00a PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
.
.
LPM	 N°TPD
MASK PRESSURE.
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
300
°2.0
800 PS IG INLET
f MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD ,i
MASK PRESSU^cE
INCHES OF. WAT EQ
5	 1
12.5
-1.25
300
.... _..	
-2.0
ER-1027.	 Page 1 of 1
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DATA SHEET # 12
PIN
SIN
Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
I	 TEST:	 SALT FOG
i
Paragraph:
	
4,16.1
PRE SALT FOG STATIC FLOW CHECK
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
1.25
-1.25
300
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NT PD
R1ASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER.
5
125
-1..2.5
300
--2.0
-	 POST SALT FOG STATIC FLOW CHECK
2000 PSIG.INLET
MASK FLOW
LP-M, NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES QF WATER
5
125
-1.25
.300
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET	 1
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF W.-WER
5
1.2 5
--1.25
300 -
--2.0
2000 PS IG" INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 N`TPD
W-5,SK PRESSURE
INCIIE.S OF WATER
S
125
{	 -1.25
300
-2.0
80Q'PSIG INLET
MASK- %,OW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PR-S SURE
INCHES OF WAT 7,R
5
X25
-1:25
300
-2.0
V
f	
!
t
t
2000 PSIG INLET.
MASK FLOW
LPM " NTPD
1MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
-
5
12:5
-1.25
300
800 PS IG INLET
MASK FLO7
NT-1 PD
-
L.-PM,
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WRTER
5
125
25
.300
-2..0
POST DUST EXPOSURE STATIC FLOW CHECK
a	 Elt-1027
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DATA SHEET n 14
PIN
SIN
Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:
	 IMPACT SHOCK
iParagraph:	 4.16.3
PRE IMPACT SHOCK STATIC FLOW CHECK
{
2000 PSTG INLET
MASK FLOW
L.P14	 14T PD
MASK PRESSURE
11TCHE S OF WAT ER
5
125
-1.25
300
-2.0
800 PSTG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF:: WATER
5
125
-1 . 25
300
-2. 0
2000 PSTG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM . N7TPD
b1ASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-1.25
300
-2.0
800 PSTG INLET
PMSK FLOW
LPbl	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
IN4Y;ES OF WATER
5
125
-1.25
300
--2.0
_t
ER-loan . Page	 2	 of	 ... 2
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;I
I
Visual Inspection Requirements'
I
Shock 1
Shock 2
i Shock 3
Shock 4
"rShock 5
t Shock F
r
^
^
t
i
`	 n
(r " f
a.
i
Tested by:
^. Verified bye
l	
ER-1027
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'	 DATA SHEET i5
PIN
Date
Temperature
	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 HIGH PRESSURE HOSE TO CYLINDER VALVE CONNECTOR
` Paragraph:a	 4 e 19 a 1.k
19
^l
;I
I
I
i
I
Verified by.
ER-1027
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DATA SHEET # 16
P/N
	
---
S/N
Date-	
`^..
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST.	 LOW PRESSURE HOSE TO PRESSURE REDUCER DISCONNECT
TOTAL CYCLES LEAKAGE (none allowed).
rr.
500
1000
iI ^
'I
I^
'l
f
LEAKAGE
Inward OutwardTOTAL NO. OF CYCLES
105 cc/min max 200 cc/min max
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
q
4500
1	 P
5000
fi
E.
ER-1027	 p4tge 1 of 1
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DIRMA SHEET # 17
P/N
SIB
Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 BREATHING REGULATpR TO FACEMASK CONNECTION
Paragraphs
	
4.19°3
,t
ER-1027	 Page 1 of 1
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DATA SHEET # 18	 i
PIN
SIN-	
-^,
Date-
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
{	 TEST:	 CYLINDER MOUNTING IN BACKPACK
f	 Paragraph: 4.19.4
^:	 l
ER-1027	 page 1 • of 1
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'	 DATA SHEET # 19
PAT
Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 OPERATIONAL CYCLING
Paragraph:
	
4. Y9.5
INHALATION MASK FLOW
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPl',I	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
1,25
-^.Y 75
300
-2.0
500 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM ^'° NT PD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-1..25
300
-2.0
i
t
r
L
verified bve

ER-1027 Page	 1	 of	 1
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DATA SHEET	 22
1
PIN
I SlN
Date .
Temperature Barometric Pressure
r TEST: ACTUATION
	
(DEPLETION. WkD.XSNG DEVICE)
Paragraph: 4.22
Actuation Pressure	 ;:	 PSIGi
: (880 to 830 psig required)
Remarks:
Test Equipment:i
Tested by:
Verified by:
MASK FLOW	 SIGNAL INTENSITY
LPM, NTPD	 dB (70 to 90 dB
re uireo)
SIGNAL
FREQUENCY
.biz
i
1,R-102	 Page 1 of 1
!	 .;'Appendix  A
DATA SHEET	 23
f	 P/N
SIN
Date
Temperature	 barometric Pressure
TESTS	 SIGNAL, FREQUENCY AND INTENSITY
Paragraph:	 4, 23l	
^
f	 Background noise level	 dB.
KR-102 7 Page	 1 of 	 1
a
Appendix A
' DATA SHEET	 24
PAN
SPA
Date4
Temperature Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 INWARD LEAKAGE.(FACEMASK)
^..
Paragraph:
	
4424
SUi3	 CT	 NUMB
Name, Date
ft,:
LEAXAGE RATE
(1.5 cc/riin. max,.)
cc/min.
REMARKS
3
i
f
' 7
• 13
14
16
Test Equipment:
Tested by:
Yi %FMV-i fi ^A htv.
ER-1027 Page of	 1-
Appendix A
DATA SHEET # 2'.
PIN
SIN
 
Date
Temperature Barometric Pressure 
s
TEST:	 OUTWARD_ LEAKAGE (FACEA9ASK).
Paragraph: .	4025
"
SUBJECT,
Name,
.NUMBER.
Date
LEAKAGE RATE
(200 cc/min. max.)
cc/min.
REMARKS
r
t	 t'
3
5
6 R
El s.
9
r
,: s
32
13	
_
}
1
-
Test Equipments
J	 -J)
1
Tested by:
r
verified livem
E ER--1027	 Page	 1	 of	 1
Appendix A
'. DATA SHEET #
	
26
I P/N
'.1 o S/KDate
i Temperature	 Barometric Pressure 
'.i TEST:	 MASK WEIGHTy
i Paragraph.-	 4.27
4 Weight of Mask/Regulator Assembly
	 lbs.
1025 lb. maximum allowed
Test Equipment°
i
I
1
i I	 t I
J
`	 i
Tested by;
Verified bye 9
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a
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ANALYSIS OF UTILIZAT IO N
•. aF HELIUM LEAK DETECTOR
TO MEASURE FACE MASK LEAKAGE
3:•
yr
f
~:5
Prepared By:
' R. R. Cyr
Director of Engineering
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E. R. No. 1029	 Page 1
The literature usually gives the sensitivity of mass spectrometer type l eak
detectors in terms of either the minimum detectable leakage. rate or the parts of
Helium it will detect per so many parts of air or background gas. Typical values
are 
.
107 10
 STD cc/sec and 1 part helium to 10, 000, 000 parts of air.
What the mass spectrometer actually measures is the partial pressure of helium in
the ion source of the leak detector tube. Conversion of the partial pressure
reading to leakage -rates or ratio of air to helium is made by applying vacuum flow
mechanics principles to the dynamic constants of the leak detector pumping system.
i
In its simplest and most direct; mode of usage, the leak detector pumping system
is connected directly to the Test article wh ich is: evacuated by the high vacuum
pumping system within the leak detector, as shown in Figure 1 . After the test
vessel is completely evacuated and the pressure in the. mass spectrometer tube has
been reduced to the pressure level at which the unit will operate (approximately
1074 torr), the mass spectrometer circuits are actuated and the test article probed
.1
with a small jet of helium. When the output meter moves up scale, the hel ium
111	
=	 i}
jet, 6s moved until the response is maximized, and the deflection D L recorded. The
external volve is closed and the 44e isolating the stand leak L_ is opened and
the deflection DLs of the output.; e ter is recorded. The size of the leak in the
t^
ti
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' I test article is then estimated by the following relation:
DI.— x	 Ls = Value of standard leak(1)	 L = .J
S
' DL= Output meter deflection
I due to leak
D$ = Output meter deflection due
to standard leak
By definition the minimum detectable leak is that which causes an output meter
deflection which is equal to the noise and short time drift of the output meter
reading.	 With a properly maintained leak detector this is usually taken as 0.02
times full scale on the most sensitive scale.	 In practice it is difficult to ^1se this
f
low a value.	 Usually 0.1 times full scale is a more realistic value for the
minimum observable deflection over drift and background noise.
As previously stated the sensi tiy tj _is usually stated in terms of minimum detectable
f .
leak or parts of gas per part of:	 iT m which is detectabl e however the instrument
is truly a partial pressure measuring device. 	 We can arrive at a value of the
limiting partial pressure we can detect from either of the standard ratings if the
seed and'"
	
rating p ressure are known.
	
The total flow of	 asespumping 
	 P	 P.-,	 9 p	 9
through the leak detector pumping system is by continuity:
e +	1.
..	
:^	
-	 -	
-.	
r {
VP
I
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(2)	 Qt = PpSP = Pt St 	Qt = Total flow of gas through sysz,;am
.I
in torr lit/sec.	 j
Pp = Pressure at inlet to diffusion pump -
i	 -	 -	 torr
Sp = Speed at inlet to pump, lit/sec.
Pt = Pressure at Klass Spec. tube in, torr
St = Speed at Mass Spec. tube in I i t/Sec.
In high vacuum flow mechonits. where the mean free path o f the gas ,rnolecules is
I	
E 
larger than the dimensions of the flow passagways, earn of the gases in a mixture
i 
E
behaves as if the other ceases were not present.
	
Since helium has a molecular
weight of 4 and air about 28	 the	 um i-n	 seed for hel ium will in theory	 +g	 ^	 P	 P	 9 P	 Y be
-.	 -	 _^	 2.55 times great as the speed for air.	 While diffusion	 um/	 P	 PS	 u
`	 rarely exhibit this ratio (for many reasons), if the flow passage caus es
 a large
pressure drop 'between the Mass Spec tube and the pump (greater than 10 to 1)
which is usual) 	 the case, a ratio of about 2.5 is appropriate. 	 Thus,  equationYg
(2) can be written for hel ium:
t:.
(3 ) .	 qIe - Phe She	 Qhe = Flow of helium tore .l/s
Phe = Partial pressure of helium in
f	 Mass Spec tube, torr
l	
a•	
_She = Pumping speed for helium at h4ass
SpeOube, lit/sec .	
s
A
t	 ^^
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And of course:
'=	 S	 =	 Where L is the leak either in the test;F	 (3a) Che Phe he L
orticle or standard Leak.
If one kne*.-,ihe pumping speed of helium She then one could arrive at the minimum
A	 detectable partial pressure of helium by substitution in (30). Sh ,o , is however hard
to calculate or measure directly. Happily the partial pressure detection limit can
l	 be: arrived From the sensitivity ratio of the Mass Spec and its known operatingi
pressure level.
Phe Pt	 (Minimum)	 R = Sensitivity ratio
Pt= Total pressure in source
Phe	
10-4 tors = 10-11 torr (Minimum) in source
Once we know Ph'. (Min) and L (Min), Sh e can be obtained from (3) - - -
Clhe ` Lhe = Phe She	 C?e	 Lhe	 1 U ' 10 Std. cc/sec..
.;10.76 x 10.. 1 0 torr 1/s
S	 0.76 x 10-] 0 = 7.b lit/.sac Phe "(Min) = 10° 11 torr
-	 if
•	 .l
E:i >hlo. 1029	 Page.5
As a practical matter most leak detector systems have effective pumping speeds
at the Mass Spec tube of between 1 and 201 lit/sec and most of them have means
by which the pumping speed can be varied, for example the Valve A can be used
to throttle'°the flow between the Mass Spec tube and the pump. This can result in
varying St and Sh e over a wide range. The limiting case being the completely
shutoff position which results in zero speed Which can be used advantageously
for certain applications where extreme leak rate sensitivity is required. It can
be seen from eqn (3) that the minimum lean L which is detectable (and measurable').J
is reduced if She is reduced (by using throttling valve) and in some instruments a
factor of 10 or more improvement can be realized. However, as a practical
matter reducing Sh e or S t too much results in increased response and clean-up
time which makes the instrument difficult . to use.
Another useful leak detection technique utilizing a mass spec type leak detector
f	 is shown in Figure 2. In th is type of system a flexible hose has one end connected
r
to.tr inlet of the leak detector and the other end connected to. a''"niffer" which
A	 usually consists of a small adjustable needle valve. In use the external and
.	
1
throttle valves are opened and the flexible hrsse up to the closed "sniffer" valve
is evacuated to less than 10,4 torr„at the Mass Spec tube The "sniffer” needle 	 '}
valve is -then opened until the pressure P t is raised to satisfactory operating
pressure level, usually between l .0 and 2 . 0 10-4 tore. If air which contains
about 2 parts of helium per million is introduced into the sniffer, the response
of the'system can be analyzed as follows:
^L,v
E.R. No. 1029	 Rage 6
iFlow into system through "Sniffer" ^- (2)
i	 r l	 7.6®,^
J
Qt =ptSt	 St = Shex 2.5 — 2.5E
=3.05 x 1.0x 10-4
= 3.05 x 10-4 torn I/s	 — 3.05 I/s
Pt
 = l .0 x 10-4 torr
Since the air is a mixture 'containing approximately 1 part of helium per
500, 000 parts of air the flow of helium will be -- -
0
'
=	
3.05 x 10-4	 9	
;
`	 = 0.	 tart lit/sec.
^'	
6 x 10-
e	 . 500, 000	 5 x 105
#	 ^' This will result in a partial pressure of helium in the MassP	 p	 Spec tube of - - -
0.6 x 10'9
e	 = 0.79 x 10-10	 7.9 is 10-11 torrS	 7.6	 Ihe ^
F
d'jAince the r4inimum detectable partial pressure of hel ium is 10- 	the output
m^3	 =deflection=will be 7.9 times the minimum observabledeflection. 	 The	 x
assumption,.' mace that in a dilute mixture of helium in air that the flow through
,m the sniffer i^s' the some for both helium and air.
	 This is not always true.	 Hel ium
flow may be more or less ;han air through a 0` 1 yen leak path depending on the
geometry of the Ieak path.
	
For this reason in anaiysis such as That made above
I
is useful for estimating purposes only.	 In actual cases where quantitative results 	 {
are necessary direct calibration on known mixtures at close to the expected leak 	 r
rates is required.	 ((
!i
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' It is useful to note that as long as Pt is held constant manipulation of Valve A
,I will have no real	 effect on the sensitivity when the leak detector is operated
in this mode.
1
k
The usual mode of operation for this technique is to pressurize the test article
l;' with either helium or helium enriched compressed air mixture and probe the
exterior of the article.
	 If the "sniffer" encounters an area of high helium
concentration the output meter response indicates the presence of a leak.
a
Careful moving of the "sniffer" results in maximizing the response and location
j of the leak.
	 This technique, while not capable of the ultimate sensitivity- of
the direct vacuum method, is extremely useful in" certain applications.t
The problem at hand is to measure "in-leakoge" of the face mask, regulator end
F exhalation valve of the i= SS system being developed for NASA.
	 It is proposed	 a
I^
that a sample of th e
 gas in the face mask"roe drawn through the ►:!sn iffer'/')when
the mask is worn by a number of subjects Inside a hood which contains_a
challenge atmosphere.
	 The.suitability of this technique i's. to be evaluated.
The specified in-leakage 'rote is-1 .5 cc/min;	 The breathing rate is assumed
to be 10 I/m. A challenge atmosphere 
.
of 10% helium may be assumed.
The maximum allowable helium flow into the mask is - -
q l	q, = helium flow into mask	 max. .
allowable
I	 = mask leak rate - max. allowable
Page'`"`
q	 =	 ° 	 2.5 x 10-1, I/s	 I =	 1.5 cc/min at atm pressure1	 10
:I I =	 1.560x 1000
..1 =	 2.5 x 10-7$ (it/sec at atm pressure
.. m = ratio air to helium-challenge atmosphere
10
I q2 -- breathing rate = 10 !/m --	 10	 = 0.166 I/s
j Helium content of breathing gas - 2 parts/million
q8 = helium flow rate due to breathing gas
= 0.166x2 x10-b = 0.33x106
 1/1
Total helium flaw into mask 	 q,-	 q 3 = 2.83 x 1Q-6 !/s
l
Mixture ratio M air to helium in mask	 P
t _	 q2	 0.166I/s	 _	 6M _	 —	 0.06x10
	 ?
q ++ q3 	 2.83 x 10-6
j =	 6 x 104	(air to helium ratio)
The inverse of M is 16 parts .per mill ion.
Cf; Since calculations showed that the Leak Detector would give a deflection of
. approximately a times minimum for air with 2 parts per million, we should get	 1
a deflection at maximum allowable leakage of 8 x
	
2	 or 64 times rriinimum.
1	 a
This should shake it possible to get reasonably accurate quantitative results on
mask leakage.	 The sensitivity could be i mproved b ' increasin	 challenge atmosphere9	 Y	 P	 Y	 ^
helium concentration.
	
A maximum improvement of a factor of 10 would be
available if 100% helium were used.
E. R. No. 1029 Page 9
Another factor to be considered is errors due to helium diffusion through the
rubber and plastic parts _af the face mask and the polycorbunate lens.
The permeability of natural rubber for air at 75op is 4.9 x 10"8 atm cc/sec/'cm2/cm.
Helium permeability is approximately 1.9/1.3 	 1 .46 times that of air.	 The face
mask under consideration has approx. 13 sq. in. of 0.050" thick natural rubber
subject to air permeation. 	 The helium flow ;ate is estimated at:
11 4 	 K1A 4 P
	
K = 4.9 x 10-8sat6 cc/sec%m2/cm
for air (for 1 atm 'A P)
1 .46 x 4.9 x 83.2 0.1 x 1 J°8X 	 K 1 	 x 1.46 (helium/air permeability ratio)1 50.13	 103
A^13in2x6.4=8.,ik2cm24.56 x 10-9 I/sec at 1 atm.
t = 0.05"=0,05x2.54 = 0.13 cm
, P 	 0.1 atm
The lens of the face piece is made of polycarbonate comprising 67 in 2 of material
with a thickness of 0..050 in.. 	 An estimate of the helium diffusion) through the
lens is:^
KA ° P
^5	 t	 K = Data for helium not available'but 1
r 5 x 67 x`6.4 x 0.1	 10=8	
data on air indicates a value of
X	 about 5 x 10-8 would be within30.13	 10	 an order of magnitude
15.9 x 10"9 1/sec at l atm
I
i
- a
1;^
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{	 DATA SIlEr"T :r 6
PIN -rz
SIN z
Date	 q - %rte --; 3
Temperature	 (barometric Pressure -74-1 r^t•,^1F,
_.TESTS	 OVERPRESSURIZATION PROTECTION
Paragraph: 4.12	 ce	 L pia	 4— .
i
PEER REQUIR:V,D ACTUAL
!i
Step (4)	 Burst Pressure 45001-5QD0 PSIG A^^
Frangible Disc
ER-1027
{ Appendix A
DATA SHEET	 3
PIN
	
°2"7 7 `7 S
BIN	 2_
}	 Date	 -1+,--^t3
Temperature	 '7 °F	 Barometric Pressure
f
TEST:	 PROOF PRESSURE	 ;=
Paragraph:	 4.4 	 4- . %.-z
I
Page 1 of 1
COMPONENT
PRESSURE
(PSIG)
i6 T TEST
INSPECTION
Cylinder & Valve Assy. 6750
High--pressure Hose 6750
Pressure Reducer (high-
pressure section) 6750
Pressure Reducer (low-
pressure section 187.5
Low-pressure Hose 187.5
Breathing Regulator 187.5 1^^	 ^^-'^^•`
STATIC FLOW CHECKi •	 2000 PSIG INLETMASK FLOWLPM	 NTPD HASK PRESSUREINCHES.-OF 1VTATER125th:.;.Ste' --1.25
300 °- j.n
-2.o  
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LP1%1	 NT PD
X%SK Pt <j'. SSUi r.
INCHES OF STATER
125. •- +	 . gc,
l^ --1.25
340
Jc,s
-200
'	 •^ L^ y K' ^^ X11 ^'^a ^^ .Y ^4 ^,t^t
'Test Equipment: ^ 
	
^ :^^.^^ i_^e,	
-7
A
Tested bye
Verified bye P^_
ER-1027 gage	 1 . of	 1
# Appendix A
DATA SHEET
PIN	 Z"7 I.7 S-
SINDate
Temperature	 1 1 ° ^=-	 -	
-
^3arometric ` ressure
MASK WEIGHTTEST:
a
paragraph:
	 C27 '	 ^^^^-=cam ^.	 e^c^a	 - 1
	
-	 °
Weight of Mask/Regulator Assembly 	 L.G	 1 ^^	 p
^
1.25 lb. maxims allowed
f
M
.: -I
Test Equipment: eq
1#',
S
Tested by:
1f
ER-1027 Page	 1	 of`	 1 J'
Appendix A	 --
DRbA SL3IE	 I _
PINZ-7  l.• 1 5- - -
SIN	 TDate,	 fps - 1 { - ^"?7 °
_ Teanperature	 1 t ° Barometric. Pressure "T	 } o ^a !^
TEST:
Paragraph:	 4.272
i
Weight of Mask/Regulator Assembly
	
L.^	 1 e{^
_	 -^-;
1e 25 lb °
 maximum allowed	 _	 ='
L ?} ti
jj
1
Te qt Egtxip rent; 19
i
Tested by a
	
.^;
'	
'Verified bye
	
Q	
r 
 ^
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DATA S TREET	 24
PIN -
Date
Temperature _, Barometric Pressure 
TEST:	 INWARD LEAKAGE ( FACEMASK )
# -Paragraph:.	 4.24
SUBJECT, NUIOER,
aLEAYhGE RATE
(1.5 cc/min. max.) MEMARKS
Name, Date cc/min.
3
^
'
M
4
+ 8
.10\
12 -
14
16
-
Test 'Equipmepte
 . PTested by.-	 - a
..
}}
e	 ry
ii ER-1027 Page 1	 of	 1 "
Appendix A;+'
DATA SHEET n 25
I
P
k SIN
Date
Temperature Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 OUTWARD LEAKAGE (FACEMASK)
Paragraph:
	
4.25
I. SUBJECT, NUTABER,
ZEAXAGE RATE
( 200 cc/rain. max.) REMARKS
Name, Date - cc/min.
t
l
5.
7
10 r
i
12 (^
13 11L^.
.^.._..^._
.
t
14 
is
i6
Teat Equip1enta
Tested by.
Verif ied by : .
ER-1027	 Page 1 of L
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DATA SHEET rr 8
l
}	 p/N 7-721 S
SIN . 	 2_
Date 7	 - 14-
Temperature
	
77 `I ` r=	 • .Barometric Pressure "7^-"^ rA+^ ^^^
TEST:	 PRESSURE GAGE ACCURACY
Paragraph: 4.14. C9,  - C^---= c^ ► ^^A 4. 1= S	 ;
increasing Pressure:
Gage Reacting Required Actual
10 x 100 . psig 1000 + 225 psig5r^
20 x .100 psig 2000 + 225 psig % Ce-0
30 x 100 psig . 3000 + 225 psig "^`
full 4000 + 225 psig
45 x 100 psig 4500 + 225 psig 4z^
Decreasing Pressure:
Gage Reading Required Actual
10 x 100 psig 1000 + 225 psig 3	 4-o
20 x 100 psig 2000 + 225 psig
30 x 1001 psig 3000 + 225 psig -2 [^c^
full 4000 + 225 psig -6e-ear,
45 x 100 psig 4500.+ 225 psig 142 ^^
Test Eguipment s L vt	 ': 4
{
Tested by o
Verified by: ...,
^a
R-10^7	 Page 1 of
Appendix A
•	 DATA SHEET # 1
P/N -Z'7 7--7S7--
SIN 2
Date	 om
Temperature -7-s' q-- 	 Barometric Pressure 741	 V^S,
! TEST:	 FLO .REQUIREMENTS
Paragraph: 4.1
401.1 INHALATION INITIATION
i
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Leakage 10 scc/mina max.. ^sie
Step (4) Flow Initiation C --0.1 to -0.5 0.4000 prig inlet inches mater
Step (5) Flow initiation @ =-0.1 to -0.5
1000 psig inlet inches water
Step (5) Flow Initiation @ -0.1 to -0.5 C' a 34-
570 psig.inlet inches water
w
ER-1027 	 Page 2 of 4
^	 Appendix A	 j
;^	
I
4. 1. 2
	
	
„ILLATION FLOW AT INTERMEIATE AND MAXIMUM SPECIFIED
NEGATIVE PRESSURE
I
?,
Parameter Resulting.Flgw3LPM NTFD
Step . t3 ) Flow @ -2.0 inches 5 5
water 4000 psig inlet
Step (4) Flow @ --2.0 inches $5`
water 1000 prig inlet
Step (4) Flow @ -2.0 inches fc^'
water 570 psig inlet
Step (r} Flow @ -2.0 inches za.
water 100.psig,inlet
s,
Step (5) Fl	 -1.25 inchesflat 4^wai,er 4500 psig inlet  ^^
_Step (5) Flow @ -1.25 inches
water 1000 psig inlet
Step (5) Flow @ -1.25 inches3^
water 570 psig inlet
Step (5) Flow @ --1.25 inches
water 100 psig inlet
i;
ER--1027	 Page 3 of 4
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4a la 3	 EXHALATION INITIATION & STATIC FLOW
^i
1
t
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Exhalation Initiation 0.1  to 0 .5
inches water
Step (4) Exhalation Flow @ 257 LPM NTPD 3^,
+200 inches water minimum
mask pressure
Step . (4) Exhalation Flow C 476 LPM NTPD ^cc,
+4e0 inches waterr, minimum
mask pressure
.1.
s
'7 ^
Ii
4
E
!	 r
4.
t.
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Peak Inhalation -1.25 inches
Pressure . Water Max.
Step (3) Peak Exhalation +2e0 Inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (3) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830
Actuation Pressure PSIG
Step (3) Total Time from /A ti's F^ •	 ?-^= ^*^t
High to Low Cylin-
der Pressure
Step (4,) --Paak Inhalation - --2 e 0 inches . Z
-` Pressure °ea`ter Max.,.. _
Step (4) Peak Exhalation +4a0 inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (4) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830 L.4 ca 
Actuation Pressure PSIG
Step (4) Total Time from N/A 10 4-G-
High 'to Low Cyl. in- {	 .
der Pressure
i	 --..^^, .r..
a^l	
^ k --^._
	
.v.-^«i
	
--•l^,I ^..^
	
i	 I rte.'	 ..•	 ^
j I	 t ^	 I I 
-^- I i•._	 I I	 rte( --=._^^ _ ^--^^	 ^ ^"	 -°^—	
'i i
k'^	 ^ '^^=•`:.__..^----^r^'! 	 III^^.-,^-=_----I ^ r -1-'^ i	 ^j^3-.^k E }' ' ( I	 ^`^^1-- "^,—^'" ^- ^	 • i
7	 t'
!-^	
--'^ -'
mil Mask Pressure ^^,^
finches of Water ^
~ Y.-;-- 
—^^ _I^ ,
Calibration ]	 I	 _	 r
i Peak Mask Flow
e	 yy
Calibration
Dynamic Flow Requirements
y Peak Flow & Mask Pressure
_.
257 LPM Peak Flow
Purge Valve Closed
1, x/16/73^! u
i^
it
,I
I	 _ .	 a
	
1	 1	 t	 1	 ^ 
k	
i' i .€
	
1
"	 t	 I	
-i	 ^ ^	 ~t	 #	 ' }	 € ^. ``^.	 I 1 . -	 i . t i 	 I4	 t	 .1	 L^I•^ I.	 ^4'€^	 €	 I I	 - i	 („.	 '^
r	 `--.^^ .	 ^^r_ -,.	
`'^I ` 1 ^^ !
	 I	 I^! F•^^• k^ "^'_''	 ^j-^ter'	 I -^ •-  	 i 	 I^^j	 €^_ - ^ ^ ~` 
.•...fir y .. - ^ -.^ ^ ^'Y I ^ F ^ ^^-I I.,•.,.^[4 t I  1' I €, .^^ 	 i . ^^ ^^	 ;_
11`.'^	 ^^^' ^^^+3 -.r^	 L.-i.	 ^' I I	 1 f"^	 1^`F^^ t €.^f` 
.I..r i ^-rl^ 
++,, ^jt
Mask Pressure	 Tusk Flow
NOM Calibration appears on the page showing
257 LPM peak flow chart.
.e
f
x
Dynamic Flow Requirements
Peak Plow & Mask Pressure
476 LPM Peak Flow
Purge Valve Closed
	 i
8/16/73	 `'
1i
Appendix A
-DATA SHEET # 2'
I	 PIN	 '^^ Z -t 5
SIN
Date	 PF- tL---1:R!. 
Temperature 	.7.:& 	 Barometric Pressure 74-t •^^^^^
I
TEST:
	
DYNAMIC PURGE CAPABII,ITY
	 +
{	 Paragraph:	 4.3.1
I t
1
i
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Peak Inhalation --1.25 inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (3) Peak Exhalation +2.D. Inches 4Pressure Water Max.
Step (3) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830 y,f;: ^ 40
Actuation Pressure PSIG
Step (3) Total Time from N/A
High to Low Cylin-
der Pressure
Step (4) Peak Inhalation -2.0 inches ^1 ^
Pressure Water,Maxa
Step (4) Peak Exhalation +4.a0 inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (4) Lou Pressure Alarm 880 to 8-'0
Actuation Pressure PSIG
Step (4) Total Time from N/A WC..
High to Low Cylin-
der Pressure
	x..'11.. i'•Fy'r7
	 7
"71
jj
MI
^	 I	 i	 (	 ^^	 i	 ^ .{	 ^-	 ^	 -f_._. _...-^ . _r'
	 Imo• ^	 i ^i 	 ^^--^	 #„,	 .- - _	 .
I ^_^'^`"...^ '^ `•".._'--^'"^ I^^_i_. ^
 E ^ 	 ^ ^__'--ter- ^^.'	 ^ ^_=. ^ ^ .^- y; ;:^ • ^
f
Mask Pressure
n	 ;— ►w Inches of Water
calibration	 i	 Y
iC 'o
IZPO
u	 -	 ;I j
r4	 Peak Mask Flaw ^,' -
	
^ L. y{ry
LPM, NTPD
	
^ 6i.	 _	 ..
^,	 Calibration
L
Dynamic Purge Flow
Peak Flow & Mask-Pressure
257 LPM Peak Flow,
t
purge Valve Fully Open.
'	 8/15/73	 -
.,M
II
F
I4	
ti	
^	 -	 .+^	 1	 {	
^^ ^	 y ^^	
1 .tip• - ^
	 `_ ^	 ^	 L^ '^ ^.^^..._^--
	 Y
T
	
I ^" ^ r.. _' _= {^ . i~ ^	 ^ ,,,, I, i ^_ l`'^ - ^ i, ^	 1^I { ^'y+^ 1 f i ! ^ ^.{	
; -` ^ __.-k^. ^ ^ :I :. ^
	^ ^ ^r • ^i
_j
d i JILI,
Mask Pressure	 Iftsk Flow
NOTE: -Calibration appears on the page
showing 257 LPJ4 peak purge g IfIM 0hart4
Dynamic Purge Flow
Peak Flow & ^& Pressure
476 LPM peak flow
Purge Valve Fully Open
8/16/73
_s
EAR--1027	 Page2.: I 2
Appendix A..
'	 ^4 TA SiiEET n 2 (continued)
P/N
	
2'7 Z-7 `- -{	
SIN
Date PS - _V] -X73
Temperature	 Barometrictric Pressdre 4;. rao^^^n
TEST.
	
STATIC PURGE CAPABILITY - -	 -
4.3.2. 	 'Z , • /'.y;u"^ ^. ^^	 a^ragrapY^ .
:I
r'
PARAMETER REQUIRED ACTUAL
Step (3) Flow at 4000 psig
cylinder pressure
3000
2500
,000
1500
1000
50.0
100
113.2 LPM NTPD
cY,
2_ 
,-^s
COMPONENT WEIGHT
unds
valve Assyo including Lock Co G
Ring and Seal
High-Pressure Dose
f
Pressure Reducer
Lour-Pressure Hose r, a Z-7
Breathing Regulator c. ^
Face Mask
Back" Pack & Frame 3^
ER-•1027	 Page 1 of 1
i	 Appendix A
I	 .
DATA SHEET 5
P/N
i	 S/NDate ¢-tom-13	 r,	 m
Temperature	 i ^^
	
Daromete c Pressure 1' -I
TEST:	 SYSTEM WEIGHT ---
Paragraph:	 5eq	 cam 1 0'^^;^^ -t-.-z.4..r4.6
r,.
ER-1027 Page	 .1	 of	 1
Appendix A
a	 .
DATA . SEEET - . 7
P/N	 7-1 -2 -15-
SIN
Date	 P= lG+ -"73
Temperature	 31,' Parometric Pressure	 -74-%
°.VEST.	 SYSTEM LEAKAGE
Paragraph:
	 4.13 ^^^ c '^	 F'^•	 i."
ss.
T	 L
•
Parameter Required	 Actual
r Step (2) System Leakage 	 No leakcage	 C)
C
-
-
Verifi6d,;.by v
.
ER-1027 rage	 1	 of	 I
€
Appendix A
DATA SHEET	 21
SIN	 2
Date	 €..- iC- -'-63	 w
Temperature	 •-r:& Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 LEAKAGE (CYLINDER VALVE/CYLINDER ASSEMBLY)
}I
Paragraph:	 4. 21 r C-;=-
Total leakage cc/24-hr.,
=Leakage Rate cc/hr.'
i
(0e5 cc/hro maximum).
{
- -	 Test Equipment: \ST
	
Ap`
" • ^ 9
Tested by:
'Verified by:
	 t^C
	 +
•	 i	 rr^ {

i ER--1027 Page	 1	 0	 1
k
l
Appendix A
DATA SHEET	 23 i
P/w
—1	 ® SIN	 -2-
n Date
_£^:,ZZ
Temperature	 `l;° Barometric Pressure	 I", 't .vA.
TEST: SIGNAL FREQUENCY AND INTEMSITY
y
j1
Paragraph: 4.23	 -	 U+	 c	 '2_
	
^^
	 4-.	 •^;
Background noise level	 '7c^	 die
Ski GNAL INTENSITY	 SIGNALMASK FLOW
LPM, NTPD d ^ (70 to 90 dB	 FREQUENCY
required)	 Hz
0
./1
Test Equip.-nient: -,T a ,^ g , z^,
Tested bye	 =
,,:. Verified bye
_1_
IIi
It
ER-1027	 Page 1 of 2
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DATA SHEET 'r 10
P/N	 z,-z -I s
SIN	 ^-
Date
Temperature	 ~-	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 HIGH TEKPERATURE OPERATION
Paragraph: 4.15.3	 ^^cG-c^A^	 •3 1
Chamber Datae
Step 2a	 120f 5oF:	6 hours minimum
Date	 -1 ^ ^'1	 Time in 1 ► A-s	 .: Temp. %-20
]late --t^S -^'^^ Time out E•. A-r--%7K	 Temp. V-7c%
Step 2b	 154 + 5oF	 4 hours min.7,hum
Date	 ^1^--^	 Time in	 Temp.
Date	 Time out lc%,: -a?	 Tempo _ tS!=
Step 2d	 120.t 50F	 6 hours minimum
'	 Date. Time in	 t l '. '4'	 ,§ -A Temp. 1"2 r"
^.	 Date ^' ► ,^- 1'^ Time out Temp. 1'Z
154	 5oF 4 hours- minimum
]Jets - ^S•"1"^ Time in	 Cp`. ^S7^► Tempe i
_k	
Date k5- Time out it •.	 Z*%oke Tempe l	 -^._
_
120 a- 5°F 5 : hours minimum
Date Time in 9 y . '°4^ try+ 'Temp.
Date —M - Time out	 5.	 --is"' TeI51mp. ► 'a C',
•4. 1	 ^	
..	 .. 9Pi	 •	 COQ  !_' 1•^..... ^.	 ^.. ^.^.......s •	 -	 S.
r
iI,,
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK_ FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCITES OF WATER
125
Ss c^ -1.25
300
7
- ,
7s- -2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LP1^1	 NT.PD
;TASK PRESSURE
V CHES OF WATER
5
125
S-45- -1.25
300
- ►
 c%
&-ate -200
ER--1027 Page 2 of z
-Appendix A
ste12 2e 200 + 50F	 8 hours minimum
i Bate 1- lov -1	 Time in	 i 17, 3o 4 hA	 Temp.
i Date fL- - -2c--	 Time out	 : 3c^	 Temp.
Test Equipment: ^ _tisZ- 	 ^, 3	 ok	 be 	 01 .0 	 1-2-
-4
PRE TEST STATIC FLOW CHECK: Date	 -^^=13
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 IITPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
12 5 _IS 
S 119E;^- -1.25
300.... --, •	 C7
s^ --2.0.
i	 RIGH TEMPERATURE STATIC FL(W CHECK. Date
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPDI	 NTPD
I AS11r, PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
-
5 ---.	 z .
12 5
Z. cc 79- -1.2 5
300 — l- 3 h
t^ S` -2.0
00 PSIG- I:.ILET
lqff MASK PRESSURE
PD	 INCHES Or WATER
-
5 ^.
125 --.
^^— -1.25
300 — ^• 2^
sus -2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM . NTPD
MAST; PRESSURE r_
INCHES OF WATAll µ
rJ
_Z ...	 --1.25
300
-2.0
POST HIGH TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW CHECK; Date -^^* - 1?
k ER-1027 Page l of	 • 2Appendix A
{ DATA SHEET	 9
PIN	 -2-'1'Z -115'-
SIN
	 ^-
'; Date	 -1 -Z1-`^3
Temperature Barometr*c Pressure
TEST:	 LOW TEMPERATURE OPERATIONi
. ra. h:	 4,15.2--Para	 .3g	p ..^
Chamber- Data.-
Step 2a -60 + 50Y	 4 Yours minimum
Date Time in	 W e,- r..:r. Temp. 4.'C+
Date Time out	 {^ Temp.
Step 2b Visual. Inspection -
Remarks:k
'r
1
l l
Step 2c -60 + 50 
	
8 hours minimum
Date _	 Time in
	 ;a . Oc_ Pte. Temp.
Date J7 -7 -"1'a	 Time out. Temp. - —CL.-- ' G
Step 2d See data, Page 2.
i
Step 2e See data, Page 2.
ER-1027	 Page 2 of 2
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Data Sheet #9 (continued)
PRE-TEST STATIC FLOW CHECK,* Date "7- Z &'"1
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPIHI	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5 - • ^F
125 -- -1
-1.25
300
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPIM I 	PD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-^ –1.25
300 —ti• 1 ^a
ct] -•2.0
1A)W TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW CHECK; Date
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
IPM	 b.fTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INICHES OF WINTER
5 C^ 2
125 =.	 a
1.25
30(
`
0 –
+•^
91
C- 2 a 0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM,	 PD
IMASK PRESSURE
INCHES  OF 11}'ITER.
5 ca ^:
125
7'1-Cr -1.25
300 -- l• a e-
[-+ e_ – 2.0
^^+
	
Y^O ` •\{t—	 ^^ •`--aaG. A^' ^AQ^^^^j •Yr'r  ..A•--•-a ^*.^ ^A^c
^^^ ^4b Lam;• {"v. Z^ d4^G4+v...+imC-
POST LOW TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW Cam; Date
'2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LP14	 ilfTPD
hVFxSK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
300
–2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLO"d
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-1.25
300
-2.0
^w	 Test Equipment.-	 '=' I ,# -b ^, 1 0, 4 8, gZ	 -
Visual Inspection
_	 Rrwss. l F4—A btias. i--f^- 6 f
..	 ,
j^
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1	 DATA SHEET n g
PSG
SAN
Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure 	 ---	 - ^'
TEST.-
	
LOW TEMPERATURE OPERATION
Paragraph:	 4 ,15 0 2	 ^>P►^ _A6 -a
Chamber Data:
Step 2a
	
-60 + 59F	 4 hours minimum
Date	 Time in	 Temp.
Date	 Time out	 Tempe
Step 2b	 Visual Inspection	 - 4
tRemarks:
	
o	
+
Step 2c	 j.40--T' 5 F
	
S hours minimum
Date '7	 -i 3
	
Time in	 Temp. 	 e3 p.!
	
pe -
	
h
Date '7-
	 - 3	 Time out. S • Sc-	 Temp. — Alfa
Ste 2d	 See data Page 2eP	 ^	
i
Step 2e	 See data ® Page 2.
yv
s
2000 PSIG I?,,LET
MASK FLOW
LP14	 NTPD
1LLASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF IIAT ER
,^25
-1.25
300
--2a0
.800 PSIG INLET
k1ASK M01.
LPM ^'I^'TPD
Y_kSK PRESSURE	 I
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-1.25
300
-2-.0
3
R
ER-1027
	 Page 2 of 2
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` 1
Data Sheet #9 (continued)
PRE-TEST STATIC FLOW CHECK; Date 7 - 12 (r.
i
1
t
6
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLO-'K
LPli	 ,R'TPD
MASK PRESSURE
I-NCHES OF V'71TER
5 ..tic-,
125
.^n C% -1.25
300 r-- 1.r
r,
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPMNT'PD
INLASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
125 . ter
'3 Se= -1.25
-2.0
i I	 LAW TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW CHECK; Date.
. IT
t
2000 PSIG IINLET
MASK FLOW
,,
"1,PM	 T?TPD
MASK PRESSURE
It7C"rLS OF WATER.
5 -.73
125 — --1
"^S c -1-25
300 _ 1. r°^
° -2.0
800 PSIO INLET
,MASK FLOW
LPM h7PD
MAST: PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5 31
125
3VLI^ --1.25
300 .
-2.0
^'!t,ra et tae. te: -,. ^ ^r>^cac^	 ® ^Caar ..+v +^^ ,
POST LOW TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW CHECK; Date
Test Equipment r	 '^ S-1 	 ON, ^, t o, ^^^ lZ
Visual inspections
Tested by.
if i e%A har
iER-1027 - Page	 1	 of	 2
Appendix A
DATA SHEET	 9
P/N
	
2--1 -2--i S
S/N
Date
Temperature — Barometric Pressure..
	 ^-- =
( TEST: IOW TEMPERATURE OPERATION
I Paragraph: 4. x.5.2 3
Chamber Data:
i Step 2a '67~'+ . 50F 4 hours min imum
f Date Time in	 Temp.
l
Date Time Out	 c5 Pis	 Temp.
Step 2b Visual Inspection 	 -
_Ae
Step 2c kr(r + SOF S hours minimum
Date Time in
	 T"	 Temp.
Date Time Out.	 Temp.
Step 2d See data.Page 2.,
IJ
Step 2e See data ' Page 2.
Yl
LOW TEMPERATURE STATIC FLOW CHECK; Date
2000 PSIG INLET
Y.P.Sk FLOW
L PM, hrr P n '.C^,EIr
1ASK PRESSURET IT-1-N. ES OF TIATER
5
125 -
-1.25
300 - • C?
5C?57_ -2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW 1tiLASK PRESSURE
_U4%_nz^p OF 27t1 
-1.25
300 1 -r-_
2 O
& Nie
. 5
LPM	 l)
ER-1027
Appendix A
Page 2 of 2
Data Sheet #9 (qn,7tinued)
PRE-TEST STATIC FW-,'7 CHECK-, Date	 2r,
I
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK Flat!
Lpm, rrPD1
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
-1.25
300
-:2.0
800 PSIG ISLET
MASK FLMI
LPM A NTI^
XASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF 11-A!PER.
5.
125
-1.25.
300
-2.0
POST LOW TEMPERATURE STATIC , FLOW CHECK; Date t-
2000 PSIG INLET	 .
MASk F10.1
LPM	 NTPQ
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF T.-TATER
5
k
S
300'^;'^
44-
1 25
-1.25
0	
,_
-) C% -2.0
.-.,800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLC".'l
LPM, NVPD
11AS3C. PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER_^
5	 N,
_j
12 5
2 5
300 -a-
-*, -z S-
-2.0
Test Equipment:	 %T-	 10 41 1-4.
Visual inspection:.
Tested by:
; 1
._.. ER--1027 Page	 1 t of 2
Appendix la,
a.
DATA. SHEET # 11 ._
;g7
PIN	 2-7-zl
SIN
Date	 z.°2 - r3
Temperature
•
--
Barometric Pressure	 ~- _
TEST: TRELATIVE HUMIDITY
Paragraph: 4.15.4 	 7 2!>
Chamber Data:
Stew 2 110 + 50F 2 hours minimum a
Date Time in	 Temp. lice F^
Date Time out	 TeWP. i	 ^F-
Step 3 77 + 5oF 50% R. H.	 24 h6 r^
Date 7^-. Time in	 1 ► ', R	 Tempo
Date Z3 -"l3 Time out	 1 t ;	 Ter"P. '77
Step 3 Cycle
Date Time in	 i '. ^ten"
Date Time out	 (	 0%-	 s
r
Step 7 77 t 5°F 5496 R. H.	 12 b.5urs Y
Date ' Z	 - Time in	 sc., pe•,
Date ^,7—`]^ Time out ^'_ ^ _.
.	 i
.a
2000 PSIG IT3LET
MASK FLOW
X,PN!	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
ITNC IES"` OF WATER
:t	 5 d^
125, -- •	 ^-
sss- -1.25
g oo  -- c ^^
-2.0
2000 PSIG INLET
—
MASK FlOW
LPM
	
RTPD
MAST: PRESSURE.
I'NCC_ PS OF WATER
5
125 t,.
5"_ c^ -1. 2.5
300 -•9-2. )
G- Z4 -2.0
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOTI	 -MASK PRESSURE.
LPN	 NTPD	 INCHES OF WATER
5	 --- -	 ^4-
,cam	 -^.. 25
300	 - `=i2.
S"1 c`	 -2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW	 MASK PRESSURE
LPM	 NTPD	 INCHES OF T•,ATER
5	 .^
125
5-
300	 — r-`ate
2 -2.0
AL
ER-102 7 	Page 2 of 2
Appendix A:
7
^	 PRE-TEST STATIC FLOW CHECK
800 PSIG Ii LET
MASK FLO?T
LPM	 NTPD
1471SK PRESSURE
INCHES. OF WATER
5
,125
^-. -1.25
300 1. `2 _'^!_
^^ -2.0
RELATIVE HUMIDITY STATIC FLOW CHECK
f
800 PS iG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPPI	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5
125
3c
-1,25
300 --- 1- -2 <<-
4. -2..0
++1
i
. 	 5
t;
r
•	 1,YI	 `
POST RELATIVE HUMIDITY STATIC FLOW CHECK	 2
Test Equipment:	 L tyt-a
Visual inspection e	 6.4c^ok :sa
b^ ^1c ^ ^sx.v ^^ # ^Z51 m.-r^ ^ ^,q ' P t ^- rs^^ c^c+^ ^ ^ah.^	 -
-	 -	 C^ ^Til^O^blOdr hM.teuT' d4L'S .i^'11+a-=G ^Rl+_^f^s`` OC ^w^vt` ^^^+.4^
^^ ^P^^^f'iiN Y4 f t-+°f'^^..Q.i^'^a.+.. a
	
Qa-	 ^/kL dLe-`^l ^	 Cu-6:..: G•^^[.r^ _
m,s	 atwh^^ ^eArFo `.1
	
TLf3od by:
yf	
Yer if fed by:	 ^^ L^ '._.	 .
r
-	 2000 PSIG INLETT
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
11%SK PRESSURE'
INCHES. OP 117ATER
^ 34
12 5 -- .-^^-
5h -1.25
300
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 h-TPD
FLASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER5
125
'3 -1.25
300 ° 1,_2
42 -2.0
^T
I^
	
	
ER-1027
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DATA SHEET	 32
P/N Z'12-1 S
SIN z
Date	 F^ '?^ t -13	 'i.
Temperature 	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 SALT FOG	 ^.
x.
paragraph:	 4.16.1.
	
 S ^ ti ^^ cs^>^ 3 ^^rz.a.. ^ • 3 . ^^-
	
e
PRE SALT. FOG STATIC .FLOW CHECK
	 u<
POST SALT FOG STATIC FLOW CHECK -
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5 --. q
125 5
s^ -1.25
300
SS-15-
_ . q
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET ..
MASK FLOW	 MASK PRESSURE
LPIM I NTPD	 INCHES OF WATER.
5
125 .ter.
'3003 .	 -3.25
300
G- 2x	 -2.0
Chamber Data	 Date y-'Z^7 - `Z' T-ime myy 9 : 12+^^ Temp. C7
}. Bate ^^1. - ..	 -S Timms aut	 l-"ZI 'd _i 7	 Tempe ^ 
n
Hmidity	 Re H.
Test Equipment «
	 1^^s^ -^	 3
Test Inspection '.
	 .
Tested by:'
A M>Verified by:
j	 ER: 1027	 Page I of 2
(!	 Appendix.. A.
t.
DATA SHEET 14
SIN	 -2-
;i	 Date 9 _ ,-^3
Temperature	 Y-	 Barometric Pressure --
TEST:	 IMPACT SHOCK
a
Paragraph:	 4.16.3 ca ^ Ci^ 3 ^A.• C^
PRE IMPACT SHOCK STATIC FLOW CHECK
f	 •
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK F LCYV
LPI4	 T3TPD
MIASK PRE, ESSURE
i ^ICIIES Or WATER
1.25 en
ja,c^ --1.25
300
. ,
3 -2.0
800 PS IG INQLET
MASK FLM11
LPM	 NTPD
. r?ASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER I
5- 3
125
--x..25
300
SZrc^ - 2 .0
2000 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOCS
LPM .. I\TPD
MASK PRESSURE
4-N it	 OF WATER
5
125
--1.2.5
300
-2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
.LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
I1CRES OF _.WATER
125
-1.25
300
-2e0
i ER-1027 Pace	 2	 of	 2
Appendix A
{
Visual Inspection Requirements:
CSC-^ Lam; ^ti o • ^'
+ I''q
^yeStrV	 CZ+^^	 ^^T ^G'l `..r N	 CS]l^^tl #f•T ^l^M	 - i!
I` \, -	 ., C^ C.^9 ll Labh^ S V rC^hR-^	 `^-[^F-T$l^'^y-j	 - '
Shock 2 a? C_ i iabFw C_ M^r^ ^^ ,^. 4 .	 E3ovt. :.
• Cri4bl	 ^^tr^ A"iG^ltL 6i^•.	,rt..ta.¢[S^.	 ^•rC^1't^•-: ^oC.`.^^i^,^^J
^T
Shock 3
fk Shock `t 1 "1>or+^?-+,PPt^	 4^	 ^'Ll^ .^s-^^	 4i+,^v'	 ^.re, ^e"^-w^r
G
Shock 5 ^' `it^a.^eRS^	 s..^	 ^^,..;^	 A
t Shock_ ^	 C.	 ^ ^': ate . Ct .aRYL ^•_^ :^^• rr iY^ ^^^c^
^ ^ n b)	 ^.^ t,1^+1` s= x^.	 'Sv<3•^i+ilC.!'^a 	 ^.GtiGIE"^^^  	 -	 - t
1 . T4^^ 4 ti h^ ^
	
IrLA^.^ws Q3^1
r.._
s- ^
^^ ^^ri^ 4.r. vim- ^^ ^-..^
 • •. ...	
^
L ^:.- _- ^	 4	 ^	 tt	 n"'FUZ,	 11^'lt"k,"	 1^^+- L7
	 It	 5 ^" RSm^% •i
t _
i
}
Tested by ,. 1 ^a•t ^z,	 ^'-	 4zc ^.a	 ^e-^c s
Verified by:
e.
2000 °SIG INLET
MASK. FLOUT
LPM	 NrTPDD
MASK PRESSURE
OF WATER
.125
-1e
300
--2.0
800 PSIG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPMe NTPD
bVi SK PRESSURE,
INCHES OF . WATL'R
5
12 ^^^
-11. 2 5
300
-2.0
'i^
ER--1027 Page 1.. of 2
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DATA SHEET	 14
PIN	 732-ls-
SIN	 -z-
Date	 ►-z
® Temperature	 -- Barometric Pressure	 - _
i
TEST:	 IMPACT SHOCK
Paragraph:	 4.15.3. ^^c,	 (^,c .cn.-	 •
^
a
ARE IMPACT SF,4CTC STATIC FLOW CHECK
2000 PS IG INLET	 800 PS IG INLET'
MASK FLO^l MASK PRESSURE YIASK FLO;% -MASY: PRESSURE;
f LPI4I3TPD I??CIIES OI' T 7^TER LP M, rTTPD INCHES OF yrATEP.
5 5
' 125 125
300 - 300 q-
^1^r. --2.0 —2.0
ER-1027 Page
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i Appendix A
Visual Inspection Requiremntsa
' Shock 1
='Shock 2
Shock 3
ti
Shock 4
j eShoak '
}
Shock f] c^	 C=^ c L .^ ra aosa vP...ti^ 	:a	 tiara	 }O_z^	 c^►^.^' a^+rja yt.
^^ + a
f
i
Tested by-.
Verified by:
	 .,^.
PAGE ISORIGINAL
OF p®Olk QUALITY
f^ i
f ^^
i^
ER 1027
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i
DATA SHEET # 15
i
a	 ,
PIN '2^^ 1 s
S/N	 a
a	 Dates
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
If
f
TEST:	 HIGH PRESSURE HOSE TO CYLINDER VALVE CONNECTOR
r a h a
	 a 1	 t u ^^-cr`	 44--. .Parag p	 4 a I9	 ^r-
it
ER-1027
	
Page 1 of 1
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DATA SHEET 16
PIN
S&
Date NO - 4-`;a
Temperature	 --	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 LOW 'PRESSURE HOSE TO PRESSURE REDUCER DISCONNECT
Paragraph s 4.19 2t, e^ -
F
TOTAL CYCLES LEAKAGE (none-allowed.)
1000 ^ c.ca(.^,^	 ^^^►,-•^ .	 -rl:	 .
^.	 ^ 8-.'t^f-•A.i.	 ca — c^i.s-.CS-	 t..,.^. ire_:.. ^-^ n.:r-^. t.....a^	 ►^ *•^'^Lr^.. ^	 r^-1a]a i
Test Equipments	 [,_^ 5r
	 '^
Post-test. lnspectio r:
^	 ^?yaapv+t
-
C?	
-^ ^.._CST^.'^ C]T+t-+^,2	 `Cl^f'^
	
lA.-^sc ^^:. cti^ '1
r Tested by. rl^y
ER-1027
	 Page I o^ 1
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DATA SHEET	 17
' i 	 ,P/N	 2- z-i - -
	
-
SIN	 :Z-
Date	 — r
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure --
TEST:	 BREATHING REGULATOR TO F.ACEMASK CONNECTION
Paragraph:	 4 . x.9.3
LEAKAGE
Inward OutwardTOTAL NO. OF CYCLES
1.5 cc/min max 200 cc/min max
500
1000
1500 wc, ,^^«
2000 VS
2500
3000 rw^	 t= .-.- ,^
3500
4000 r•^t. .:^.
4500 HGa-^.^
5000
:
.m . Tes t Equipment:
^R^GVAL' _.^ i ^ l Ll a
^F -rWR QUAr. rr!_,
Past-Test Inspection;
c 	 ^ _	 - 	
_
^^ ^^S^ao^^ I !+!. 1•'lgL,7^Clw-^ CAtS2	 R^C1'P^t^^^t ^^.sT+7a^_ ^^^^LfilEi^aS ^a..^xi^ I
.:n °9 aR^.w. S 	 ^: •^^tN Ca.prf.S C—ai(aa7avil.^ 	 43^e	 ?a^IC.^^ a1^	 ^CyC+t^i.:r=,=
	
^.'^..v ^I
1^Vf ^^^0+1 ^^1°.^f^C^OyU CCb	\w+^^a> ^ ^^►.r	 C^'+.al" M
Tested by*
^ si
ER-1027	 Page 1 of 1
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^I
DATA SHEET 4 1$
S/iii	 '2_
{	 Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
{
TEST.,	 CYLINDER MOUNTING IN BACKPACK
Paragraph: 4.19.'4	 ^^^^v s=ue c-	 A•.	 . ^. 4-
i
Unit Performance: 	 '^^ Acceptable	 Unacceptable
t
a
{
Post--Test Inspection:	 Sayv	 f-51 c_z^^n`a^cr ^ ^	 sc•tr .^ -^
Apr-
T P T__V
Tested dry:	 ^1
Verified by:
i.
} f
	ER-w1027	 Page 1 of I
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DATA SHEET_# 19
}	 P/N
SIN 	72-
Date: 1C► - ^'2 - "73
' i Temperature Q. 	 Barometric Pressure '7 4 a•
j	 TEST:	 OPERATIONAL CYCLING
Paragraph:
	
4.13 e 5^
INHALATION MASK FLOW
i
2000 PS YO INLET
MASK FLOW
LPINI t NTPD
WiSK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
125
15r,_c:
-1.25 
300 -- . 9z
S'?c 1.-2.0
800 PSTG INLET
MASK FLOW
LPRI	 raTPD I
11HASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF WATER
5 a4
125 -
^c^ —1.25
300 -- .ci-4 -
&_"1 0 -2.0 - -
Test Equipmento
	
-,- .
	 1,
DEPLETION ALARM ACTUATION ^'^^'	 PSIG.
LEAKAGE (none allowed) a ^aa
2000 PSI-, INLET,,
MASK FLOW
LPM	 NTPD
MASK PRESSURE
INCHES OF 1r7ATER
5 —.-
125 --.STE
1.25	 = _..
300
s^ --2.0
800 PSIG INLET —::^
MASK FLOW 1`- € RSK PRES SURE
LPM	 NryT'PD , INCHES OF WATER
5 --5
125 --.
^--7, c--% -1.25
300 -	 t. \'3,
5`7 1L` - 2.0
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1	 Appendix A
DATA SHEET # 19
SIN
Date	 1 I - l -
Temperatu:rt^ 	 —	 Barometric Pressure --
!	 TEST;	 OPERATIONAL CYCLING
Paragraph;	 4.19.5
INHALATION MASK FLOW
EXHALAzION MAS ^:^ FLOW
LP,'Mg NIPD
MASK PPESSUAE
INCHES OF WATER:.
`	 ~
Test Equipment:
DEPLETION ALARM ACTUATION ^^^^	 PSIG.
LEAKAGE (none allowed);	 16-
Tested by:
Verified by: 1-^^ ^	 m..s
Eli-1027
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DATA SHEET 20
P/N - ^'Z '"t Sr
SIN
Date {Ca F'a --I
q	 Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 PURGE VALVE	 ;.
Paragraph: 	 4.19.6
l	
_.
I ^ -
f
s^
TOTAL CYCLES
hGE
..(none" allowed)	 -'
500 •-^e
-1000
15002000^
2500" ^~
3000
3500^n
4000
4500 ^w
•off	
-	 .. -
5000 i cgw
•	 r
J
a
:T ^.^•* •...w ^^^s.AF M^ Q 1 ^'ti"'^^ C^ {^.L,S'F-b e^y 3 ^^ t=^f ^ QVxiY" a b* ^- ^w ^u ^ C 4S 1.=.1C.'3
Test Equipment;	 1.^ y^`	 i^ PS
1
Post-Test Inspection: c^a^.^i^.^r >^` d
Tested by:	 -
1 ^ 	 • Verl.fied by.- a	 ^^
'Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Leakage 10 scc/min. max. C •4•
Step (4) FlOW initiation @ -0.1 to -0.5
40001psig inlet inches water
Step (5) Flow Initiation @ --0.1 to -0,5
1000 psig inlet inches water
Step (5) Flow initiation. C -O'e 1 to -0.75
570 psi.g inlet inches water
3'
r
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Appendix A
DATA SHEET	 1
P/N
i	
SON 'z
Date	 1 •• -?a c^-1
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
1 TEST:-	 FLOW REQUIREMENTS
Paragraph:	 4.1
4.1. 1 INIHALATZOi*T INITIATION
Parameter Resulting FlowLPM NTPD
Step (3) Flow @ -2.0 inches 7 n
water 4000 psig inlet
Step (4) Flow @ -2.0 inches
water 1000 psig inlet
Step (4) Flow @ -2.0 inches
ct,.water 570 psig inlet
Step (4) Flow @ -2.0 inches
water 100 prig inlet
Step (5) Flow @ -.1.25 inches
water 4500 psig. inlet 2, C6^^..
Step (5) Flow @-1.25 inches
water 1000 psig inlet ?C^
Step (5) ,Flow	 e 25 inches1--1
water 57'D prig inlet -2-
Step (5) Fleur Cal -1,25} inches
water' 100 psig inlet
sir ^
'r
^,	 F
1
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Appendix A
k^
4.1.2	 INHALATION FLOW AT INTERMEDIATE AND MAXIMUM SPECIFIED
1	 NEGATIVE PRESSURE
jEI
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Exhalation Initiation 0.1  to 0.5
i "ches water
Step (4) Exhalation Flow C 257 LPM NTPD h
+2e0 inches water minimum
mask pressure
Step '` (4y Exhalation Flow C 476 LPM .NTPD c
+4,0 inches water minimum
mask pressure az
,w
Fti
^ii
t
{I
I.
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Peak Inhalation. -1.25 inches , 4..
Pressure Water Max.
Step (3) Pea]: Exhalation +200 Inches
Pressure water Max e -
Step (3) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830
Actuation Pressure PSIG
.Step (3) .Total :_ .^'i^n;, e from N/A mac o13 `
High to Low Cyl ir.--
der Pressure
Step (4) Peak Inhalation -2.0 inches .^
.Pressure Water Max.
Step (4) Peak Exhalation +4a0 inches
Pressure Water Max.
Steps (4) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830 N._
Actuation Pressu^r PSIG '.
Step (4) . Total. Time from N/A,^C
High to LOW Cylin-
der Pressure
t.
I
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ER-°1027 Page	 1	 of
x Appendi_
DAT,A SHEET	 2
P/N7 `12 'Z `S
Date 1-a	 = 7"
Temperature Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 DYNAMIC PURGE CAPABILITY
Paragraph:
	
4.3.1 C: 	 -V^^ _-r-^ c.=	 S7-
Parameter Required Actual
Step (3) Peak Inhalation -1.25 inches
.
_,	 - 2- C
Pressure Water Max..
Step (3) Peak Exhalation +2.0 Inches ^ ..7
- Pressure Water Max.
Step (3) Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830
Actuation Pressure PSIG
Step (3) Total Time from N/A S N+^^ . '-7 S'
High to Low Cylin-
der Pressure
Step (4) Peak Inhalation --2.0 inches
Presssl^e Water Max:
Step (4) rjPeak D. alation. +4,0 inches
Pressure Water Max.
Step (4) . Low Pressure Alarm 880 to 830
Actuation Pressure PSIG
Step (4) Total Time from , N/A
High to Low Cylin-
der Pressure
BR--1027
' Appendix A
1j
i
M1'
...^ ER-1027 Page	 .1	 of
Appendix A
DATA SHEET	 7,
v
f
i
P/N
	
Z''l'Z.'1 S
SIN	 -2---
Date	 10len-'^
' Temperature barometric Pressure
TEST: SYSTEM LEAKAGE
Paragraph: 4.13
1
Parameter	 Required	 Actual
i Step (2) System Leakage	 -No leakage
a
z^
i
-
o-
Testes by o
	
-----
•P^r; fi v..A bw. 
	 Z`Ti.^_Y 4`^: ^ mss_ ^1

a ER-1027 Page	 ,-	 of	 i
I^ Appendix A
I DATA SHErT	 22
P/N
Date --I
Temperature
1
Barometric Pressure
.j
TEST: ACTUATION	 (DEPLETION WARNING DEVICE)
! Paragraph; 4022
Actuation Pressure s	PSIG
i
f i
(880 to 830 psxg required)
a
_
Remarks:
3I
Test Equzpmente r.E
1=,
r,"
n.
Tested by;
verified bv.-
ti
ER-1027	 Page 1 of - 1
Appendix A
DATA SHEET	 23
P/NSIN? -	 -
Date L 4--'3d-^ 3
€	 Temperature
	 Barometric Pressure ^—
TEST:	 SIGNAL FREQUENCY AND INT ENSITY	
--Paragraph:	 4.23
Background noise level	 rc	 dB.
i
ER-1027	 'Page 1 of
Appendix A
DATA SHEET :a 6
P/N	 -2:7-Z- 3 S
SIN
'.	 Date
Temperature 	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 OVERPRESSURIZATION PROTECTION
n paragraph: 4.12"^Y^^e
i
PARAKETER REQUIRED ACTUAL
Step (4)	 Burst Pressure
Frangible Disc 4500-5000 PSIG `^ ICJ
1ER-1027	 Page 1 of 1
Appendix A
{
	
	
1DATA SHEET ,8
P/N 	 -2-7 777 	 1
SIN	 j
Date _11- -:t:,Ca
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 PRESSURE GAGE ACCURACY
i Paragraph: ' ra h: 4.14	 C--c^^v^ C	 C,,r	 s^	 Cry "^
	
ja	 `^	 p
Increasing Pressure:
f
E
t
Gage Reading, Required. Actual
10 x 100 psig 1000 + 225 psig
20 x 100 psig 2000 + 225 psigjj t^ix
30 x 100 psig 3000 + 225 psiall
full. 4000 + 225 ps ^rg
45 x 100 psig 4500 + 225 psig 4Z7
{
i DecreasingPressure:.
;i
l
ER-1027 Page	 l	 of
( Appendix. A
DATA SHEET # 4
P/N	 -z-t ^.
SIN
! Date	 X-	 I
Temperature Barometric Pressure	 ---
TEST:	 BURST PRESSURE
Paragraph:
	
4.5^^^t^
I
^s
I
COMPONENT '
PRESSURE
( PS 10) `
POST TEST
INSPECTION
Cylinder & Valve, 11,250
Assy.
Nigh-Pressure Hose 11,250
Pressure Reducer - =	 11,250
(high-pressure r
section)1
Pressure Reducer 312.5
(low-pressure
section)
Low-Pressure Hose 312.5
Breathing Regulator 312.5
I: l^ ~, f

'f
'	 I ER-1039
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10 0	 INTRODUCTION
Inward leaks a sealin '' cliaract'eristics of theg	 g
i
Firefighter ° s Breathing System , (FES) facemask
_-_--	 were determined experimentally by utilizing a test
panel of 16 selected subjects, exposing each to a
challenge atmosphere while wearing the mask and
determining the amount of challenge-atmosphere
I leaka§e ., ato the mask.
Outward leakage.sealing characteristics of the mask
' were determined experimentally by pressurizing'
the space between the subject's face and mask to
a given level above ambient and measuring the
outward flow of air to ambient.
The tests, procedures and _setups are described in
Scott Engineering Report No. ER-1027.
2.0	 CONCLUSIONS:
Ff^
1. Of the 16--man panel, 9 had inward leakage rates
greater than 1.5 standard cubic centimeters
per minute (sccm) while at rest.	 When talking,
only 5 subjects had leakage rates groaner than
1.5 sccm.
24 The highest inward leakage rate was 4.6 sccm
while the subject ^ ( No o .16) . was breathing at
an average rate of 12.3 liters per minute (lpm).
j This very low level of leakage would permit
working in a contaminated atmosphere of 2600
times the S--hour Threshold Limit Value (TLV).
3e The FBS facemask provides a protection factor
of better than 2600 when tested with 16 subjects
fitting the criteria of the Hational;Institute
of occupational Safety and. Health (NIOSH) for.
a panel representing a range of .,typical: male
r facemaskfall	 users,
4. outward leakage results indicated that 5 subjects
had rates greater than the required 200 sccm
at 3 inches . of water ("H20) pressure
r
ER--1039	 P age , 3
f
a S.	 of the 5 subjects with outward leakage rates
above 200 sccm, only ore ( No. 24, the individual
with the smallest face) has inward leakage
rates above 1.5 - seem, both at rest anditalking.
a
r
;g	 i
e
r
uER-1U3S^ Page 4
1
3.0 TEST PROTOOOL AND RESULTS
s
3.1 Inward. Leakage (Paragraph 4.24 ER-1027)
^
i^
0 1.1 14Procedure
;I 4
a
The test procedure consists of exposing a test
'subject, wearing the test mask, to a challenge
`I
m
atmosphere containing a controlled amount of
helium, and then measuring the amount of helium
le" ;c ng into the mask. 	 The test , setup is shown
in Figure 1.
The detailed procedure followed was.
If[ "inward Leakage (FaceiEms'k)
r.
'NOTE:	 Appearing in, Appendix B of this procedure
is a .report_ titled "Analysis of Utilization
I
• of Helium Leak Detector to Measure Face
Mask Leakage".	 (This report gives _detailed
r
information as to derivation of methods
and techniques used'to determine inward
leakage.)
(l)	 Calimrate" the helium leak detector using a
16 PPM concentration of hel.rum in air.
.c
ERA-1039 Page 5
"(2) Place the facemask/breathing regulator
assembly on a user and complete the setup
t
shaven in Figure 1.
y
"(3). ]Evacuate the plastic bag by squeezing or
by vacuum and then flood with a gas mixture '.
of 9 parts air and 1 part helium by volume.
"(4) After a short period to allow the system;,to
reach equilibrium, measure the-inward leakage
shown on the leak detector which is sampling
the subject's exhaled gases and convert to a
rate in sac/mina	 This rate cannot exceed
l e 5' scc/min _
" (5) The above test should be repeated once each
on a panel of sixteen (16) subjects selected
h
by the facial charac4Fisti.cs of ''face length
and width according to methods derived from: r
(a)	 "LASL Respirator Test Pane. Representative
of U. Se Male Facial Sizes" dated 1972,
conducted by 1^,s Alamos Scientific
n^1f fLaboratory; Hir3tic , Tilack, Moore & Richards..\Z ^
(b)	 "Anthroppz retry for Respirator Sizing"
Final Report April 30, 1972, Webb
Y
i
i^
I	 ER-1039
Associates,, 7 flow Springs, Ohio.
McConville, Churchill & Laubach.
(c)	 A 1967 USAF Facial Dimensions Study."
Note:	 Appendix B referred to above is
Scott Engineering Report No. ER-1029 and
is briefly summarized below.
(6)	 Helium concentrations in all gas samples -
challenge, leakage and calibration -- were
determined using a VEECO helium leak detector.
The VEECO is a mass spectrometer system, s
Figure 2, which senses helium partial pressure
and is calibrated to read helium concentrations
in parts per million (ppm).	 Calibration gas
concentrations were chosen to be 5, 20, 35
and 50 ppm, in addition to the 16 ppm noted
in (1) above.	 Ambient air normally has 5 ppm r
helium at all times_	 Calibration runs with
helium additions of 11, .15, 30 and 45 ppm
=
confirmed the 5 ppm background level. :	Using- a 1
challenge atmosphere of 10% 'helium (1.0U,000 ppm)
permitted ready detection of inward leaikage
rates of less than 1 sccm.
ER-1039 Page 7
I
To assure accuracy, the VEECO was calibrated
between each subject.	 Comparison of day-to- }
day raw . data established repeatability. 	 The
VEECO system can detect changes of less than
1 ppm of°helium.	 Since for these data the
interest is in delta values of 15 ppm, there ;}
is an implied accuracy of greater than 10%.
=4
The referenced report providers detailed
explanation-mass spectrometry sensitivity.
For example, subject #16 had a breathing rate
(respiratory minute volume) of 12.3 1pm and
leakage of 42 ppm at rest and 19 ppm while
talking.	 The respective leakage rates are.
(a) .	(observed ppm -5) x breathing rate x helium dilution x
conversion factors
	 leakage rate in sccm.
_
(b)	 (observed ppm -5) x fpm k 10_ 2 = sccm leakage.
a
s
i
(c)	 142-5) x 12,3 x 10 x 1000	 4.6 sccm.
1,000,000 l ;
(d)	 (19-5) x 12.3 x 1U-2	_	 1.7 sccm. I
1
r1t--1,0]9
Para. 3,1.2 Test Results Page 8
qI
HFNG LEAKAGE_	 L'i'P/EJ^ RATE AT REST TALKING
NAME NO. DATE LPM PPH
__
-SCCM PPM	 ,
- --	 -
SCCM REMARKS
;;
r
Bement 1 9/14/73 12.2 9 YPaul 0.5 6 40.5
Gone Giorgini 14 9/14/73 14.0 13 1.1 13 1.1
f John Sullivan 20	 ^ 9/17/73 10.7 24 2.0 19 1.5 .	 X!.
Carl Erbach 9 9/17/73 11.1 '; 13 0.9 lu 0.6
Joe Trinkwalder 5 9/13/73
.
14.8 23 2.7 19 2.1
^	 I
Ray Rusek 25 9/18/73 14.8 23 2.7 15 1.5 c
Dick Kacxmarek 30 9/18/73 10.7 32 2.8 14 0.8
i Henry Filipiak 33, 9/18/73 13.3 18 1.7 16 1.5
Dave Lechner 19 9/19/73 10.7 34. 3.1 20 1.6
t
Buster Eidenier 24 9/19/73 8.5' 32 2 . 3 28. 2'.0 Facepiece pulled very
- (smallest face) (Hand held facepiece prior to d^ta tight; subject utacoa-.
to get leak rate down.) fortable. 7
Bob .Planter 16 9/19/73	 1 12. 3 42 1	 4.6 19 1.7 Finger pressure in
(Despite tight straps, leakage above cheek area
desired value of 1,5.)
r
Pact Griffin 21 9/20/73 13.1 15 1.2 14	 " 1.1 t
Rolly Flick 13 9/20/73 14.4. 15 1.4 16 1.6
i
Elmer Grimm 12 9/21/73 12.6 18 1.6 12 .9 Mask pulled very
(Unable to get positive pressure seal.) tight,
Norm Laschinger 18 9/21/73	 ^ 13.4 	 I 13 ^	 1.1 ^ a , .4
(Unable to 'get above 1" H2O positive
pressure at 200 sccm.)
i
r
Tom Cleary
_
32 9/21/73 13.8 10, .7 8 ;'. . 4 -
r
I:i
ER-1039	 Page`9
3.1.3	 Discussion
I.
	
	 Breathing rate was determined by recording the total
air consumed by a subject divided by the duration
of consumption. For short periods during the test, i
the siai,ject was asked to force ventilate; this latter
rate was 1,ot measured.
During the test, the subject remained at rest except
for short periods when he was asked first to talk,
second to force ventilate, and third to induce a
r
	
	 leak. Prior to the test, the subject adjusted the
mask and then if there was leakage indited by the1
-	 VEECO, the subject readjusted the mask w1ile in the
`	 challenge atmosphere.
w
i
The data recorded "at rest" was taken after the
VEECO readings had stabilized. The "talk" readings
followed the .at rest data. At the end of the
test, the individual was asked to induce a leak to
r
further verify that the measuring system was operating.
(There were no failures of measuring the induced
(	 Il Y `	 leak. It is of interest to not rt
 that indication of
Page 10
leakage - meter going off scale - occurred within
seconds after the leak was induced.)
Leakage at rest was higher than lea}'iage while
-talking for all subjects except one (#13). The
lower leakage while talking is attributed to tie
seal constantly being moved and being resealed on
a dynamic face.
None of the subjects had either hair or unusual
features such as a scar or crease transversing the
sealing area of-the mask. Subject #24 had the smallest
face, still within the 12':mits of the NIOSH panel
requirements.."",.. For this test, the mask was sealed
tightly to face to effect the bet`'seal, For two
cases, the mask was pulled tight enough . to be mildly
	 ,.
uncomfortable, which was noted in Remarks. It should
be noted that a specified leakage of 1.5 sccm for
a breathing rate° of 10 1pm represents 'a 0.0115%
leakage or an equivalent protection factor . of over
6500.
.1.
3a2	 Outward Leakage
3.2.1	 Procedure
Pressure above ambient is applied between the subject's
face and a specially modified mask. Leakage outward
to atmosphere is measured. The subject's breathing
is isolated from the pressurized volume and does
not affect the leakage measurement.
The detailed procedure from Scott Report No. EA-1027
is as follows:
4.25 Outward Leakage .(Facemask)
it
7.(1) Place a facemask, which has been modified
to provide a tube for the subject to
inhale and exhale through, along with a
pair of nose pinchers, on a subject
(Figure 3).
-_ 1
ER-1039 Page 11
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3.2.3	 Discussion
Five of the sixteen subjects had outward leakage
greater than specification. 	 As a refinement of the
test procedure, it was found desirable to record
either., the leakage at 3" H2O pressure or to record
the 'highest pressure that could be obtained at 200
i
I secm flow.	 It should be noted that subject	 9a	 # , while
' recorded in the Ap column, meets the requirements
1 since the Ap necessary to obtain 200 seem flow was
greater than 2" H20.
t Both subjects #12 and #18`, while having high positive
pressure.outward leakage, demonstrated relatively
low inward leakage rates. 	 Both individuals have
very hollow cheeks.
1
1
r
.._ .__.	
ER-1039
- 1
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i
LEAKAGE RATE
H2O H2O
NAME NO. DATE CC/MIN. OR 200. CC/MIN REMARKS
Paul Bement - 1 9/14 20 .
`j
Gene Giorgini 14 9/14 50
j	 John Sullivan 20 9/17 15
Carl Erbach 9 9/17 3.9
Joe Trinkwald_er
.
5 9/17 15
Ray Rusek 25 9/18 15
Dick Kaczmarek 30 9/18 40
4 Henry Filipiak 31 9/18 V, Small face, mask
s	 !	 : pulled tight.,
Dave Lechner 19 9/19 50
Buster Eidenior. 24 9/1. 9 1 Smallest face,
mask pulled tight.
Bob Planter 16 9/19
.
200 3
Pat Griffin 21 9/20 250
Rolly Flick 13 9/20 ;50
Elmer Grimm 12 9/21 a2 Smaller Face, 43
mask tight.
,Norm .Lasehinger 18 9/21,' 1.0
Tom Cleary 32 -9/21 50
i
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ADMINISTRATIVE 111POMIATION:	 ^.
f
j Gustoner:	 Scott Aviation
j Lancaster, New York
Test Item Descr	 tion:	 One (1) Fireman's Breathing System
Part ?iumber(s.) :	 None
Sesrial. Number(0:	 System Number 2
"5Date(s) Received: 	 September 1973
Date(s) S!j j	 ed:	 7 September 1973
Customer Representative (s) Present During. Portions of Test ,: J
Name	 Affiliation.
jMr. Paul'Bement
	
Scott Aviation
i
GENERAL TEST INFORMATION
The test item was nonoperating during this test.
The test item successfully completed all phases of testing. 	 G`` A	 {
' Test data pertinent to this test Program will remain on file at
Myton T. Brown, Inc., for ninety (90) days,
t
,• It. c."DAV7^a?v7•'Jlieutvv
jI
,	 t REFERMrcrrs
1 (a) Customer Purchase Order Number 465050
(b)'" Dayton Tz Brown, Inc. Job Number 400173-00-000
' (c) Government Contract Number Not Applicable
(d) Test Specification Sand and Dust: 	 MIL-STD-810B
Drop.	 Scott Test Procedure TP ER-1027
4
n5T PROGWI 01211M:
R PORT	 TEST ITEII	 DATE DATE
TEST ENCLOST3RE=	 DESCRIPTION •	 STARTED COMPLETED	 RMARKS
Sand & Dust	 t-1	 Firemano s Breathing
	
5 Sept 6 " Sept See Report
`''i
yyjyy System Enclosure
Drop 2 	 7 Sept 7 Sept See Report
Enclosure
4 j
5
-x417 Ps 3

Ir
'j	 TESfiU. UIRMEHTS
Saud and Dust Testing in accordance With MIL--STD-8103, Method 510, Procedure 1.
r
-	 TEST PROCEDURE 'With the unit pressurized to 4500 prig the following sequence of
- - 
testing, was performed.
Step le A pretest visual inspection of the test item was performed.i
Step 2s	 The test item was installed in a test-
."
chamber, no closer than four
inches from the chamber ,walls or .:any ,then object or material capable.
of furnishing protection. The test itdii was oriented so that the most
vulnerable or critical parts were exposed to the dust stream.
Step 3e
	 Chamber controls were adjusted to maintain an internal chamber ten-
perature of 23% (73°P) .
 and a relative hum idity of less than 22 }per-
cent. The dust velocity was adjusted to ,..1., 750 + 250 feet per ninutci .
The dust concentration was set at 0.3 + 0.2 grams per cubic foot.
These;ctinditions were maintained for six hours,
Step: 4: Dust feed was halted and the air velocity was reduced to 300 + 200
feet per minute. The internal chamber temuerature was raised
—to 63°C
(145`F) and the relative humidity was adjusted to less than 10 percent.
These conditions were maintained for approximately sixteen. hours.
Step 5:
	
	 While maintaining an internal temperature of 63 *C (145'F"), the air
velocity was wised to 1,750 + 250 feet per minute. The dust con-
k
centration was adjusted to 0,3 + 0.2,grams per cubic foot. These
conditions were maintained for six hours.
I
Step 6s	 Chamber controle-were turned off and the test item was permitted to
. raturn to standa d ambient. conditions.
Steiko% The test item was removed from the chamber and any accumulated dust
was removed by brushing, ,wiping ^wr shaking.
Stay,
 Ss A post test visual inspection-of the test item wasperformed,
_	
i
Step. 90 The unit was checked for proper operation.
. _ TEST RESULTS'
A Pretest Visual Ins a io 
no.r,t
	 ..,,p ct to o^tee test item revealed no anomalies.
An testing was performed within the limits of the referenced spicification.:'
A past Teat Visual Inspection revealed a'° ^ sface residue of Sand & Dust,
y At the-conclusion of the Sand and Dust= Test the unit was 'still pressurized
S	
to 4500 PSIG.;,
13	 r..	 -1417 Fair .+ 1	 1.
TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST
• 9TEM MANUFACTURER MODEL S/N ACCURACY
X Salad and Dust Chamber Tenney Engineering 4' x 10' 2656 -
Company
X Temperature Bristol. TE-1T500 661087 + 2°F
Recorder/CoAt:roller F-3B
Density Tenney Engineering 565 4--1957 ± 4%
Indicator/Controller Company .
_ Density, Dayton T. Brown 0 to D.T.B.
X Indicator/Controller a5gm/ft3 57-12 Data
Anemotherm Anemostat Corp. of 60 DTB 100 to 8,000
X America 43-3 fpm +5% ind.
X Thermometer DTB 39- + 20F
0-220Ox' 255
D.T.B.
Thermo Couple Thermoelectric 20 gauge + a75°F
D.T.B.
Thermo Couple Thermoelectric 20 gauge + a75'F
D.T.B. .
Thermo - Co g^ple Thermoelectric 20 gauge + 0 75"F
} DaTaBe
The 	 Cap a Thermoelectric 20 gauge + a75'F
,f
X Indicates equipment used.
Test equipment utilized for the program reported herein was within its assigned idteval of calibration.
4-22	 Details are on file at Dayton T. Br own, Inc. and will be made available upon requ at.
-1417 Eno I Pg 2
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nST RE i1IMIENTS 	 =	 _
Drop testing in accordance with Scott Aviation Test Procedure TP ER-1027,
TEST PROCEDURE
A Pretest Visual Inspection was performed.
:t
With the unit pressurized to 4500 prig, the unit was dropped from a height a
of six (6) feet onto a flat concrete surface, one (1) drop per orientation
need by Figure 1 of this Enclosure. -
A Post Test Visual Inspection of the test item was • performed.	 -
TEST RF;SI7LTS
A Pretest Visual Inspection of the test item revealed no anomalies.
All testing was performed within the limits of the referenced specification.
Post Drop Tests revealed the following result s:
} Past Drop Number	 Post Drop Results_
1	 (a)	 Gauge shield bent
(b)	 Gauge beau
(c)	 Gauge glass popped out =
2	 :(a)	 Bottle Retainer Tab	 -
bent straight
y
3	 (a)	 Cylinder Valve broke off
i
g	 (a)	 High pressure connection broke
;)ff'at the cylinder valve
S	 (a)	 Bottle strap popped open A. i
A
b	 (a)	 Left shoulder and left
waste strips cut
(b)	 Breathing regulator dented
(c)	 Pressure Reducer cover open'
(d)	 Me screws of pressure
reducer sheared off,(e)
	 Dents in pressure seducer(Dented by Bottle strap)
'	 (f);—`&;^litle Chas cuts in it :from bottle strap and
i	 pressure reducer;;1
• At the conclusion of the'"six (6)`draps the unit was still pressurized to,^
4500 PSIG.	 -
-1417	 Enc 2 P	 1
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flax loly T1 3-nC);IJ77*7 axv^
Testing Laboratories Diufsion
CHURCH STREET, BOHEMIA, ,L.I., N.Y. 11716
AREA CODE 516 LT 9-6300
TEST REPORT No... DTR04R73--2100	 {R,
DAYTON T. BROWN, INC. JCS No....49oz?3-007000 ...............
ATTENT ION o Mr. Hai#
	
-
.r
THIS REPORT CONTAINS:	 Three (33 Pages and One (1) Enclosure, }
t.
:r
11^.
PREPARED BY
 V	 Pellenx	
. .
PROJECT ENGINEER EP. S. b1cNaally	 ^-
E ' Schaefe
Dqp
D
ppm^a
p ld
I s_
r •,
DATE
26 December' 1973
THE DATA CONTAINED IN`iiiIS itEPORT WAS OBTAINEDVY TESTING
	 i
IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE APPLICABLE TEST SPECIFICATION AS NO'T'ED
t	 !I ex
^	 d	 ,1
' ^ f 	 4
^^^•^oP+r T. Bra otiv v rn^a.	
--
- • •ADMITTISTRATIVE INFORMATION:	
"U
Customer:	 Scott Aviation
Lancaster, New York
( Test Item Descria^:	 One (1) Fireman's Breathing System
Part Numbers)	 None
` Serial Number (s):	 36
Date(s) Received:	 13 December 1973
Dates) Shipped-. 	 13 December 1973
Customer° Representative(s) Present During - Portions of Test:
Name	 "Affiliation
Mr. Paul Bement	 .'	 Scott Aviation
-
. OENERAL TEST INFORMATION I,
The test item was nonoperating during this test.
The test item successfully completed-all,phases of testing. Anomalies
noted during testing are detailed in the respective test enclosure.
Test data pertinent to this test program will remain, on fj^_ at Dayton T. Brown,
Inc., for nine ty (90) days.
_^ d3.^rrra^v 7.'li^ o wnr lnic.
ItEFERMTCES :
ta) Customer Purchase Order Number
	
48185C
(b) Dayton T. Brawn;, Inc. Job Number
	
400293-00-000
I (c) Government Contract lumber
	 Not Applicable
(d) 'Test Specification	 trop:	 Scott Test Procedure TP ER-1027
E
.	 TEST PROGRAM SU&MRY:
a t
REPORT..,	 TEST ITEM	 DATE DATE
TEST ENCLOSURE	 DESCRIPTION	 STARTED
^
COMPLETED	 RLMARY.S
{ a	 t	 I
Drop 1	 Fireman's Breathing	 13 Dec 73 13'`Dec 73	 Sep Report
r _	 System Enclosure
2100	 3

:	 `I
r
1
I
^}^ ^YdW OWN INL'. ..^^w _. _,
` TEST REQUIREMENTS
Drop testing in accordance with Scott Aviation Test Procedure TP ER-1027.
r
TEST PROCEDURE
A, Pretest Visual Inspection was performed.
With the unit pressurized to 4500 prig, the unit was dropped from a height
of `six (6) feet onto a flat concrete surface, one (1) drop pq `k orientation =.
noted by Figure 1 of this;Enclosure,
-A Post Test Visual . Inspection of the test item was performed.
TEST RESULTS.
A Pretest Visual Inspection of the test item revealed-several cuts in harness
assembly.
All testing was performed within the limits of the referenced specification. z
Post Drop Tests-revealed the following results:
Post Drop Number: Post Drop Results
1 (a) Gauge lens. camte^ off
_	 (b) Gauge shield bent down onto gauge
(e) Gauge body bent at tog
2 (a) Breathing regulator destroyed .
(b) ,Supply dose to breathing regulator
'broken off at reguaator, partial lass of air
3	 (a) No . further damage
(a) Bottle strap opened 3
(b) • Bottle strap no longer capable of holding botr1
tight against back pack.
(c) Low pressure hose connector on bottle regulator
bent,
(d) Two (2) indents to pressure regulator (dented
by bottle strap)
5	 (a) Cylinder valve handle broken
6	 ^.	 (a) Bottle strap popped open
(b) Cylinder handle came off
.(c) Gauge face fell oat.
In addition.to above anomalies, scuff marks in various areas of the bottle
surfaces were noted. At the conclusion of the aii (6) Drops, the unit eras
still pressurized, but lower than 4500 PSIGo
2100 Enc I Pg 1
t	 I
1'Figure 1
DROP . 1 DROP 2
DROP 3
DROP 4
DROP
- rf
DROP 6
d^
r'
:\-_ 12-
A.
TEST EQUIPMENTa
'	 '.
~+ TEST	 DROP 	
-	 • .
	
..	 • _.  
	
.: ;
i
• " OTEM MANUFACTURER MODEL. S/N ACCURACY
X Quick Release Daycare T. Brown, Inc --•— --^_
X Tppe Pleasure Lufkin . 100 ft. D.T.B. -I
!!
I	 .^
68-359
I
•
-i- -
X 16dkaRes;
Teal 
—11 
bip ment utilized for the program reported herein was within its assigned interval of calibration.
^16ils are on file at Dayton T. Brown. Inc. and will be made available upon request.
2100	 Inc 1	 PS 3	 1
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item
t	 No.
1
Item
TEST
Manufacturer
EQUIPMERE
Model 5/N
Flowme.ter Brooks -^.	 10^1s10lfir k'-214}}}1'
.- Flowmeter Fisher--Porter 0-50 cc F--204
,Pressor.: Gage V. S. Gauge 0-3000 psi G-218
4 Pressure Gage U. S. Gauge 0.5000 psi G-224
5 Pressure Gage U. S. Gauge 0.--5000 psi G-212
6 Pressure Gage Sprague Engrg. 0-15000 psi -
I	 7 Pressure Gage U. S. Gauge 0-10,000 psi G-221
8 Pressure Gage U. S. Gauge 0--600 psi G-217
9 Water Column F. W. Dwyer -2 to 20 0063
t inches/water
4
S	 10 Environmental Tenny Engineering TTUER -
Chamber 100350
11 Temperature/Humidity Bristol Co. TF--2T500FFF 65A, 10, 606
Controller S4-43B
.	 12 Program Bristol Co. 253A500GI 65A„ 10, 606
Controller
.	 13 Salt Spray Singleton Co. B -
... Chamber
14 Oscillograph Brush R-1152-60 0044
Recorder
15 Pressure Stratham PM5TCD 1449
Transducer
16 Pry}ssure Stratham PM5TCD 1460
Transducer
17 Graduated Pyrex 3075 -
cylinder
-	 18 Stop Watch *Meylan 204E SW--51
19 Weight Scale Detecto - P6512
20 Oscilloscope Data Instruments, 555 1698209
Inc.
21 Sound Level H. H. Scott. Inc:. 412 163921.
Meter
,/
Exhibit V
Accuracy
+ 2%
+:2%
* 2%
± 2%
± 2%
* 5%
± 5%
± 2,6
± .02 in. H
+ 5oF
50F
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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
This procedure describes a series of functional
1rtesta to be performed on each Firefighter's Breathing
System prior to development testing and customer delivery.`,
The overall 6:bjective . of this series is to verify
that each FBS is physically and functionally
^. icorrect,, following completion of manufacture.
	 ^.
11kk 2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
'z
NASA Specification FBS-SP-001, Revision. 2, dated
November 3, 1971.
E^
-
Titled-	 "Performance	 Des ign and"Cost Requirements 'g	 q	 t
for a Compressed Air Demand--type Fire-
man
	 Breathing; Syst em"
Compressed Gas Association Commodity Specification
	 	 	
i
for Air, Number G-7.1
^i
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3.0 GENERAL
3.1 Test Medium
The breathing gas used will be pure, dry breathing
air conforming to the requirements of the compressed
-	 1
Gas Association Commodity Specification for Air,
G-7.1, Type I (Grade D or higher quality).
3.2 Environmental_ Conditions_
Unless otherwise specified, the ambient conditions
for conducting the operational tests herein will
# be ap follows:
i
( :}
	
_temperature:
	 77 0 +
..
180F.. € O
r(2)	 Relative Humidity:	 90 percent or less
(3)	 Barometric Pressure:	 Local standard
(28 to 32 inches of Hg)
3.3 Order of Tests
-	 1
Unless otherwise specified, all tests will be performed
in the order presented herein. 	 !
ER-1031 Page 3
Qj
3.4 Test Instrumentation
,I
3.4.1 Accurate
The accuracy of instruments and test equipment used
to control or minitor test parameters. specified
€ herein shall:
r` (a)	 Conform to laboratory standards whose calibration
is.traceable to the prime standards at the
U. S. Bureau of Standards.
i (b)	 Have an accuracy of at least one--tenth thef
i
tolerance for the. test article variable to
be measured.
3.4.2 Calibration and Certification_N
_ Prior to startin
	 an	 test, test engineering shall9•	 Y	 y
review the instrumentation to ascertain that
(a)	 Calibration and certification have been. accomplished
f
and are valid.
(b)	 The calibration time period will not elapse ^~ J
during a test of long duration.
	
If this 	 1'
possibility exists, the applicable instrument
will be replaced by one with a more recent
calibration date.
G
yiR#R{e
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PROCEDURE
System Weight
Weigh the FBS and record the total, both with and
without cylinder.
Stored Leakage (Cylinder Valve/Cylinder Assembly)
(1) Charge a cylinder and valve assembly to 4500
psig and immerse in a water bath (Figure 1) .
(2) Collect the gas emitted from the assembly
over a 24-hour period. This amount cannot
exceed a rate of 0.5 scc/hour.
Operating Leakage
(l) With the cylinder of the FBS charged to 4500
psig, open the cylinder valve allowing the
system to pressurize.
(2) Using Leak-Tek or an equivalent leakage
indicator,.check each component of the FBS
for leakage. No leakage is allowed.
f
i
a
ER--1031
4.0
i
4.1
'f
E
4.2
I^
f
f
j
4.3
9i
r^
4.4
^M
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.1
Dynamic Flow Requirements
(1) install the PBS with a fully charged cylinder
in the test setup shown in Figure 2. Record
a description of the test instrumentation.
(2) Adjust the breathing machine (Scott P/N 224850)
to obtain a peak flow of 257 LPM NTPD at
approximately 34 cycles/Minute.
(3) open the cylinder valve and start the breathing
machine. Continue to operate the breathing
machine for aperiod of one (1) minute. During
this period, record the following data-.
(a) Continuously record inhalation and
exhalation mask pressures.
(b) Continuously record mask flow rates.
^(4)- Bleed the cylinder pressure down to 950 psig.
( 5) Open the cylinder valve and start the breathing
machine. Continue to operate the breathing
machine until cylinder pressure reaches 100 psig.
During this period, record the following data:
(a) Continuously recordinhalation and
exhalation mask pressures.
}I
4 ER-1031 Page 7
	 i
(b)	 Continuously record mask flow rates,
(c)	 Record the pressure at which the low
pressure warning actuates.
i (6). Recharge the cylinder to 4500 	 si .5	 Y	 P	 g
{ (7) Adjust the speed of the breathing machine to
obtain a peak flow of 476 LPM NTPD.
(8) Open the cylinder valve an d start the breathing	 R
machine.	 Continue to operate the breathing
machine for a period of one (1) minute.-	 During
i this period, record the following data:i
i (a)	 Continuously record inhalation and
exhalation mask pressures.
(b)	 Continuously record mask flow , rates.
(9),, Bleed the cylinder pressure down to 950 psig.
f
. .(10) Open the cylinder valve and start the breathing
machine.
	
Continue to operate the breathing
f- machine until cylinder presstre-reaches 570
psig.^v]]uriZ`^g this period, record the following
da ,-a
(a)	 Continuously record.nhalation and
s exhalation mask pressures.
aER-1031 Page 8
I^4 (b)	 Continuously record mask flow : rates.
(c)	 Record the pressure at which the low
pressure alarm actuates.
4.5	 Purge Flow
(1) Install. the FBS with the cylinder charged to
t 300 psig in the test setup shown in Figure 3.
-	 (2) Open the purge valve fully which will cause
a slight positive pressure in the mask.
(3) Slowly open the needle valve until the mask
{ -pressure is zero.	 Record the resulting flow
shown on the flowmeter.
f
i
tea,	
ni _
-IJjr
^r
r r--% s t r t A t r s-^
^.
q
 4 It ^
/
^a ^.r /`^ .^ rpm.
V A L- V a i^'ti^  ^ T.
r	
^
CAM
t
i
E 6P-EXY H I WC-n
MACHI t-JE
- Pf,,4a- UMATAC
1	
f	
i
^.	 S^`'	 Pi^E'sSV^cG
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Para. 404	 Dynamic Flow Requirements
I
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i	 Appendix A
DATA S HEET ^# l
P/N
I	 SIN
Date
Temperature	 Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 SYSTEM WEIGHT
f
Paragraph: 4.1
1	 Total weight without cylinder
(10 lbo maximum)
E
Total weight with cylinder
Test Equipment;	 f"
s 
'Verified by;
ER-1031 Page	 1	 of	 -:1
Appendix A
DATA SHEET #_ _ 2__
I P/N
SINto
Temperature Barometric Pressure
TEST:	 STORED LEAKAGE (CYLINDER VALVE/CYLINDER ASSEMBLY)
Paragraph:	 4.2
Total leakage cc/24-hr.
Leakage Rate ccAr.
y
~	 f
r
V
l
Test Equipment: ,1
a
^I
4
'II l .'L'..I
Tested by:
{- Verified by:
1
•
ER-1031	 Page 1 Of 1
Appencl.ax A
DATA SHEET	 3
P/lY
1	 S/IN
^	 Data
.^	 Temperature	 _--	 Barometr c Pressure
TEST:	 OPERATING LEAKAGE
Paragraph: 4.3
E'
Parameter Required Actual_
Step (2) System Leakage No leakage
_'f
.rt
l
ER•-1031 Page	 i	 of - -2 -
Appendix A
DATA SHEET	 4
P/N
SAT
Date
'i temperature Barometric Pressure
TEST: DYNAMIC FLOW REQUIREMENTS
x
Paragraph:
	 4.4
Rewired	 Actual.Parameter
Step (3) Peak inhalation --1.25 inches y
Pressure water max.
ri
Step (3) Peak Exhalation +2.0 inches
r
Pressure =water max.
` Step (5) Peak Inhalation -1. 25 inches'
i
_ Pressure water max..
^	 I
Step (5) Peak Exhalation +2.0 inches
.- Pressure.	 -
ji
water max.
Step (5) Lora Pressure 880.to 830
Alarm Actuation PSIG PrI
Pressure
Ste 8 Peak Inhalation -2.0 inches
Pressure water max.
Step (8) Peak Exhalation +460 inches
Pressure water:_"max.

``
i ER--1031 Page	 1	 of	 1
Appendix A
DATA SHEET 4.5
jj P`N
a. SIN
,i Date
Temperature Barometric Pressure
TEST:
	
PURGE FLOW
Paragraphs
	
4.5
Purge flow @ 100 psi cylinder pressure
LPM NTPD
j (125 LPM minimum)
'msµ^(
ML
Test Equipment: J a `
Tested by:Y
'V'erified bye
r
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l I
1.0 ABSTRACT
^
k
This report presents the results of the Qualification
jTest Series performed on the improved demand regulator
-cover of the Firefighter's Breathing System.
	
The series
was intended to verify that design improvements made to
the cover of the demand regulator comply with the required
functional and environmental parameters and qualify it for
use in the field evaluationra ram. ,p	 g
2.0 GENERAL
i
2.1 Item Tested
The item tested was an FBS with the improved demand
I
regulator cover installed.
t 2.2 Applicable Documents
Scott Aviation Engineering Report No. ER 1055 "Qualification
Test Procedure for the Improved Demand Regulator Cover of
'. the Firefighter's Breathing System" dated 31 October 1974.
i
3.0 TEST PROGRAM
3.1 Procedure
All tests were performed in accordance with Scott Aviation
Qualification Test Procedure No. ER 1055. 	 This procedure
appears in Exhibit II of this report,
3.2 . Data
The data sheet appears in Exhibit I.
4
aER 1074 Page 2
t
i
I
:r
3.3 Test Performance
,i
All tests were performed at Scott Aviation, Lancaster,
New York except for low temperature operation which
was performed at a nearby vendor facility.
4.0 TEST RESULTS
4.1 Exhalation Flow Characteristics
The demand regulator was subjected to the exhalation valve
flow characteristics test as specified in paragraph 3.1
of ER 1055.	 All mask pressures were within the allowable
ranges at each flow.
4.2 Exhalation Valve Leakage
The demand regulator was subjected to the exhalation valve
leakage test as specified in paragraph 3.2 of ER 1055,	 The
leakage rate was less than the maximum allowable-of 5 cc/min'-.
4.? Low Temperature Operation
The F55 was subjected to the low temperature operation test
as specified in paragraph 3.3 of ER 1055. 	 No frosting or
increase
l^_
_if	 xh4lation resistance was Wted.
404 Contamination Resistance
The FR5 was subjected to the contamination resistance test as
specified in paragraph 3.4 of ER 1055.	 The contamination did 	 i
not cause any abnormal exhalation valve leakage and a post.
Y.
Page 3
test inspection showed that no contamination had entered
inside the cover. Additionally, the 6 inch pencil was
not able to disrupt the operation of the demand regulator.
Impact Resistance
The demand regulator was subjected to the impact resistance
test as specified in paragraph 3.5 of ER 1055. The cover
suffered superficial damage in the form of various dents
and scratches during 5 of she drops. However, the drop
directly onto the.screw holding the cover to the regulator
caused a hole to be punctured in the side of the regulator
body thereby allowing gross leakage to occur. The screw
was fitted with a rubber grommet around its head and.the
test repeated. Only superficial damage occurred with no
i ncreUe in leakage noted. [f1.
Press. Red. S/H
Z°^Y Nam 8R loss /, UnknownDemand Reg.
'PaEao 3e1	 s'9MIJL'1MM
Para. 3.5	 IMPACT RESISTANCE
Pressure Limits = COMM nt	 Dents & scratches on cover on 5 drops.
of Ms IW•sof WaOK '
agmaining droo -4r screw punctured a bq]e in 
Crack	 (So Cana 0.1 +°. s 'B". regulator body. Test repeated with grommet
257 wu, N"D 1.3 +2.0 maw. under screw head.	 No mayor dammage noted.
476 UK, M"D 2. 6 +4.0 max.
r  a^ara►^rar FY,asr
P^rae B.$	 R]0{ilS11TY00 ^►J1Y.Vi0- ^.. Preraure Limits
Draft Plow	 Yaches of 9fatar hrs of blataa
gex0^r 	 loataY PS Crack (50 cc/min) b.2 +0.S max.
—0. 5 1 . 9 5.0 max. 257 LPN, WfPD 1.4 +2.0 max.
-2.0 2 . 6 5.0 mac. 474 LPM, NTPD 2.5 +i.0 ma%•
MM. 302
	
je1F °iZ12EB 'IW QBSRJ►TM
conam, No frosting or iorrgased $M"MON MOVIS
,XOgtf rietartr nntprl_ Draft Plow Limitsn r - --- Fnc^^r of wutar ec/.ia ccAin
—0.5 1.9 S.0 max.
—2.0 2.7 5.0 mac.
Pw. 304	 COMTAlQIlN M uI^i s_
BxM]Latlom Valve looks"
Draft rice+ Limits .
=aches of Mater mfm cc/mi.n
' m0.5 l . a 3.0 r..
X2.0 2.8 S.0 max.
oOPMEM 4 No , contIMI Atign noted inside
cover. Pene i ] did rat di srugt _re-guI atoms
function
t•
I
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This procedure describes a series of functional and.
environmental tests to be performed on the Firefighter's
Breathing System.
	
The e series is intended to verify,
that design improviments made tit the cover of the
demand regulator comply with the required functional
and environmental parameters and qualify it for use in
the field evaluation program.
2.0 GENERAL
2.1 Environmental Conditions
Unless otherwise specified, the ambient conditions for
conducting the operational tests herein will. be as
follows:
(1)	 Temge3^ature o
	
77	 ±	 l(f F
(2)	 Relative Humidity: 	 90 percent or less
(3)	 Barometric Pressure;	 Loc ^^ standard
(28 to 32 inches of Hg) ,
2.2 Test Article
Testa are to bL conducted on an PBS *chose demand
regulwtar has been fitted with the improved cover.
2.3 Order of Tests
Unless otherwise specified, tests are to be conducted
l/
in the order presented herein.
3.0 SPECIFIED TESTS	 —'
3. 1 Enhalatibn Flow Characteristics .
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3.1.1 Perform the exhalation valve flow tests by applying
flows through the demand regulator of 50 cc/min.
(cracking), 257 and 476 LPM, NTPD and noting and
recording	 he resulting	 ositive pressures.9	 ., P	 P 1
3e.2 Exhalation Valve Leakage
3.2.1 Disconnect the lowressure hose from the pressureP	 P
reducer and cap the hose.	 Slowly draw successive
negative pressures of -005 :and -2.0 inches of water
while noting and recording the resulting flow through
a low range flow meter.	 This flow is the exhalation i
valve leakage.
3.3 Low Temperature Operation,
3.3.1 Place the FBS:,.with a fully charged 40 cubic foot cylinder
on a subject a^it start up in the normal manner. 	 Have
the subject enter a chamber which is at 20 i 5 F°and
remain inside until the cylinder is depleted. 	 During
the test period alternate 1-minute periods of exercise
and rest are required with the exercise period consisting
s
of stepping onto and off a box 8.5 inches high at a rate 'S.s
of.30 cycles per minute.	 Note whether the improved
demand regulator corer traps,)moisture causing a frost
build-up with resulting increased exhalation'resistance..
.	 -
­43 ;;/ Contamination Res-stance
.	 I
3.4.1 Place the FBS with a fully charged cylinder on a
subject wearing a turnout coat and helmet and startup
in the normal manner.
	
Sprinkle one pound of a.mixture
of dirt, sand, an
approximately two
place the subject
I ashes dawn on the subject from
feet over his helmet. Following this,
directly in the flow of a Large
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electric fan.
	
sprinkle one pound of a mixture of dirt,
i sand, and ashes into the air., ,:tream of the fan so-that
it strikes the subject in the mass area. 	 While standing
in the contaminated air stream the subject should rotate
! that	 impingesslowly so	 contamination	 on all areas of
the regulator.
i Following this exposure,, attempt to disrupt the
f operation of the regulator by inserting a standard
' wooden pencil of 6 inches in length into the exhalation
opening in the cover. 	 Note results.
Upon completion of -tbe contamination exposure, remove
the demand regulator from the PBS and, perform the
exhalation valve leakage test as defined in Paragraph
3.2.	 for
	
the	 fromAfter testing	 leakage, remove 	 cover
j
the demand regulator 4nd check for signs of contamina-
tion.
f
r
3.5 Impact Resistance µ
3.5.1 Disconnect the demand regulator from the PBS. 	 Drop
the demand regulator six times frown a height of 6 feet
onto a concrete surface.	 Each drop should be of
different orientation, but in each case, The cover should
be the"primary target of impact °
	inspect for damage
. after each drop and record. 	 Following the six drops,
perform the exhalation-flow characteristics test of
paragraph 3.1 and .the exhalation valve leafage test
of paragraph 3.2.
3, rk
;::
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Press. Red. 5/S
'PEST REMRg
-
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_ Demand Reg. 5/61
Para. 3.5	 i;- A—k IaESISTANCEPam. 3.1
Pressure Limits COMMEM :
lloy	 Inches of Mater Inches of (later
Crack	 (SO cc/min) +0.5 max.
357 LPN, BTPD +2.0 max. ~~^^^
476 LM NTPD +4.0 max.
EXEMATION EZOW =l
Para. 3.2	 TION VALVE Pressure -^Limits
Draft	 hart Limit( Flow	 Inches of Water	 Inches of Water
Inches of water	 cc	 n cc&&n crack (54 cc/min) +0.5 max.
-0.5	 \, 5.0 max. 257 LPM. NTPD +2.0 max.
-2.0	 1s 5.0 max. 476 LPM, NTPD +4.0 max.
Para. 3.3	 LM TEl4PERAIYM OPZRATTOM
EMIALATION VALVE. lac.
_
COMMENTS
Draft Flour Limits
Inches of Water ESZmin cc, gin
-•0.5 5.0 max.
-2.0. 5.0 max.
spare. 3 .4	 COwTA ETIO$M BEEI820A
Exhalation Valve ;,eakage
Draft	 Flaw Limits
1w01hws of water	 ec	 n cc	 n
-0.5 5.0 max.
-2.0 5.0 nox.
CO#'S r
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Isummary
i A squeal in the pressure reducer-of the FBS, was discovered,
as an itermittent condition, during the early phases.of the
field evaluation program. 	 It was normally confused with the
audible warning device of the system.	 The problem was
diagnosed as resonant cavity amplification of a specific
frequency of the'random noise generated`"at th6 valve seat of
the pressure reducer. 	 It was resolved by insertion of a pin
l of suitable size into the resonant cavity (upper part of the
piston), in order to create a mixed boundary condition to
upset the resonance.
Introduction
During the early phases of the field evaluation program, an
' F intermittent squeal in the pressure reducer was detected in
several systems.	 The squeal was particularly troublesome for
the user since the frequency was very close to that of the
warning device and it was usually accepted as the warning
tone.
T,`-fie intermittent nature of the srkal made diagnosis df the
problem difficult and led to apparent "fixes" that sub-
s.equen ly proved ineffective.	 In ,retrospect it was possible
*that 'a ,;r°buzz." that was originally detected :in. the<fY ar
i develo " vital pressure reducers was the- forerunner" of the
subs
	
uer^tly defined "squeal
	
roblem".	 T>he "tiuzz" of theq	 g	 p
`'
.	 ,
d.velopr'nental units was apparently corrected by modification
of check valves located between the primary and back-up
pressdre reducers.
Analysis 1	 a:
'Analysis wasequ^;^by measurement of the.-Frequency of the
squeal	 It wais Y.y d to be essential !y a pure tone at..
3000 Hi., which was very -Oosij to the warning VJhistl e tone
of 3100 Hz.
The source of the squeal was 	 bll i she& as
the pressure reducer, rather th<lsi' cnec vailVe- or trahsfer
, ;valves, by the construction of a single func.tlm pressure
.
	
	 _	 •`	 reducer (tigur l) thWexhibiteii the same ailterrnittent' 	squeal
problem as the complete" pressure reducer asstembly.. It ryas
found that the squeal was most re:eatedly generated with-a new
valve and seat with the v4egul ator at a high an3bi ent temperature .
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^ Considering the spring supported system as a simple 1
spring mass system the natural frequency is established
as follows44
FK
I
If _	 '	 ---------------------
x
i-
Where fn	- natural frequency in biz.
K	 = spring rate in lbs/ft.
M	 = mass in slugs
- -The piston weighed 13.8 grains which translates to 9.45 X
10-4 slugs.
The spring rate.was 69 lbs/in_
Substituting in (3)
m	 ` 2rr
	 9.45x Q^4 `	 =	 149 Rze
This frequency was significantly lower than the measured
frequency of the squeal.
A .second spring with a higher rate was substituted in the
,pressure reducer.	 The second spring had a rate of 290 lbs/in.
.which resulted in a natural frequency of 305 Rz. 	 However,
the squeal was observed again at the same frequency,	 It
appeared improbable that squeal was a result of simple
l	 gitud-Inal harmonic vibration of the piston. ;,
LaW41 vibration of the piston stein w 	 considered a
possibility.
	
The guiding of the piston stem was improved
_	 with no effect.	 Subsequently, friction damping in -the form
of T.F.E. plugs that squeezed the stem prov` es^aq,aally
inefffective.	 Consequently, lateral vibration^of the stem ''
was eliriinated as a probable cause of the aque6l.
ER 1073 Page 3
i
A higher frequency longitudinal vibration resulting from
the high spring rate of non-sliding o-rugs was investi-
gated by replacement of the o-r.ngs with lower friction
quad ring seals and also with a , spring loaded T.F.E. seal.
Neither modification permanently changed the characteristics
of the squeal.
Consideration of the "organ pipe" effect on the central bore
of the piston proved significant. The fundamental frequ9n&y
of an open pipe f = V/2L and for a closed pipe fc = V/4L 1 .
Where f = frequency in Hz
V = velocity of sound in air in ft/sec.
_	
L - length of the pipe in ft_
' For air at 60OF V = 1118 ft/sec ^2) The length of the pipe from
the valve seat is approximately 1.1 inches.
i.e.	 L = 1.1 = .092 ft.
therefore f	 = V	 = 6016 H
0 2x.092
Similarly f	 = V	 = 3036 N
c	 4x.092	 z
jThevalues for the closed pipe is sufficiently close to the
measured frequency of the squeal to suggest that the problem
had been identified.
. In order to prove the theory and to remedy the problem,
_ several modifications were attempted. 	 First, a spring was
inserted in bore of the piston, but that proved ineffective.
Next, the cover of the regulator was modified as 3n:;l-igure 2
i so a screw could be inserted to penetrate into the 6a^r-e of
the piston, without touching the pi ston itsel f. 	 By i nsertion
and removal of the scree it proved possible to repeatedly
eliminate the squeal.	 The theory had been proven and one
possible remedy found. 
The -inner-Cidr °of 'a screw thilough - the cbVer wat nbt ctn- .^
sidered a good final remedy, since that design created a °.
. possible leakage path from the pressure reducer. 	 Subsequently,
it was found that a Kel-F 81.pin inserted in the outlet ^.
end of the piston (figure 3) repeatedly silenced the squeal.
The pin created a mixed boundary condition at the outlet of
'the resonant cavity with the pin promoting "closed pipe"
resonance at approximately 3000 H., and the space around it
(1) Sears, Mechanics., Meat and Sound. 	 pp. 498500
Addison-Wesley Press Inc., Cambridge Kass. 1950
(2) Jeans,	 Science and Music
Dover Pia
	
ca	 ons,	 ew	 ork
	 1965
1'	
..
	
..	
_.	 .. -
	  - • 
	 1.	
.n
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promoting "open pipe" resonance at approximately 5000 Hz.
The net effect was total elimination of the squeal.
Subsequent qualification testing as reported in ER 1064^y'
Delta Qualification Test Report of the Pressure Reducer
Sonic.Alternator for the Firefighter's Breathing Systph"
1
	
	 and Field Evaluation experience proved.the effectivefess
of the modification.
1
1	
_
s
•	
jji
.	 t
1
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1.0 ABSTRACT
' This report presents the _results of the Delta Qualification
I Test Series performed on the pressure reducer sonic atten-
uator for the Firefighter's Breathing ' System,
	 The series
1 functional	 tests	 toof	 and environmental	 was<intended	 veri-
fy that the sonic attenuator eliminated the "squeal" from
II
the pressure reducer whilo not oampromising its function in y
i any manner.
2.0 GENERAL
2.1 - Item Tested
. All tests were conducted using a test }clock machined to sl-mu-
late ''the primary ,section of the pressure reducer P/N 27237.(.,-%
fff The test unit ,.was assembled with parts From the present eon-
' figuration with the addition of 'the, sonic attenuator P/N
27429.	 The cover of the test block was modified with an^j
access port and sealing plug to allota removal of the sonic r.
attenuator. }
A
.^,
`IJ	 -
i
Page No. 2
t
r
e 
t	 l^ ` 
yAr
	
l 2.2	 Applicable Documents
} (	 Scott Aviation Engineerinck--Report Teo. ER 1052 "Delta Quali-
fication Test Procedure of the pressure reducer sonic atten--
uator for the Firef ighter' ^s^7,eathi.ng System." dated 30th of
r
January 1975.
	
3.o	 TEST PROGRAM
t
f
	
3.'1	 Procedure
All tests were performed in accordance with Scott Aviation
e e
	 a l '• f	 a'' 	 e	 n ,• edui	 E 1:0 2	 y s procedureD 1t Qu ^. ^^ cion T st _,.^,c __re No. R 6	 Thy 
^w
401	 Physical characteristics
The sonic attenuator was subjected to the physical cha
teristics inspection ",Jis specified in Paragraph 3.1 of
t	 1062. The part satis"Tied the diminrAons specified on
drawing and had a good general appearance,
4.2
	
Flow Test
The sonic attenuator assembled into the test block was
jected to the flow test as specified in Paragraph.3.2
1062. The test . b lock satisfied the f low requirements
post test inspectipn of the sonic attenuator show no cb,.&nge
in physical characteristics.
	 PlY,
4. • 	 Hach Tem2eratureLBaS2ares sure
The sonic attenuator assembled into the test blockLas sub-
jected . to the high temperature/backpressure test at specified
in Paragraph 3.3 of ER 1062. Post test inspection showed
that the sonic attenuator had not lodged in the 'hole in the
center of the regulator piston. _Visual inspection of the
physical characteristics showed no defects or changes.
lL.
?	 I
raga 1V0.
9
4I
f
4.4	 Life C cle
The sonic attenuator assembled into the test block was
subjected to the life cycle test as specified in Para-
graph 3.4 of ER.1062. Flow tests and physical charac-
teristics inspections at the 0, 20, 50. and 100,000 cycle
intervals showed no resulting changes.
.	 3
5.0	 CONCLUSION	
i
The test results :show that the addition of the sonic
attenuator eliminates any . "squeal" from the operation 	 Y
?	 t	 of the pressure reducer Without effecting its ability
i	 _	 Ri
r	 f	 to function,
1t.can be concluded that the addition of the 'sonic atten-
uator meets the intent of the., NASA specification and is
both safe and suitable for its intended use`.
Ji
'	
^	 1
^'J	
'^
5:0, 000 Cycles
Length .495 in.
Pin Dia, .105 in.
Weight .15.26 grams
100;000 Cycles
Length ,495 in®
Pit? Dia. 9 Q5 in.
Weight .1526 grams
Inlet	 Flow
(PSI)
	
(LPM)
1200	 390
Head Dia. in.
Head Thke .012 in.
Head 'Dia .
	
in.
Head Thk. 
-012 in.
Draft	 Allowable(in, H20)
	
(in. H20).
—n72	
-2 .0 _
Inlet Flow Draft Allowrable(PSI) (LPM) (in.. H20) ;in. R20)
1200 390 -.84 -2.0
- -	
--- ,	 r— .--rjlk,	 . sREET..__J,062^ ,--- -
Para. 3.1	 Physical Characteristics 20,000 Cvtles
Length .4
	
in.	 Head9	 ^.^ Dia..144^	 in.	 Length ..496.	 in. Head Dia.. 	 in.--
Pin Dia.	 .105	 in..	 Head Thk.o012	 in.	 Pin Dia,. x105	 in. Head Thkeo012	 in.
Weight	 grams Weight. . •1526 grams
General Appearance inlet Flaw Draft	 Allowable(PSI) (LPM) (inP H2 0)	 (in. Ha0}
1200	 390	 -•91	 -2.0Para 3 .2	 rliw Test
inlet	 Flow	 Draft	 Allowable(PSI)
	
(LPM) 	 "dine :?:^!^.1 	 (in. H20)
1200	 39.0	 -j52	 -2.0
Para. 3.3 High Temp/Backpressure :
Visual Inspection ein free in center of
^	 emove
Length .495 in.	 Head Dia..144 in.
Pin Dia.	 in.	 Head_ Thk. a 012 in.
Weight	 grams.
Para. 3.54 Life Cycle
0 Cycles
Length-.496 in 	 Head Dia. .-144 in.
Pin Dia. .105 in. 	 Head Thk.o012 in.
Weight -	 grams
inlet	 Flow	 Draft	 Allowable(PSI)	 (LPM) (iii. H2 0) (ino H20)
12 00 	 390	 -.	 .-2.0
i[
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'	 to be performed on the pressure reducer for the vire-
J 	 fighter°s Breathing System.
The tests are intended to verify that the addition of
t	
the sonic attenuator eliminates tfi; "squeal" from the.
function of the pressure reducer. Additionally, the
kE
test series is intended to verify that pressure reducer
k
E
	
	
performance will continue to comply with the required
functional and environmental parameters and qualify it
for use during the .Field Evaluation Program.
	
2.0	 GENERAL
	2.1	 TEST MEDIUM
The gas used will be pure, dry breathing air conforming
to the requirements of the Compressed Gas Association Com-
modity Specification for Air, G-7.1, Type I (Grade D or 	 1
higher quality.)
1
l	 1
:
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2.2 	 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Unless otherwise specified, the ambient conditions for
conducting the operational tests herein will be as
'.	 follows:
(1)	 Temperature:
	 77 ± 1WF
(2)	 Relative Humidity:
	
90 percent or less t
f	 (3)	 Barometric Pressure:	 Local standard (28 to
32 inches of Hg)} t
2.3
	 TEST_ ARTICLE
All tests will be conducted using a test block machined
to simulate the primary section of the pressure reducer
P/N 21237.
	
The test unit.mill be assembled with parts.
from the present configuration such as piston, spring,
_	 seat, etc;, with the addition of the sonic attenuator
P/N 27249 °	The cover of the test block will be modified
with an access wart and sealing plug to allow removal o£
the sonic attenuatore
2.4	 ORDER OF TESTS
Unless otherwise specified, all tests will be performed
in the order presented herein.
i
l
l
F	
[
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2.5 PASS/FAIL CRITERIA
The following criteria must be satisfied during the
t course of testing,
1)	 The unit must meet the flow requirements.
1
s
2)	 The sonic attenuator must be free from exces-
(
live wear or deformations
3)	 The regulator must not emit any "squeal."
4)	 The sonic attenuator must be constrained by
the cover of the test :dock and freely posi-
tioned within the flow port at the large_ dia-
meter end of the piston.
I
? - 3.0 SPECIFIED ' TESTS
3,1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE _SONIC ATTENf3ATOR
Before beginning any tests determine the following charac-
teristics of the sonic attenuator.
)
	
overall length,th	 in diameter, head diameterJ P
and head thickness.
f
2)	 Weight
3)	 General appearance.,
s
I
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3.2	 FLOW TEST
Apply pressure to the inlet of the test block which has
a demand regulator attached. Draw flow at the inlet
pressure indicated on the data sheet and'^^6cord the re
suiting draft. Following the flow test, remove the F4nL'
attenuator from the test block and repeat the measurements.
i
of paragraph 3.1.
1
3.3
	
HIGH TEMPERATURE/BACKPRESSURE
Place the test block in an environmental chamber for a
minimum of 16 houXs at a temperature of 165 0F. Following
this exposure, remove the block from the chamber and apply
a pressure of 500 PSI to the inlet. Baekpressure the low.
l	 pressure port to 150 PSIG, remove supply pressure and
k	 s
maintain the 150 PSIG backpressure. After thirty minutes
exposure to the above conditions vent all pressure and
f	 visually inspect to determine that the sonic attenuator.
l is not lodged in the hole in the center 0d the piston.
^tf=jthe sonic attenuator is lodged in the hole, attach a
demand regulator to the test block, apply 500 PSIG to the
inlet and take 10 normal breaths.. Again visually inspect 	 i
and note results.
Following the above tests remove the sonic attenuator:from
the test block and repeat the measurements of paragraph:3.1. 	 ^
ER 1062	 PAGE 5
!{ 3 e 4	 LIFE CYCLE
Install the test block in the test
-
setup shown in
•i Figure I.
	
Adjust the cam controlling the demand
regulator to draw a peak flow of 150 LPM with 2000 _.
PSIG applied to the inlet test block.	 Adjust the
speed of the motor to 30 RPM.
Using the system explained above cycle the test
block until a total of 100,000 simulated breathing
cycles have been obtained. 	 Perform the flow test
of Paragraph 3,2 and then the physical paragraph
,characteristics of 3.1 at the 0, 20, 50 and 100
thousand cycle intervals during the ,life cycle,
I
7.

^R_ a L164	 ,,	 ^-- , TV-qT,	 mom
GTE+!
NO.
	
ITEM	 MANUFACTURER	 MODEL	 SIN	 ACCURACY
I Flowmeter,	 Brooks 10-1110-10 F-214 t 2%
2 Pressure Gage	 U. S. Gauge 0--3000 psi G-218 + 2%
3 Water Column	 F. W. Dwyer -2 to 20 0063	 ;.+ + .02 in,
rl inches /water H20
=:4, -
4 Environmental Chamber 	 Tenny Engineering TTUFR 100350
5 TemperatureMumidi.ty
Controller	 Bristol Company T9=2T500FFF 65A,10 ±5°F
54-43B 606
6) Program Controller	 Bristol Company 253A500G1 65A,10 + 511F
7 Stop Watch	 Meylan 204B SW-51 .2 sec.
8 Analytical Balance	 Chemical Rubber Co. 103042 f 0.1 M9
i+
9 Vernier Clipers	 Helios	 !' 0-6 V-23 f .001
1
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^, 1.0 ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of the Delta Qualification
Test Series performed on the Modified Firetighter'sa Breathing
System (FBS), Scott Part Number 27275. 	 The series of func-
tional and environmental tests was intended to verify that
design improvements made in the FBS comply with required
parameters and qualify it for use in the field evaluation
program.
The unit successfully passed; , the testa although some problems
were experienced during life cycling. 	 These were not con-
sidered significant since they occurred after 70% of the test
a	 completed	 d a	 e	 would not have detected the problem.w s
	 	
an 	us r
	
f
Normal maintenance would have returned the unit to proper
regulated pressure tolerances.
It can be concluded that the modified configuration of the
PBS meets the intent of the MSA specification and is both
safe and suitable for its intended use.
2.0 GENERAL
2.1" Items Tested
Partial Firefighter ' s Breathing System	 Scott P/N.27475,
Rev. B, consisting of pressure reducers :P 	 27237, Rev. B,
SM's 6 and 7 and breathing regulators P/N 27235, Rev. B
S,T ® s 1 and 8.
2.2 A plicable Documents
:Scott Aviation Engineering Report No. ER 1054
"Delta Acceptance Test Procedure for the Modified Fire-
fighter's Breathing System" dated 4 October 1974.
1 ^, ER 1056
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Scott Aviation Engineering Report Lao. 	 ER 1 1053. k
1 j
"Delta Acceptance Test Procedure for the Firefighter's
Breathing System" dated 16 September 1974.
i 3.0 TEST PROGRAM t
!
'x'5
' 3.1 Procedure
All tests were performed in accordance with Scott Aviation
Delta Acceptance Test Procedure Noe ER 1053 and Delta
Qualification Test., Procedure No. ER 1054.	 These procedures
appear in Exhibits II & III of this report.
3.2 Data
All'data sheets appear in Exhibit I.
Test . Performance z3.3
All tests were performed at . S"ott Aviation, Lancaster,
New York.	 11
r 4.0 TEST RESULTS
j 401 S„j2ecifie0 Tests
4.1.1 Low Tem erature 22eration
The FBS (Pressurra Reducer #7 and Demand Regulator #8) was t
subjected to ` the low temperature operation test as defined
by paragraph 3.1 of ER 1054. 	 The unit successfully met all
requirements.	 A leak of . 10 cc/min was detected in the backup.
seat retainer while 'at -4(PF .,low temperature.	 When the unit
was returned-., rum ambient conditions, the leak rate, _
reduced to 0. -5 cc/min e e'4.
fay	 ^
^+
^j
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4.1.2	 His& Tem erature .0 eration
The PBS (Pressure Reducer #7 and Demand Regulator ##8)
was subjected to the high temperature operation test as de-
fined by paragraph 3.2 of ER 1054.	 The unit successfully ..
iiet all requirements.	 During breathdown at 165 F a noise
was amitted,.from the primary sprang/piston assembly when
inlet pressure was decreasing from approxftmately 4000 to
3000 psi and then it disappeared. 	 This dad not affect
unit performance.
4. 1. 3	 Life Cycling_
i ' Regulator.The FBS (Pressure Reducer .##6 and Demand
	
41) was
subjected to the life cycling test as defined by paragraph
3.3 of ER 1054. 	 The performance test at the completion of
3500 total cycles showed that the lockup pressure of the^ ti.
ackup re	 later in the pressure reducer had climbed to 155qu
psi (150 psi maximum allowed) and the relief valve had
f cracked as evidenced b y bubble leakage.	 When the unit was
rechecked 16 hours later, the backup pressure crept to
153 psi. with no leakage apparent 	 situation was
i relayed to NASA and the decision was made to continue
testing rather than perform maintenance on the unite.
` After 5000 total. cycles,. the primary lockup:pressure was
102 psi (100 psi maximum allowe^^i, and the backup lockup
pressure was 153.5 psi (150 psi 	 /ximum allowed).	 All
other parameters were found to be within required tolerances.
t
r;
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The high lockup pressures encountered Mere not considered
significant since routine maintenance procedures would
have corrected this problem.and functional performance was ._
not degraded.
.4.1.4	 High Pressure ExpDsure
The PBS (Pressure Reducer #7 and Demand Regulator #8) was
subjected io the high pressure exposure test as defined by
paragraph 3.4 of ER 1054. After 72 hours of exposure to
4500 prig, the unit successfully met all requirements.
Leakage was detected 'at the vent of the low pressure turn-on
(1.3 cc/min) and at the vent of the transfer valve (less
than bubble leakage 1,X10^ 3 scc/sec),
i
1
1
1
462	 SPECIAL TEST
4.261	 High Pressure Exposure at High.Temperature
The FBS (Pressure Reducer #7 and Demand Regulator. #B) was
subjected:to the high pressure exposure at high temperature
as defined by Paragraph 4.1 of ER 10546 Following 16 hours
of exposure ti:7 4500 psi inlet and 1650 F, the unit was ^ tested
and it, successfully met all requirements. A Leakage of 1.6
cc/min was detected at the vent of the low cylinder turn-on,.
and the diaphragm of the demand regulator fluttered somewhat
during the high flow conditions of breathdown using the„
breathing machine. It should be noted that during both
normal.and.heavy subjective breathing, no fluttering occurred.
Neither of these. conditions effected the performance of the
PBS.
BR 1,05E PAGE 5
5,0 CONCLUSION
The problems encountered during testing were analyzed as
follows:
Leaka e - All leakages encountered were well below the
allowable outward leakage of 20 cc/min and, therefore,
not considered detrimental to unit performance.
Lockup	 Lockup	 theHigh	 -	 pressures exceeding	 maximum
allowed were experienced only,,, after 3500 simulated usage
cycles.
	
This situation could have been corrected by main-
tenance procedures and, therefore, does not signal a design
problem.	 Additionally, it should be noted that a.user would
not have detected these conditions without the use,,of pressure
gages to measure interstage pressures.	 -
It can be concluded that the modified configuration of the
PBS meets the intent of the NASA specification and is Both .
safe and suitable for its intended use.
f
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' Primary Primary Sackn Backup Backup Limits
4300 ± 1260 ± 1200 _ 570 100 in
Flaw 200 psi 200 psi 200 psi psi psi H2O
Cracking ( 50 cc/min) 0A I .	 / "/ -0.1 to -0.5
179 LPN, NTPr • f rl/,' -2.0 max.
257 LPN, NTPD
Q 
-2
tl , -1.25 max.
390 LPN, NTPD ^f ^" ail ^f !_-2. 0 max.';_
476 LPM, NTPD hQ /, -2.0 max.
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F Picture 	 S6	 5 ^ ^	 5	 A_Y I c= (^ Pr^oc ^ PRESS. L 7^ f'^S`f
Press-To-Test & Transfer	 rDR ^/^/1^ ,
Y'U1¢CPIet7RL TESTS	 ;:
a) Engage P. T. T.	 breaths .equired to transfer to
1. Turn on and breathe. Did whistle sound? 	 backup pressure sehe u e at 4300 ± 200 psi. -(3,breaths max.)
.2. Continue breathing. Did whistle stop after several breathe? 1 ^ S 	 h^ Release P. T. r ^ breaths+required to breathe: toprimary pressure echedu a at 4300 _ 200 psi (fi breaths max,)
3.. Engage press to test and continue breathing. Did warning whistle 	 o) Engage P. T. T.
	
breaths required to transfer to backup
sound?
	
pressure schedule t 20a0 ± 200 psi (3 breaths max.),
4. Release press-to^-test and continua breathing. Did warning.whietle	 d) Release P. T. T. 	 ^ breathe required to transfer to priwAry
stop sftex several breaths?. , Y^^ S	 at 1200 ¢ 200 psi (6 breaths max).
5. CorIInentsr
	
e) Repeat P.T.T. and release several times and check for repeated
transfer and return from primary to backup and back to primary.
f) Comments s 	 P 	 2,7U f4^17 4.3 c9 O PS /
6. Perform an external leakage teat.. ., None allowed. ,	4. Demand Regulator inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve)
	
Draft	 Flew'	 Limits
Inches of Water	 cc . Nin.	 cc Min
7. Turn cylinder valve off and slowly breathe trapped system pressure*.	
-0.5	 1,4-	 5.0down. Did warning whistle sound?	
-2.0e z	 5.0
S. 4;,Q rm. ents	 S. Flow Draf t
PZMMCE TESTS
1. initial Turn On
	
psi. Supply Pressure
a)	 r	 breaths required to transfer to primary
'E	 r	 (6 breaths max.)
b)^ _ psi primary pressure
c) Did whistle sound , momentarily prior to transfer to primarv? L165-
d) Did whistle fully cease after several breaths? 	 es	
k
e) Turn cylinder off and breathe systga down. Did whistle cone
	
on-for low pressure warning?	 -
f)' Commentgr	 -
2. Interstaqu 2rassure (Normal Breathing)
'`	 W inhalation	 Exhalation	 Lockup After 3 Minutes
	
paisi (95 max)	 _psi (100 max) primary 	 i
04300 ± 200 psi
asi (120-140) ).TL_psi ( 1St max) backup
J	 td4300 ± 200 psi
	
79 mi	 ^^ Dsi (95 max),.	psi (100 malt) primary
eipsi (120-140) ^si 0(1502 max) abackup
C"800 ±50 psi
Cc ants
*Interstage Pxeasure shall be 90 psig min.
	 ;t. 
i
Comments=	 i
6. Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-Onr 	 (865 ¢ 35 psi)
Comments
7. Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full OritFull Off
	
Dynamic Full on	 PSIG c iao-ilo psi)
	
i 11 f	 — "0 90 S
	
Dynam c Fu 0 f	 '	 {^ - P I}
8. Purge Flaw H
Limits
LPN. NTPD
125 to 200 LPN
Limits
Inches of Water,
+0.5 max.
t2.0 max.
+4.0 max.
Inlet Pressure	 Flow
PSIG LPN,-NTPD
300
4.	 Exhalation Flow
Flow Pressure
Inches of Water
Crack(50 cc/min) r1: Q g
257 LPN, MTPD
.476 LPM, NTPD Z
i
Limits
LPM, NTPD
P
125 to 200 LPII 7,,
Limits
;nches of hater
+0.5 max.
+2.0 max.
+4.0 max.
Da	 :te /CJ ^-`i -'/4^-	 System SIN
B	 RD	
_. 
P M3
wild	 i:itl^
	 ^ e 	 t7.
 
^r rte. g	 I
^1 
	
tai R^^f-
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3.	 Press-To-Yost & Transfcr	 "7O	 Rt7 B /V(
,FjJ1rPTO11AL TPST14
,.
i,	 a) -Enciage P. T. T. 	 breaths required to transfer to
1. Turn on and breathe.	 Did whistle sound?	 s	 ;; '
backup pressure ache u a at 4300 ± 200 psi. (3 breaths max.)
Y.S b) Release P. T. T. ^^ breaths required to transfer to2. Continue breathing.	 Did whistle stop after several breathe? ,primary pressure achoaule at 4300 + 200 psi (6 breaths max.)
3. Engage press- to-tort and contincW breathing.. Did warning whistle c) ingaga P. T. ".	 brcatho required to transfer to backup.
scurd7 _	 t^
^
pressure schedule at 1200 1 200 psi (3 breaths max.).
4. Release press-to-test and continue breathing. 	 Did warning whistle d) Release P. T. T.	 ^ breaths required to transfer to primary
stop after several breaths?
	
3l,ES' at 1200 ± 200 psi (6 breaths max). .
e) Repeat P .T.T. and release several times and check for repeatedS. Comments: transfer and return from primary to backup and back to primary.
A	 f) CoW.Menta:
6. 'par orla an external leakage test.	 None allowed. 4.	 Demand -Regulator Inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve)
a.+	 ors	 7dJy^cGi L^, K .	 -
fil^P!! t1 P	 L= r3Y
	 'jy^` L}(•^/^Q +c.^A	 c'f7^^rLClr+l Draft	 Flow	 Limits
-	 -	 -	 - Inches of Water	 cc
// 
Min.	 cc Min.
7.. Turn cylinder valve off and slowly breathe trapped sy*t*m pressure
-0,5	 /, 6	 5.0down.	 Did warning whistle sound?	 =
-2.0	 A 215.0
B. Cor...ants	 5. Flow Draft
Primary Prmary Back}: Backup Backup Limits
Rb	 ± 1200 ± 1200 - 570 100 in
Flow 200 psi 200 psi 200 psi psi psi H2d
Cracking( 50 cc/min)
a `C^ o f -0,1 to -0_5 f
178 LPM, NTPD / ^f -2.0 max.
257 LPM, NTPD 4 C^  f -1.25 --Au.
390 LPM, NT PD ^' ,.`,J	 f ^f `	 ^i' -2.0 max.
476 LPM, NTPD ^.f^ ^/;^^ a I -2.0 max.'
*Interstage Pressure shall be 90 psig min.
Comments:
6. Low Cylinder' Pressure Turn-On: 	 (865 ¢ 35 .psi)	 r
Comments:
7. Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full On/Full Off	
o I
Dynamic Full on	 PSIG ( 100-110 Psi)
Dynamic Full off^PSIG (80-90 PSI)
	
^3
8. Purge Flow	 Q	 i
Inlet Pressure	 plow
PSIG	 LPM, NTPI^
300	 ^^Q
9. Exhalation Flo,300	 h a2J^(H^^^6Psx
Flow	 Pressure
Commentss	
Inchea of water
Crack(50 cc/min)	 O$
- -	 257 LPM, NTPD	 s.^4
476 LPM, NTPD	 +^^
Ejjf.-OrZ•''°.A.^ ICE TESTS_
1. Initial Turn on
	
GD psi. Supply Pressure
a) .	breaths required to transfer to prirjar;
b}	
^	
(6 breaths mare
psi primary pressure
c) Did whistle sound nomen,'_aril .y prior to transfer to primary? ^^
d) W d whistle fully cease after several breaths?	 B__-
e) Turn cylinder off and breathe system down. Did whistle cols
on for law pressure warning?
f) Can:-+:ntsr
2. Interstage.Pressure (Normal sreathing)
E
:
	Inhalation	 Exhalation
	
psi	 71L Psi (95 Max)
^^si / / psi 1120•-1R0)
	si	 f^psi (95 max)
	
asi	 (120-140)
Lockup After _3 Minutes
?Mai (100 max) primary
@4300 + 200 psi
JZ7psi (150 max) backup=;`w,,r"
O^Tt^ @4300 :t 200 psi
psi
- 
(100 max) primary
@1200 + 200 psi ,
&9 - ei (15o max) backup
@800 t50 psi
1
r
E
,
8. Commints
to	 M
PERFOFL-JUME TESTS_
1.	 Initial Turn On	 -psi.	 Supply Pressure
a)	 breaths required to transfer to primary
(6 breaths max,.)
b)	 ^q G,
	
_ psi primary pressure
c)	 Did whistle sound momentarily prior to transfer to primary?
Y- 
1
d}	 Did whistle fully cease after several breaths?
e)	 Turn cylinder off and breathe system down. 	 Did.whistle come
on for 1" pressure warning?
J^^J 	 Jf^^ ^{Ly P, k m.A r( c:	 s65 t 1>lolS a
•	 f`)	 Comments,	 'L1Jt1c	 ^-	 ^ C4 :2 P-	^Fc
2.	 )pterstaoe Pressure	 (Normal Breathing)
hE	 Inhalatinri	 EAhala Lon	 Lockup After 3 Minutes
i,	 psi (95 .max)	 psi (100 max) primary 	 .@4300 ± 200 psi rr5
ps i 	 psi (12i.-140)	 91--;dsi (150 max) backup r^=j
X4300 ± 200 psi
J`d _psipsi (95 spar}	 psi• (100 max) primary,
01200 4, 200 psi
,.1 (320-140)	 pci (150 max) backup
wo } o psi
Co :-aentac
•
Cr
-
j^}+ y Ul
i
1
i
1	 -
^p^'
c
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£l1#tC ,JONAL TESTS	 ( )J1b
R
1. Turn on and breathe. Did whistle sound?	 i
	
^	 3. Press-To-Test _& Transfer,
a) ngageP. T.	 ea • requir	 o an• or
backup pressure ache u e at 4300 ± 200 psi. ( 3 breatha max.)
E	 T	 br th	 ed t tr f to
b) Rolanno P. T. T. ---^ _ bre.%tha required to transfer toIL2. Continue breathing. Did whistle stop after several breaths? ,%	 primary pressure schedule at 4300 ± 200 psi (6 breaths max.)
a
3. Ens .kj s ;.[p n-1 tant and conllnuo breathing. Did warning whistle 	 a) Engayu P. T. T.	 broaL•lm roquirod to tranafor to backup
pressure schedule at1200 -+ 200 psi (3 breaths max.).sound?
d) Release P. T. T. 	 breaths required to t^ransfer to pri,aacy4. Release press-to-test and cant ue }lteathing. Did warning whistle 	
at 1200 :t
	 psi (6 breath4max).stop after several breaths?
e) Repeat P.T.T. and r e` a` sy several times and check for repeatedS. ComsenCSS
	
1	
transfer ar-d return from primary to backup and back to prllmary.
a	 f) Comments:
4. Demand Regulator laward.Leakase (Exhalation Valve)6. Perform an external leakage test. None allowed.
No	 Draft	 Flow	 LimitsInches of Water	 cc/Lqin.	 cc/min.7. Turn cylinder valve off and slowly b e . the trapped system pressure 	
-0.5	 av `®	 5.0dawn. Did warning whistle sound? 	
-2.0	 f./	 5.0
5, Flaw Draft
Primary Primary Backup Backup Backup Limits
4300 - 1200 ± 1200 }_ 570 100 in
Flow 200 psi 200 psi 200 psi psi psi H2O
cracking(50 cc/min)
-0.1 to -0.5
178 LPM, NTPD 0 g 7 . -2.0 r..ax.
z57 LPM, NTPD +
'
; ^^
-1.25 max.
390 LPM, NTPD Y ^^~ ^^ • ^^` -2.0 max.
.476 LPM, NTPD /^ ^f. l
-2.0 max.'
°Interstage Pressure shall be 90 prig min.
Comments:
6. Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-On: 	 ^^	 (8fi5 + 35 psi)
Comments r
7. Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full uAlrull Off "
Dynamic Fullon	 PSIG (200-110 PSI)
Dynamic Full off	 Psic (80-90 PSI)
8. Purge .Flow
Inlet Pressure	 Flow
	
PSIG
	
LP
M
, NTPD
	
300	 ®J
9. Exhalation Flo,000	 r. a tdflLO 106t'51
Flow	 Pressure
Inches of water
Crack (90 cc/min)	 d,
257 LPM, NTPD f r .
476 LPM, NTPD	
^f f
i
Limits
LM, NTPD
	125 to 200 L
	 i
1'hr4P#1	 90T51 rA(rl.
E
	L m ts.	 I
Inches of dater
+0.5 max.
i
	
+2.0 max.	 i
+4.0 max.
t
E
k	 ^.<
_
i
	
a	
^	
i	
.^	 ^Lt,+^.^, -1 '.x^'^.'t^``^s.	 •^"N' are.' },r?s„rr	 ^ ^ .- µ ^.	 .,	 1- . _ _. ..	 -	
_	
..-	 ..... ..	
-	 -	 ^.
i
	
'
Flow
Primary
4300 #
200 psi
Primary
1200 ±
200 psi
Backup
1200 }
200 psi
Backup
570
psi
Backup
100
psi
Limits
in
-;;P20
Cracking( 50 cc/min) (^. q4 04 , ! G._1- 	 to -0.5
178 LPbl, NTPD f ^^ d e -2.0 max.
257 " LPM, NTPD ^r S^ 7.^' ^t 7 Q ; -1.25 r..ax.
390 LPM, NTPD !,^ ' !^ ^r -2.0 max.
476 LPM, NTPD r !	 ^^ J ^,	 (}
r
- -2.0
i
s
1
a
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33 	 3. Press=To-Test 6 Transfer	 -.
CT-LCIIAL TESTS
,/	 a} Engage P. T. T.	 ^	 breathe required to transfer to
.Turn on and breathe. Did whistle sound? 	 l -S	 _	
backup pressure sehedu a at 4300 300 psi. (3 breaths max.)
y	 b) Release P. T. T.	 breaths -required to transfer to
Continue breathing. Did whistle stop after several breaths? LAS	 primary pressure schedule at 4300 + 200 psi (6 breaths max.)
Engage press-to-test and continue breathing. Did warning whistle 	 c) Engage P. T. T„breaths required to trana£er to backup
sound?	 GS	 pressure schedule at 1200 ± 200 psi (3 breaths max.).
Release press-to-test and continue breathing. Did warning whistle 	 d} Release P. T. T. 	 2- breathe required to transfer to primary
stop after several breaths?	 Y,^Fyc'	 at 1200 ± 200 psi (6 breaths max).
e) Repeat P .T.T. and release several times and check for repeatedCommentst	 transfer and return from primary to backup and back to primary.
f) Comments:
Perform anexternal leakage test. None allowed. 	 4. Demand .Regulator Inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve)
/. C t'/tif
.
nd 1-4PLd	 1/frJ ! t
SalRLL _:.F!1Ir^G1` 6I^i: TI^I^NSFf I^AL!!t -z OZOi T- COV-,D O iti1F11:tJA'E	 Draft	 Flow	 LimitsInches of Water	 cc/min.	 cc/min.
Turn cylinder valve off .and slowly breathe trapped system pressure 	
-•0.5	 5.0
down.. Did
.
 warning 'whiztle sound? 	 _2„0
	
5.0
comments	 S. Flow Draft
,t
XDWN A:ICE TEST'S_
q Initial Turn on	 3 00 psi. Supply Pressure
a) f	 breaths required to transfer to primary
(6 breaths max.)
b) primary pressure
c) Die-,thistle sound momentarily prior to tritnafsr to primary? Yj5S r
n
*Interstage Pressure shall be 90 psig min.d)	 Did whistle fully cease after several breaths
,Comments: !
e)	 Turn cylinder 64f and breathe syst	 down.	 Did whistle come
6.	 Low cylinder Pressure Turn-On: 	 ^4	 (865 }	 35 psi)£on	 or low pressure warning? _ r r S T^ :
f)	 Cocarentst Comments:
7.	 Whistle Alarm Dynamic Pull On/Pull off —
,;nterstaae Pressure	 (Normal Breathing)
'onDynamle, Full	 (100-110 PSI)
inhalation
	
Exhalation Lockup After 3 Minutes
^PSIG
Dyna7riqF.ull off	 PSIG (80-9f1 PSI) y^ 
rt
^6 -- Udi	 si (95 max) psi (100 max) primary 8.	 Purge Plow_ ►^ t}	 iQ
r^ (	 psi	 lei (120-14D).
@4300 t200 . pas.
X30 _psi (. 150 max) backup Inlet Pressure	 Flow	 LimitsPSIG	 L_PM.'_N_T_P_D	 .LPM. .NTPD
U
1
^si	 i (95 mazy
@4300 t 200 psi
psi (100 max) primary
*
300	 ^^	 125 to 200 LPM ti^
psi•	 psi (120-140)
X1200	 aoo poi
si (150 max) backup CO	 b,7Y* Jg2_11 /l{f'91 /78 q VOf!:5VAO^.9.	 Exhalation Plo	 '^pA 
0800 }o5O Psi Flow	 Pressure	 Limits !
Inches of Water	 Inches of Water
IComments:
Crack (50 cc/min)	 L7. /	 +0.5 max.
257 LPM, NTPD	 r 3 (f	 +2.0 trax. i
476 LPM, UTPD	 ?<Jrd	 +4.0 max.
^tt
^•^ -	 ..	 ...^	 ..	 ... _,r.,..^...^._4ystem
Date:
	
/O--/d .^^^ 	 5/NM.1053
MTJ
.3.	 Press -•To-Test 5, Trans£ r
^+ CIIICTLVtIhL T :T
a)	 Engage P. T. T.	 I	 breaths required to transfer to
1. Turn on and breathe.	 bid whistle sound8	
s backup pressure schedule at  4300 ± 200 psi. (3 breaths max.)
2.
(^ ^'
Continue breathing. 	 Did whistle stop after several breaths? I
b)	 Ralonno P. T. T. ^_ breaths required to transfer to
primary pressure schedule at 4300 + 200 psi (6 breaths nax.) 	 -
3. -test and contlAue brn'.hing. • Did warning whistleEnquja Nccag-6a	 c e)	 Enyago P. 11 . T.	 breathe roquirod to transfor'to backup
mound?	 r'. 7 prossurc schedule at 1200 ± 200 psi ( 3 breaths max.).
4. Agleam* press-to-test and continue breathing.	 Did warning whistle
stop after several breaths?	 y	 S
d)	 Release P. T. T.	 breaths required to transfer to primary
at 1200 ±,200 psi ( 6 breaths max).
e)	 Repeat P .T.T. and release several times and check for repeated
3. Comments: transfer and rotur.n from primary to backup and back to Primary.
n t)	 Cormments : 	 -	 --
6. Perform an external leakage test.	 None allowed. 4.	 Demand Regulator Inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve)
.
.sue(g (o G'ifN^i3 l,Dit3 G.S/iC/Nlf.=i? %/^^1^5'F E^^ I/trA^T ^, 1= A_ fti})^^ Drat	 Flow	 Limits
Inches of Water	 cc Min.	 cc	 =n.
7. ;;Turn cylinder valve off and slowl y bra the trapped system pressure
-0.5
1
down.	 Did warning whistle mound? -2,0
	 5.0
S. -C	 dents^•- 5.	 Flow Draft
XUPZJAK _NCE T85TS
1. Initial Tur
i
n. On 1 - 'psi. Supply Pressure
a)-	 1	 breaths required to transfer to primary
(6 breaths max.)
b) _ ^ psi primary pressure
c) Did whistle sound momentarily prior to transfer to primary?
Primary Primary Backut Backup Backup Limits
4300 ± 1200 } 120D - 570 100 -	 in
Flow 200 psi 200 psi 200 psi psi psi H2O
C,acking ( 50 cc/min)  7/ -0.1 to -0.5
178 LPM, NTPD
/
^
/^
-2.0 max.
257 LPM, NTPD ^j' . ! Q r 7(U /. ^^ /	 .^. +'^! -1.25 max.
390 LPM, NTPD G7 r 2.0 idtax.
476 LPM, NTPD / f -2.O :sax.'
s
i
t
i(
d)	 Did Whistle fully cease after several breathe:?	 $ *Interstage Pressure shall be 90 psig min.
Comments: f7//^^t1^/?^ j/ hLIITi^i=r ^^17	 47 i(Z&1 4?A1	 -
e)	 Turn  cylinddr off and breathe system Odown.	 Did whistle come
^^ *
i
on for low pressure warning . Y- 6.	 Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-On: (665	 -35 psi)
f)	 Ccrsrents: _	 -__ Comments:
0
2.	 In&e„rataae Prasaure (Normal Breathing)
7.	 Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full On/Full Off"'
_ E
Dynamic Full on PSIG (100-110 PSI) +^ !
Inhalation 2shalation Lockup After  Minutes Dynamic Full of PSIG (80-90 PSI)
si &	 psi (95 max) jgtpsi (100 man) primary 8.	 Purge Flow
Z	 psi 130 psi (120-140) @4300 ± 200 psiLM psi (150 max) backup' Inlet Pressure	 FlowPSIG	 LPM; NTPD Limits}LPM,	 TPDU 1r,[^ Y
^43D0 ± 200 psis
^2 osi (95 Max) 12^ai,(100 max) primary 300 ^^D 125 to 200 LPM r'1
f
1. ^^	 Psi
^l	 osi l z Z Qsi (1x0-140) psi00(1502mau)
 psi
backup 9.	 Exhalation PI	 11: 0 Qe ^''^^ ^^	 II3 FSIG r794-Pv	 ^7d P^^ ^fi^^+	 ^-
@800 }50 psi Flow Pressure Limits
Inches of Water Inches of HaterCoaraentse
Crack ( 50 cc/min) pre^^ +E.5 max.
257 LPM, NTPD +2.0 max. i
(
476 LPM, NTPD +4. 0 max.
Gr
+ax5.1! E,.._^aaa-wr^sx80kSb'L^Ss;'
	
._.	 . J	
. -
	 ^'	 :.:.	 . ;. _ ^ .,	 ... 	 ;  -	
. -
-
^Trr^	 i
r- mLS'T x:ytw	 1R u ^ y^	 ^	
Hate ^ 	 /- - --	 system s/13
Preed. 	 ^nd i^/H
Fir3ur8	 Lt` ^L^(^1.« 67-61-0 FYI&
?Qy 3. Preas-TO- Im t A Transfor	 rOR
	 ^//R/rM,CT;OIrAL TES^+s
a) Engage P. T. T.	 breathe required to transfer to
1. Turn on and breathe.	 Did whistle sound?	 LS backup pressure sehedu a at 4300 + 200 psi. (3 breaths max.)
X. Continue breathing:.	 Did whistle stop after several breaths?
	
L s b) Release P. T. T.	 l	 breathsprimaryto transfer toprimary press	 u eure scha	 at 4300 _ 200'pai (6 breaths max.)
3. Engage preaa-to-test and continue breathing. 	 Did warning whistle C) Engage P. T. T.	 /	 breaths required to transfer to backup
sound?	 ^^i y;essuxe schedule at 1200 ± 200 psi (3 breaths max.).
4. Rellease press-to-test and continue breathing. 	 Did warning whistle d ) breaths required to transfer to primaryRelease F. T. T. ^:^
	 `
step after several breaths? at 1200 ± 2C0 psi (6 breaths max).
5.- Commentsi e) Repeat P.T.T. and release several times and check for repeatedtransfer and return from primary to backup and back to primary.
°	 f) Comments,	 6K	 ±:3 0	 1 ^2 a o	 A
6. Perform an<external leakage test.	 None allowed. 4.	 Demand Regulator . Inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve)
Draft	 Flow	 Limits
Inches of water	 ce Min.	 Cc	 +n.
7. Turn cylinderk valve off and.. ,slowly bra the trapped system .pressure
-0,5	 5.0down.
	 Did warning whistle sound?
-2.0 	 5.0
S. Ccrr:aenta Flow Draft
PrRFOR WICE :"T"ESTS
1. Initial Turn On
	 y pai. Supply pressure
a},	 breaths required to transfer to primary
b}
	
	
^`jr (6 breaths max.)psi primary pressure
C) Did whistle cound momentarily prior tc transfer to primary? C'^
d} Did whistle fully ceame after several breaths?
i
e)' Turn cylinder off and breathe sys em own. Did whistle come
on for low pressure warning?	 Cr
f) corrmentst
2. Interstave - Pressure (Normal Breathing)
Inhalation	 pchalation	 LockupAfter I Minutes
^3 psi	 FIT psi (95 MAX)
	
psi ( 100 max) primary
@4300 ± 200 psi
' poiE
	
	
si (120-144) I .7/$ psi (15a max) backup
y @4300 ± 200 psi
psi	 ^j Hai (95 max) ^^ Hsi (100 max) primary
X11200 ± 200 psi
j	 Pei	 13^ Hsi (12U-140) f Gsi (10050 max) backup@B00 {50 psi
Comments s
Flow	 '
Primary
4300 t
200 psi
Primary
1200 #
200 psi
8acku
1x00 -
200 psi
Backup
570
psi
Backup
100
psi
Limits
in
H2O
Cracking(SO cc/min) r^^3 [ ^' ^.^ -0.1 to.-0.5
178 LPH, NTPD I^ ^. d -2.0 max.
257 LPM, NTPD
390
4.	 FPM. NTPD
e (^ r ,^^
-1.25 rax.
'^ fl 
r
/ -2.0 max.
^f /^ J,^? a: /,
'^
-2.0 sax.'
°Interstage Pressure shall be 90 psig min.
,Comments:
^i	
-76. Low cylinder Pressure TiaiCn-on 1	 /--j~	 C 65 ± 35 psi)
Commonto:
7. whistle Alarm Dynamic Pull On/Full Off
Dynamic Full on 	 PSIG (100-110 PSI)
Dynamic Full off	 SIG;"-(60-90 PSI)
B. Purge Flow
Inlet Pressure	 Flow	 Limits
PSIG	 LPM, NTPD	 LPM4 NTPD
300	 1.3 G	 125 to 200 LPM
9. Exhalation Flow
Flow	 Pressure	 Limits
Inches of Water	 Inches of Water
`4rack(50 cc/min)
	 lt 
+0.5 max.
257 LPM, NTPD	 t2.0 max.
476 LPM, NTPD	 r (p	 +4.0 max.
D:AtAI	 ^^ rZ "	 Gyntem s/14
Y	 r Itt (:Ur'Sr	 EEL 1053	 r
ndyy 7/.yy	 ^^.^f^Figure 2 A F 1 G^ 5 d CYCA l^S
A.
SA 3.	 Press-To-Tent & Transfer
f{Tlr^i'IOrrts. TCST_
a)	 Engage P. T. T. 	 breaths required to transfer to
1_ Turn on cei+d breathe.	 Did epistle sound?	 Y^c^ backup pressure s chedu :e at 4300 + 200 psi.	 {.3 breaths max.)
a. Continue breathing.	 aid whistle stop after several breaths?	 1 E.^ b}	 Release P. T.	 to breather to^ t"4300--4*eaths required_ r	 200siprimary pressure sc edule a 	 200 psi (6 breaths max.)
3. Engage pre	 to test and continue breathing. 	 Did warning whistle e)	 Engage P. T. T. ^^ breaths requi :ved to transfer to backup
sound? presscze schedule at 1200 ±- 200 psi (3 kreaths max.).
4. , Release pros*wto-test and Conti	 g broathiirg.	 Did warning whistle d)	 Release P1.' T.  T.	 YL—breaths required to transfer to primary
stop after	 breaths?	 GSA.'several at 1206 ± 200 psi (6 breaths max) .
S. Cozkeatse e}	 Repea t-P.T.T. and release several times and check for repeatedtransfer and return from pre-many  to backup and back to primary. 
ff	 ^. L4-A0641, £	 comments)
6. Perform an external leakage test. 	 MCI a allowed.	 ^^ 4.	 Demand Reg •.:kator-Inward Leakage- (Exhalation Valve)^
r . S	 514	 6.	 /"^	 fY^IJ' l	 td ^£ Draft	 Flow	 =:;	 Limits
r	 ,r	 J!^(ZfJ	 a'	 t^N!	 h1c.1,E	 1-otO	 C/4.1l(D1.` rC	 c!u	 /°^ Inches of Water	 cc/min.	 `'	 cc/min.;.7. Turn cylinder valve off and slowly breathe trapped system pressure
-0.5	 • QO	 5.0
down.	 Did warning whistle sound?
-2.0	 6.04-	 5.0
S.. koerenta S.
	
Flow Draft
.l--KCE TESTS
I. Initial Turn Cta 	 ` psi. Supply ?ressure
a) -I 	 — breathe required to transfer to primary
(6 breaths max.)
b) _ tH	 psi primary pressure
c) Sid whistle sound momentarily prior 	 transfer to primary? ^S
Primary Primary Backup+ Backup Backup Limits
4300 t 1260 ± 1200 _ 570 100 in
Flow 200 psi 200 psi 200 psi .'psi psi H20'
Cracking ( 50 cc/min) :-' - .	 3 Q^ ^^ ', -0.1 to -0.5
198 LP:1; NTPD / 77, -2.0 rax.
257 LPM, NTPD "' ! //I - 777 -•1.25 max.
390 LPM, NTPD r //- !	 i . -2.0 max.
476 .LPM, NTPD kM /`.r, /^/! r [	 a /`^ -2.0 max.'
d)	 Did whistle fully cease after several breaths?	 le:5.
k
*Interstage Pressure shall be 90 prig min.
" Comments:
e)	 Turn cylinder offend breathe system down.	 Did whistle come G
6.	 Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-On:
	 13 	 ( g65 ±	 35on for low pressure warning? - __—	 psi)	 -
f)	 Cur»entas Comments: ^^
7•` Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full on/Full Off
S.. IntetstageRreesure (Normal breathing)
Dynamic Full on 	 PSIG (100-110 psi)
Euhala i,„z Lockup After 3 Minutes
^ +
Dynamic Full off” 	 {SO-40 PSI)In
/
h
^
alation
qb
z9j	 si ^RPsi (95max)pei (100 max) prieewry f ^ 	 1
^+
9.	 Purse Flow
7^a
 si si ( 120-140) pai
@4300 ± 200 psi
(J 50 max) backu p Q Li
Inlet Pressure	 Flow	 Limits
L @4300 $ 200 psi ems'""-
PSIG	 LPM, NTPD	 LPM	 NTPD
si (95 sax) _psi ( lOfl max) prima=y
C•r 1200	 200 psi
r} 300	 ^r^,	 ,^Lle	 12$ to 200 LPM
psi (120-146 L P^si (150 max) backup
^y b `!	 ^.
i; Q.	 Exhalation C+Io ' h 	 iTff L y<1 pyl^.,	 ^r	 f 0/K.
@800 {5fl psi Flow	 Pressure	 Limits
k _Inches of 'Water_ 	Inches of SlaterConaentsr
Crack( 50 cc/min)	 ^, fJ:	 +0.5 max.
257 LPM, NTPD	 ^0 3	 t2.0 matt.
476 LPM, NTPD	 ^j	 +4.0 max.
Date t	 ^ `	 fr	 System S/14
-.:.	 'PEST RY'C RD	 R 10
- e'^
—
J	 ^_	 ^JuT- S d R
^
.
Figure 2 -. ^!
^1. 3.	 Presa-To-Test & Transfor
riV!P, nrrhs. TraTS	
^8L_ a).	 Engage P. T. T.	 breaths required to transfer to
1. Turn on and breathe. 	 Did whistle sound?	 f'f
_
backup pressure schedule at 4300 + 200 psi. (3 breaths max,)
b)	 Release P. T. T. 	 breaths required	 to ' :.3, Continue breathing.
	
Did whistles stop after several breaths?
	 S
to transfer
primary pressure schedu a at 4300 + 200'psi (6 breaths max.),
3. Engago press--to-test and continue breathing.	 Did warning whistle e)	 Engage P. T. T. ^ breaths required to transfer to backi.\p
sound? pressuro schedule at	 200 ¢ 200 psi (3 breaths max.).
4. Release press-to-teat and continue breathing. 	 Did warning whistle d)	 SRcicase P. T. T.	 _ breaths required to transfer to prima.y
stop after several breaths?	 C'S at 1200 t 200 psi,t1,6_brreeatba max).
e)	 Repeat P.T.T. and release sev'erAl times and check for repeatedS. eommnntat transfer and return from primary^Lo backup and back to primary,
f)	 Comments:
6. Perform an external leahage test.	 None allowed. 4.	 Demand Regulator Inward Leakage (Exhalation'Valve)
Ljj.j, Draft	 Plow	 i Limits
!►1l1SOA^^ Inches of Water	 cc/min .	 cc/Yin.
7. Turn cylinder valve off and slowly breathe trapped system pressure
-0.5-
	 ^, 5.0down.
	
Did warning whistle sound? CS
-2.0^
	
`55.0I. !
B, Cor^cnts j S.	 Flow Draft	 f'
	
itFOBMNSCE TrgTS	
^pA. Initial Turn On T311 Lt psi. supply Pressure
aj	 breiitherequired to transfer to primary.
(6 breathn max.)
b) Q	 psi primary pressure
c) Did whistle sound momentarily prior to transfer to primary? _Mrs-
^- Primary Primary Bac u TIac%up Backup Limits
4300 - 1200 ± 12 M7:.570 100 in
Flow 200 psi 200 psi 200 psi psi pai 1120
Cracking(50 cr/min) 30 . Q. // ..^ i ^r -0.1 to -0.5
178 LPM, NTPD ^^ ` . / `f -2.0 rax.
257 LPM, NTPD
43 ,d1) 01ry
f/ -1.25 max.
340 LPM, NTPD' (^^ 7, r` fsr' =2.0 max.
476 'LPM, NTPD / :' 1/^^^ ! /;/ -2.0 max.'
=_.d)	 Did whistle fully tease after several breaths?	 7 G'S °Interstage pressure shall be 90 psig min.
Comments:
e}	 Titan cylinder off and breathe system down.	 Did whistle cme +
on for low pressure warning? 4 s _ 6	 Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-On: 	 _ (Byes	 35 psi)
E)	 C-,^cntas	 _ Co'NSlents:
7.	 Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full On/Full Off-*
2.	 1'nterstaae P`!^ssure	 (normal Breathing)
Dynamic Full on	 4v	 PSIG (100P..^_•I)-110
y_`
► ^ L
-halation Dcetalation Lockup After 3 !Minutes 	 ' '—PSIGDynamic Full off	 (80-90 PSI)
s
.	 psi ^^	 91 (95 W") ^9-	 psi (100 max) primary_ 4.	 Purge Fl.+i _ ^td
psi. p.i (120-140)
@4300 ± 200 psi
psi (150 tt:su) backup Inlet Pressur li'	 Flow Limits CaJ4300 ± 200 psi PSIG	 LPM	 NTPD LPM, NTPD ^-^y
i ei (95 Aax) !y^	 si	 100 max)	 ziva/r.]	 (	 p	 rY . 300	 ^^•^ ].z5 to 200 LPN
pti
1200 t 200 psi Y"	p, F10 l
	 J 0 11'F1S'IG d J_'j,PM
	
90	 Al *rte'9..... Exhalation Flow
,psi (120-148) si (150 max) backup
f000 ±50 psi Flew	 Pressure Limits j
Inches of Water Inches of Hater.	
Ca^sntsr
I^
Crack(50 cc/min)	 ¢^! +0.5 max. #
257 LPM, NTPD	 f . +2.0 max. I
_ i
476 LPM, NTPD +4.0 max.
i
tS
E
r
257 LPM, NTPD
476 LPAS, NTPD
TFSTIMMORn
Figure 2
^USl^G'3h1. TES?S
R 1 %3 
	
Date r	 Lfv_ --	 / 3-1 	system $/H
MIN ^id^^-" % Preid. ►ndB/N tj	 rrrr^i^i5:
^r i^t? ?^ao G^GLrS ` 	;;
Prena-To-Test r. Transfer
a) Engage P. T. T.._- I ___ breaths required to transfer to
1.	 Turn on and breathe.	 Did whistle sound?	 S	 backup pressure sc edl^u a at 4300 + 200 psi. (3 breaths max.)
,
2,	 Continue breathing.	 Did whistles stop after several breaths? 	
b)	 Release P. T. T.	 Ureaths required to transfer to
^^ 'S	 primary pressure.schedu2a wt 4300 + 200 psi (6 breaths max.)
3.	 Engage pres -r	
pra ssuro schoslung?	 _	 J	 dul e at 1200 ,! 200 psi (3 breathe max.).
- ^_atest and continue breathing,	 Did 	 whistle	 t)	 Engage P. T. T.	 breaths required to transfer to backup
4.	 Release press-tc-test and cantina	 breathing.	 Did warning whistle	 d)	 Release P. T. T.	 breaths required to transfer to primary
stop after several breaths?
	
?	 at 1200 t 200 psi 16 brijaths max).
S.
	
Coents s 	 a)	 Repeat P.T.T. and release several timesand check for repeatedtransfer and return f om primary _o backup and back to primary.
f)	 Comments=	 S141 4 ^	 u'ri!G ES	 dr	 _r'xG
	
-,70 
o^ /^ A S^^l
6.	 Perform an external leakage test. 	 Hone .allowed.	 4.	 Demand Re4u3r.Lar. 	 Inward Leakaao. (Exhalation Valved 	 PI	
Ain icy,
Draft	 Flow	 Limits
I _U_	 ^f W $e	 c Mi	 in	 ec M' n.
7.
ns o	 a,	r 
Turn cylinder valve off and slowly b ye the trapped system pressure 	
-0.5.
down. ,^,,Did warning whistle sound?	 S	 2.0^`
_	 5.0
..	
Q2	 5.0
Ccrpnnts S.
	
Flow Draft	 <:r
PE3tI'0?!57..:CC TESTS
i
1. initial Turn On .^+BO psi. Supply Pressure
a) breaths required to transfer to primary
	
(6 breaths max.)	 A
b) psi primary pressure
c) Did whistle sound aKnentarily prior to transfer to primary?
d) Did whistle fully cease after several breaths?
e) ; Turn cylinder off and breathe system doom. Did whistle come
	
on for low pressure warning_.? 	 XIL
f} o mental
2. Interataee Pressure (Hosmal Breathing) 	
erInhalation	 Dchalation	 Lock After 3 na"*
	
^^ - asi	 si (9s max) 34-psi ( 100 ,mix) primary
l	 04300 ±200 psi
f5 si B;psi {120-I40} d, , T^pai (150 max) backup
04300 ± 200 psi
	
si ^ Psi (9s max}	 psi (100 max) primary
fa^iz0o	 ao pal
	psi	 i (120-14Q) f.^rt'vsi (10 max) backup
0800 T5p
p
5 m
o psi
Co=ents s
Primary	 .Primary
	 Backup	 Backup	 Backup	 Limits4300 ' 	 l2t- .-	 1200 }	 570	 100	 in
Flow	 200 .psi
	 200 psi	 200 psi
	
psi	 psi	 H2O
Cracking(50 ec/min) 	 ,^	 /	 -0.1 to -0.5
178 LPM, NTPD 
	 /	 /	 ^`	 Qs
9//
-2.0 r..ax.
257 LPM, NTPD	
^e	
/.	 ^,"
	
-1.25 max,
390 LPM, NTPD	 Q^	
/	
►^	 ^: ^/ /	 ZL	 /tom /^/ . -2.0 max.
476 LPM, NTPD	 / / ^^	 ♦ ^	 .	 {1,	 /	 -2.0 max.
°Interstage Pressure shall be 90 naig min.
Comments:	
11
6.. Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-On:
	 V	 (865	 35 psi)
Comments:
7. 'Whistle Alarm Dynamic FullOn/Full Off
Dynamic Full on	 106. PsIG (100-li0 PSI)
Dynamic Foil off "PSIG (80-90 PSI)
a. Purge Flaw
Inlet Pressure	 Flow	 Limits
PSIG	 LPM, NTPD	 LPM, NTPD
300 130 	125 to 200 LPM	 4
9. , Exhalation .Flow c0	 V01/
(ry^f 
of Q ,tA- isfa	 3M04 a0t^;/ Alld.
Flow	 Pressure	 Limits
Inches of Water
	 Inches of Water
crack (50 cc/min)	
, 0-f -
	 +0.5 irax.
	
/r ^Q
	 +7.0 max..
+4.0 max. i!'s
1
L
Flow
Primary.
4300.±
200 psi
1200 +Primary_
200 psi
Bacicu^
1200
2e0 psi
Backup
570
psi
Backup
100
psi
Limits
in
R20
Cracking ( 50 cc/min) 4 -.9 -0.1 to -0.s
178 LPSJ, NTPD / -2.0 max.
257 LPM, NTPD 0.•D J, -)1) -1.25 nax.
390 LPM, NTPD ale 2.0 max.
476 LPM, NTPD
-2. 0 max.
ER 1053	 C	 Date 
1	 System SIN
x--' bondFiSgre 2
SA
3.35 Press-TO-Teat & T_-.anGEGr
k7A	 ESTS /a)	 Engage P. T.	 breathe required to transfer to
1. Turn on and breathe.	 Did whistle sound? T_backup pressure schedu e at 4300 + 200 psi. (3 breaths max.)
2. zContinue breathi . W.	 Did whistle stop after several breaths? b)	 Release P. T. T.	 ?-	 breathe required to transfer to primary pressure schedule at 4300	 200 psi (6 breaths max.)
3, teas-Engage	 t	 and continue breathing.	 Did wivning whistle
Mound?	 Y 
-Fr
C)	 Engago 1% T. T ..	 breathe =equired to transfer to backup 110pressure schedule at 1200 ± 200 psi (3 breaths max.).
4. Release press-to-tent and continue breathing.	 Did warning whistle d)	 Release P. T. T.	 breaths required to transfer to primary 4^1
stop after	 breathe ? , at 1200 + 200 psi ( 6 breaths, max). 4
5. Co-rents: e)	 Repeat P t.T. and release several times and check for repeated
rj
transfer and return f=om primary^'to backup and back to primary. J.:a
f)	 comments:
6.. Perham an external leakage test.	 None allowed.	 4. Demand Regulator inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve) CQ
Draft	 Flow.	 Limits
Inches of Water
	 cc	 , n.	 cc/Min.
7. : Turn cylinder valve off and slowly bxe the trapped system pressure
-0.5	 0g,	 5.0down.	 Pi-d warning whistle sound?
-2.0	 0'a 0	 5.0
8 5. Flow Draft
1. initial Turn on 420-99 psi. supply Pressure
a) breathe required to transfer to primary
93	 (6 breaths max.)
b) psi primary pxessure
6) Did whistle sound momentarilf prior to transfer to primary?
4) Did whistle fully cease after several
.
, breaths?
e) Turn cylinder tiff and breathe system down. Did whistle costs
on for low pressure warning?	 Mg
2-
t) Ccrsments:
 jn%2gj;4go pressure (Normal Breathing)
InhaLit • on	 ELchala-cion	 Lockup After 3 Minutes
.149.1 -sep- V - i ( gs AL")	 yi (100 man) primary,
r-	
_fp4300 ± 200 psi
psi	 j!#6 psi (120-1:40) Z2.0 si (ISO max) backup
__r7b`	 (95)	
@4300 ± 200 psi
_Psi 
maxpsi (100 max) Primary.
@1200 ± 200 psi
122. 1 Lj+ S. i (I3O-140) LMI.i (150 nax) backup
'4800 -5o psi
col=Gnts z
^.s^^.? 
A^^F ^ i ^ ^,F! ^14L^ ^ ^r^u3.^.c CSC
flfl ,Z 960 A7 c ivy	 4,0 C	 ?.516"
*Interstage Pressure shall be 90 psig min.
Comments-
6. Low Cylinder	 .865 +	s Turn-Orl;r-11 --- IT,	 35 psi)
Comments.
7. Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full On/Full Off
Dynamic Full on PSIG (100-110 psx)
Dynamic Full off---	-PSIG't(80-90 PSI)
B. Purge Plow
	inl t Pressure	 Flow	 Limits
PSIG^	 LPM1 NTPD. LPM, NTPD
300	 125 to 200 LPN
9. Exhalation Flow	 0.6 D	 /016	 f,^ j5	 17AFM
Flow	 Pressure	 Limits
	
Inches 
of Water	 Inches of Water
Crack(50 cc/min)	 O'lao	 +0.5 max.
257 LPM, NTPD	
A
y O	 +2.0 max.
476 LPM, NTPD	 44 .0 max.
f) Comments:
4. Demand Regulator Inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve)
Draft	 Flow	 Limits
Inches of Water	 cc/kiin.	 cc ?tin.
-0.5	 5	 5.0
-2.0	 Qa z ,5	 5.0
S. Flow Draft
Primary Primary Backup Backup Backup Limits4 300 ± 1200 ± 1200 ± 570 100 in
Flow 200 psi 200 psi .200 psi psi psi H-)O
Cracking(SO cc/min) o.32 4- /7/ *^ -'://4- , -0.	
to -0.5
.170 LPM, NTPD -2. 0 max.
2 57 LPM,, NTPD %` -1.25 max
390 LPM, NTPD - -2.0 max.
476 LPM, NTPD F/, 14Z14- -2. 0 max.
*Interatage Pressure shall be 90 psig
Comments:
6. Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-Oar (865 .4 35 psi)
Comments:.
7. Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full on/Pull off"'
Dynamic Full on	 10 4- PSIG. (100-110 PSI)Dynamic Full off-	PRIG (80-90 PSI.}
8. Purge Flow
inlet 	 Flow	 Limits..
.PSIG LPM,
 NTPD	 LPM, KTPD
300	 125 to 200 LPN
9. Exhalation Flowed  6 0 1% M, #X() 114 PSI
Flow	 Pressure	 LimitsInches of Water
	
Inches. of Water
Crock (50 cc/min)	 0 , 060	 +0.5 max.
257 LPM, NIT"	 f	 +2.:0 max.
476 LPM, NTPD	 +4.0 max.
Date,	 System $/K
day	
^nd 'R^/X	 pow
1piqu" 2
f SAN 	 A F El^ SO 0 6 C YC
3 Press—To-Test & Transfer
a) Engage P. T. T. 	 breath s required to transfer tobackup pressure schedule at-4300 200 psi. (3 breaths max.)
b) Rele"s P. T. T.	 breaths required to transfer toprimary pressure schedu7F-at 4300 t 200 psi ( 6 breaths max.)
C) Engage P. T. T.	 / - breaths r1quired to transfer to backuppressure schedule at 1^200 Z 200 Ps ( 3 breaths max.).
d) Release P. T. T. 	 Z	 breaths required to transfer to primary
at 1200 t 20 psi '(6 breaths max).
al Re—at P.T.T. and release several times and check for repeated
transfer and return from primary-to backup and back to primary.
6. Perform an external leakage test. None allowed.
7. Turn cylinder valve off and slowly breathe trapped systi= Pressure
 . Yr
dcnin. Did warning whistle sound?
a. CwMants
PZPM W:cz TESTS
1. In iti Turn On	 OP psi. Supply Pressure
a)	 -br.diths required to transfer to primary
(6 breaths taax.)
psi primary pressure
c) Did whistle sound momentarily prior to transfer to primary?
d) Did whistle fully cease after several breaths?
e) Turn cylinder off and breathe - zyVrea down. Did whistle come
on for low pressure warning?
2. IA&jgjtoqe Iregaure _(Normal Breathing)
	
101alation	 Mhalatign	 Lockup After 3 Minutes
psi'	 2a i (9s ax) 1;92,P.i (ioo max} primary
04300 i 200 psi
psi aj ,^- si ( 120-140) ZA^p.i (150 .") bakp04300 t 200 psi
	
i	 s 1 (95 AUKO	 94 psi ( 100 max) primary
-'^ 01200 ± 200 psi
	
,pwi	 *1 (120-140) Lj_CGoi (1.50 max) backup
0800 ±R.J Psi
Cor=entas
	
WU4'41-
 
1A061. 4LI	 &IEF VAI-die 912 A7- CeZACL430: r^rG
rinmynnAr.
1. Turn on and breathe. Did whistle sound?
2. Continue brei thing. Did w-histla stop after several breaths?
3. Engage press- - test and cont inue breathing. Did warning whistle
sound
4. Release prers-to-test and continue breat 'king. Did warning whistle
stop after several breaths? 	 45

i 	 S	 ,
^I
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1.0
	 INTRODUCTION
., This procedure describes'a series of functional and
I^
I I environmental tests to be performed on the Modified
Firefighter's Breathing System (FBS) Scott Part
Number 27275.
The tests are intended to verify that design improve,
ments made in the PBS comply with the required functional
and environmental p ar`ameters and qualify it for use in
the field 'evaluation program.	 These tests are limited
to those which are necessarsr to prove basic compliance
and augment the tests reported in the Development Test
t Report ER 1041 bated 21 February 1974 and the Supplemehtal
Test Report ER 1051 Dated 10 August 1974.
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2.0 GENERAL
2.1 Test Medium
The breathing gas used will be pure, dry breathing
rI air conforming to the requirements of the Compressed
f Gas Association Commodity Specification for Air,,
G-7.1, Type I (Grade"D or higher quality).
2.2 Epviron in ntal^` conditions
Unless otherwise specified, the ambient conditions
for conducting 'che operational tests herein will be
as follows:
(1)	 Temperature:	 77	 18°Fi -
.^ (2)	 Relative Humidity:	 90 percent or less
{)	 Barometric Pressures
	
Local standard.
(28
.
-`to 32 inches of Hg)
! 2.3 Test Articles
Tests are to be conducted on two units to be randomly
selected from the first group which has their pressure''
reducers and breathing regulators retrofitted as defined
by drawings 27237 Rev. B and 27235 Rev. B.
2.4 Order of Tests
Prior to:qualification testing, all test articles shall j
be acceptance tested in accordance with Delta acceptance
Test Procedure ER 1053.
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^ No	 articular "e uence of tests wall beP	 ^ q followed exceptp t
i that one test unit will be subjected to life cycle
testing as defined in Paragraph 3.3 and the second
qualification unit will be subjected to all other tests.
{ 3.0 SPECIFIED TESTS
i. 3,.1 bow Temperature Operation
3.1.1 Place a,partial FBS in an environmental chamber and
subject to the low temperature-tests as follows:
3',1.1.1 The partial FBS shall consist of a high pressure hose,;
pressure reducer, demand regulator and high pressure
cylinder and valve. 	 The components shall be inter--
i
connected, the purge,valve and cylinder valve in the
''	 # "off" position and the cylinder charged to 4300 to
4500 psig.
•` 3.1.2 Lower the chamber temperature to -40 F. +	 5 F fox a ''•
ifv
period of twelve (12) hours minimum. i '4^
3.1 .3 ;Upon completion of the 12'-hour exposure and while the
r=
system remains in the-cold chamber, open the cylinder
valve and^ = rform the "functional tests" defined in
paragraph 5.1	 and breath down test defined
.;: in paragraph 5.3 ` of this procedure. Y
U	 f
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3. 1.5 Upon completion of the "functional tests" and breathdown
test, the system to room temperature and perform the
"performance tests" defined in Paragraph 5.2`
3.2 High Temperature Operation
ll
3.2.1 Place a partial FBS in an environmental chamber and
subject to the high temperature tests defined in 3.2.2
to 3.2.6.
3.2.1.1 The partial FBS shall consist of a high pressure hose,
pressure reducer, demand regulator and high pressure.
cylinder and valve.
	
The components shall be inter-
connected, and the purge valve and cylinder valve in the
j "off" position and the cylinder charged to 3700 psi.
The assembly shall then be placed in the tem-p^7rature
chamber.
3.2.2 Raise the temperature of the chamber to 12'0® F ± 5 ` F and
''-hold for 6 hours minimum.
y
'	 3.2.3 Raise the temperature of the chamber to 15e F ± 5 °F
wi^^ain a time period of one (1) hour and then hold for
an additional four (4) hours.
3.2.4 Loser the internal chamber temperature to x.20° Y.^' ± 5' F
7
Within a time period of one (1) hour.
3.2.5 Keaeat Ste
	
through 3.2.4 two additional times1.	 ps
 3 .2.2	 9
m ,^^;k^  ing a total of three 12-hour cycles.fi
.]
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3.2.6 Adjust the temperature of the chamber to 165 F ±5 F
and hold for a period of 6 hours minimum.
3.2.7 Upon completion of the 8-hour exposure and while the
system remains in the hot chamber, open the cylinder and
.1 perform the "functional tests" and breatdown tests defined
in Paragraph	 5.1 and 5.3.
1 3.2.8 Upon completion of the "functional.testp" and breakdown
test, turn the cylinder valve off, separate from the
high pressure cylinder and return the system to room9	 P	 Y	 Y
temperature and perform the "performance tests" defined
in Paragraph	 5.2.
3.3 Life Cycling Test
3.3.1 Install a partial FBS in the test setup as shown in
Figure 1.
3.3.2 Actuate the valve device to open pressurizing the supply
volume downstream of the cylinder valve to 4300 ± 200 psi.
g
Actuate the valve device to__:close.
3.3.3 With needl-e valve (1) + preset to flow 110 ± 10	 1 1pm,
open - then close - solenoid to simulate inhalation. y
- ^7se s_Xuence timer to_., open and close .,solenoid at a rate-^_.
of 12 to 14 cyclet per minute.
3.3.4 Allow the simulated inhalation at 12 to 14 cycles per
minute until pressure in the supply volume is between
200 to 500 psis.
q$	 ER 1054 PA 6E 6
3.3.5 Repeat paragraphs 3.3.2 through 3.3.4 a total of 5000
times stopping after. 500, 1500, 2500, 3500, and
5000 cycles to perform the,:"functional tests" and
"performance tests" defined in paragraphs 	 5.2 and 5.3.
3.3.6 Maintenance is permitted during the life cycling test, if
required.	 Any of the following factors_., should they
occur, will signal the need for system maintenance.
a)	 Failure of the warning signal to turn on.
b)	 Failure of the warning signal to turn off.
+ c) _Inability to transfer from and to the primary
regulator during the press-to--test mode.
d)	 Gross external leakage.
e)
	 High "lockup pressure on the backup system as evidenced
by relief valve cracking?
f)	 Gross flow/draft deficiencies.1
Any of the above or other unforeseen deficiencies will
be d i scuss-ed w' h	 h	 occur and prior to	 erfor--x	 ^.t	 NASA as t ey	 	 ,.	 p
mance of maintenance.
3.4 High Pressure Exposure Test
3.4.1 Connect aartial F'9S to a h igh pressure cy linder[^	 g	 Y
pressurized to 43003 to 4500.	 The cylinder valve shall
be "open" and -uhe purge valve of the demand regulator
sha),,^ be 4n the o€ f. position.
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3.4.2 Upon completion of 72 hours of high pressure exposure,.
at a no--flow condition, perform the "functional tests"l
defined in paragraph 5.1-<
3..4.3 Upon completion of the "functional tests", turn the
1 cylinder valve off, separate from the high pressure.
cylinder and perform the "performance tests" defixied
in Paragraph 5.2
4.0 SPECIAL TESTS
4.1 High Pressure Exposure at High Temperaturei
I	 4.1.1 Following completion of high pressure exposure,
paragraph 3.4, connect the partial FBS to a high pressure.
i cylinder pressurized to 3700 psig_	 The cylinder valve.
' shall be "open" and the purge valve of the demand regula-
tor slal-1 be in the "off" position.
4.1.2 Place tie assembly in an environmental chamber at 1p5 .  F `F
-
5 F for a minimum of 16 hours.	 "	 ' I
_	 (firl
4.1.3 While still at 165 F and in the temperature chamber, sub-
jest the FBS to the "functional test" defined in
ox paragraph 5.1
	 and breathdown test defined in
paragraph 5.3 of this procedure.
4.1.4 Upon completion of the "functional tests" breathdown
tests; turn the cylinder valve off, separate from the ?
high pressure cylinder and perform the "performance
f1 masts" defined in paragraph 5.2,
It
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4.1.5	 Since this'is not considered an operational condition,
the "Pass-fail criteria" shall be that no failure of the
warning whistle to be initiated shall occur when performing
the "functional tests" and that no decrease in the backup
-prassure schedule shall occur which could cause a failure
of the warning ,
 whistle t9,J)e initiated when "performance
tests" are made.
Test Data
Functional
-
Tests , as defined in paragraph 4.2 of Delta
Acceptance Test Procedure ER 1053 shall be performed on
the partial FBS while exposed to the conditions of each
specified test. Record all data on the test record,
figure 2 bf ER 1053.
Performance Tests as defined in paragtaph 4.3 of., ER 1,053
sha , .ILI_'be performed on the. partial FBS less the high pres-
sure cylinder after completion of each specified test and
when re-turned to standard conditions. The niters Cage.
pressures shall be monitored for all tests except primary
flow-draft. Record all required values on the test
record, Figure 2 of ER 1053.
5.3	 Breathdown Test
This ,'_`test is to be performed following'! the functional.
tests where specified and while the system is still
exposed to the specified temperature. Turn the cylinder.
valve on and.breath down the system to depletion. Verify
_i ^
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that a low pressure warning tone is obtained at
approximately 850 prig cylinder pressure and that the
tone continues to sound until a cylinder pressure of
approximately 300 prig is reached. Breath down may
by accomplished manually or by a breathing machine.
I
! f
^	
1
l^
:r
i
la Odd	 am ; ^ jm ' mw no
SEQUENCING
TIMER	 EVENT
COUNTER
	
I	 .
	
I	 f	 I 	 ..
ATMOSPHERE	 I I
SOLENOID 2	
-^	 INTERSTAGE	 BREATHING
PRESSURE GAGE	 REGULATOR
25 PSIG,
	
AIR	 NEEDLE
SOLENOID 1 f	
VALVE
VACUUM
PSIG AIR :SOLENOID 3
epRESSURE
PILOT OPERATED REDUCER
INLET VALVE	 VACUUM RELIEF
VA LV E
VOLUME
SCHEMATIC LIFE 'CYCLE TEST
FIGURE 1,
SEQUENCE A) SOLENOID 1 OPENS ALLOWING PILOT OPERATED VALVE TO
OPEN AND CHARGE SYSTEM TO 4500 PSIG.
B) SOLENOID 1 CLOSES AND SOLENOID 2 OPENS, CLOSING
PILOT OPERATED VALVE_
C) SOLENOID 3 ALTERNATELY OPENS AND CLOSES ALLOWING
FLOW TO .Bk DRAWN FROM THE SYSTEM UNTIL A PRESSURE
	
OF 200 ;; TO 500 PSIG IS REACHED.
D) THE FU-, """CYCLE IS COMPLETED AND STEP A BEGINS AGAIN. 	 -
iEngineering Reportt;;N!Se ER 1053
I
DELTA
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE,
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FIREFIGHTER'S BREATHING SYSTEM
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INTRODUCTION
This procedure describes a series of functional and
performance tests to be performed on each Firefighter's
Breathing, System prior to Delta qualification testing
and customer delivery.
The overall objective of this series is to verify that
each FBS is functionally correct following completion
of design changes and installaici.on of retrofit parts.
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
NASA Specification FBS-SP-001, Revision 2, dated
November 341 1971.
Titled: "Performance, Design and Cost Requirements
for a Compressed Air Demand-type Fireman's
Breat;
Compressed Gas
for Air, Number
,,ER 1053	 PAGE 2
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	3,0	 GENERAL
	
3.1 	 Test Medium
1he breathing as used will be pure, dr y  breathingT	 J 9	 P ^	 Y	 9
t
^v
l	 air conforming to the requirements of the Compressed
Gas Association Commodity Specification for Air, 0-7.1,
Type 1 (Grade D or higher quality)!!...
	
3.2 	 Environmental Conditions
_Unless otherwise specified, the ambient conditions
for conducting the operational tests herein will be
r
as follows-.
(1) " Temperature:	 77 + 18DF
~
	
	 (2) Relative Humidity: 90 percent or less
(,3) Barometric. Pressureo Local standard
7	 .(28 to 32 inches of Hg)
--
f
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r
304 Test instrumentation
3.4.1 Accuracy
The accuracy of instruments and test equipment used
i to control or minitor test parameters specified
herein shall:
j (a)	 Conform to laboratory standards whose calibration
is traceable to the prime standards at the U. S.
Byreau of Standards.
(b)	 Have an accuracy of at least one-tenth the:
tolerance for the test article variable tobe
f	
,
measured.
3.4.2 Calibration and Certification
Prior to starting any test, test engineering shall
- review the instrumentation to ascertain that:
z.
(a)	 Calibration and certification have been accomplished	 Y
and are valid.
(b)
	
The calibration time period will not elapse
during a test of long duration. 	 If this'possi-
i
bility exists, the applicable instrument will be {
replaced by one with a more recent calibration date. 	 A
- -^2i A053
4.0
4.1
4.1.1
4.1.2
a
4.1..3
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SPECIFIED TESTS
Proof Pressure Test
Subject a.part-ial FBS to an inlet proof pressure of
.6750 psi for a minimum of 5 minutes.
The partial PBS shall consist of a high pressure
hose, :'press'a . re reducer and demand" regulator.. The
components shall be interconnected and purge valve
closed.
Gradually decrease the supply pressure from 6750 psi
to 4500 psi and perform an external leakage check.
Upon completion, gradually reduce the supply to vent
,;the system.
. ,Upon completion of the proof pressure` `test, perform
the "functional tests" and the "performance tests"
defined in Paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3.
. I
4.2 FUNCTIONAL TESTS
4.2.1 Functional tests as defined below shall be performed
on the partial FSS. 	 Record all required comments on the
test record, Figure 2.
4.2.1.1 Turn the cylinder valve "on" and take several breaths
.from the demand regulator.
4.2.1 ° 2 Note if the whistle sounded on the first breath.
•^ 4.2.1.2.2 Note if the whistle stopped after several breaths.
4.2.1.3 Engage the press"to-test and take several breaths.:
4.2.1.4 Note if transfer to the backup pressure schedule
occurs as ;evidenced by the warning whistle.
4.2.1.5- Release press-to-test and take several breaths.
4.2.1,6 Note if transfer to the primary pressure schedule
occurs, that the whistle stopped after several breaths.
d
4.a2.1.7 perform an external leakage test. 	 =	 w
4.2.1..8 Turn the cylinder valve "off" and breathe throughy	
`^
r
the demand regulator to breathe the residual^-Ytrapped
system pressure down.
4.2,1.9 Note if transfer to the backup pressure schedule
occurs as evidenced by the warning whistle.
if	 Ir
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4.3 PERFORMANCE TES'T'S
4.3.1 Performance Tests as defined below shall be performed 	 ^e
on the partial FBS less the high pressure cylinder.
The interstage pressures shall be monitored for all 	 ,.
tests except flow-draft.	 Record all required values
on the test record, Figure 2.
4.3.1.1 Initial gurn On
4.3.1.2 ripply 4300 ± 200 psi note and record this supply
pressure.
4.3°1.3. Breathe through the demand regulator, note how many
breaths . were required to transfer to the primary
pressure schedule and note the primary pressure.	 1
4.3.1.4 Note if whistle sounded momentarily prior to transfer
' a
to the primary.	 y
4.3.1.5 Note if whistle fully ceases after several breaths.
4.3.1.6 Turn the cylinder valve " off' and breathe the system
down.
	
Note if the whistle came on for low pressure
warning.
	
_..
4.3.x' Interstage Pressure
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4.3.2.1 Breathe normally throucfh,_ , ,the demand regulator, note
and record the high and low ipterstage pressures fore
I jf the primary and, -backup pressure schedules for supply
pressures of 4300 ± 200 psi and 1200 ± 200 psi.
i 4.3.2.2 Note and record the primary and packup pressures at
lockup after three (3) minutes.
1 4,3.3 Press -To-Test and Transfer
E
4,3.3.1 Engage the press -to-test and breathe through the demand
regulator, note and record the number of breaths required
to transker to and from primary to backup pressure
! schedules, at 4300 ± 200 psi and 1200 ' 200 psi supply
pressure.
4.3.4 Demand Regulator Inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve)
4.3.4.1 Disconnect the low pressure hose from the pressure 4
J
reducer and cap the hose. 	 Slowly drag successive
negative pressures of -0.5 and -2.0 inches of water
while noting and recording the resulting flow-
through a low range flow meter. 	 This flow is the`
leakage through the demand regulator (exhalation valve).
;^	 t
4 .3. 5 F15w I.raft
4.3.5.1 Perform flow draft tests as specified on the test record
at supply pressures of 4300 } 200; 1200 t 200, 570, and 100
psi,g-.	 Note and record the draft required to obtain demand
value :cracking (50 ccA
	
^) and flows of 178, 257, 390, and
476 LPM, NTPD, I
4.3.6 Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-On
F
y	 t
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1
1	 4.3,6.1
-
Slowly decrease the inlet pressure and determine
pressure at which transfer from the primary to the 	 i
backup pressure schedule occurs.	 Mote and record this
low cylinder pressure turn-ono
4.3„7 Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full -On/Full-Off
4.3.7.1 Connect the breathing regulator to a separate regulated
pressure source.	 Breathe thru the demand regulator
I starting with a supply pressure between 95 and 99 psi.
Increase the inlet =pressure in one PSIG increment and
breathe three to four times at each pressures	 While
observing the pressure	 e 	 record the	 re'
 	 	
	
agg	
	
p ssure at
j which the whistle alarm is "full-on".	 This pressure
should be the highest pressure observed on the gage. 	 x
The dynamic "full-off" pressure should be determined by
' decreasing pressure and using =similar methods-as described
above.	 Start with a'pressure between 92-95 psi and note
and record the lowest pressure observed 	 uring inhalation.
(i.e,	 Droop Pressure)
4.3.8 Purge Flaw
4.308.1 Apply 300 PSIG to the inlet-; of a partial FBS (Figure-': 1) . 	 s
4.3 ° 8.2 Open purge . valve fully which will
.
 cause a slight Positive
pressure in the masks
4.3.8.3 Slowly open the needle valve until the mask pressure is
f	 he 	 flowmeter,zero.	 Record' the	 resulting	 low on t
403.9 Exhalation Flog
4e3.9e 1 Perform the exhalation. valve flow tests.by applying flows
(r
through the demand regulator of 50 cc/min (cracking).
257 and 476 LPM, NTPD and noting and recording,,,^he
resulting positive pressuxcsp

^'	 [^
..	 _	 ..	 ..	 _	 _	
_	
_^..
	
^_^. _.... ..«
	
_..—...... __.»..--
155,1
..—^.^.^	 —.^.^•-.^.^.,^.__..... ^^^^--.^...^—.....—.^^.+^^-......._«c=i..
4., _ Press-TorTist_ & Transfer
--MEMEM
y^1^S
	
loft ^ ^	 s^ AM566 >	 bond	 a	 lsFi^ 
"'^i.	 breaL,ae requZ^a.. tot 	 feK L..
1. Turn on and breathe.
	 Did whistle sound?
a)	 =gage F.
backup pressure ache u e at 4300 ± 200 psi. (3 breathe max.)
2. Continue breathing. 	 Did whistle stop after several breathe? b)	 Release P. T. T.	 breat`ks{required to transfer toschedule at 4300 	 200 psi (6 breathe max.)primary pressure	 -
3. Engage press-to-test and continue breathing.
	 Did warning whistle c)	 Engage P. T. T.	 nrea.t`e required to transfer to backup
sound? pressure schedule at 1200+ `"200 ps2.`(3 breaths max.).
4. Release press-to-test and continue breathing.
	 Did warning whistle d)	 Release P. T. T.	 breaths requirtid'ro transfer to primary
stop after severtil breaths? at .1200 ± 200 psi (6 breaths max).
5. Comments: e)	 Repeat P .T.T. and release several times and check for repeatedtransfer and return from primary to backup and back to ;primary.
r
f)	 Comments:
6. Perform an external leakage tei6t_	 None allowed. 5.	 Demand:Regulator Inward Leakage (Exhalation Valve)
Draft	 Flaw	 Limits
.: Inches of Water	 cc MIn.	 cc Mitt-
7:
'
'burn cylinder valve off and slowly breathe `rapped system pressure
-0.5	 5.0down.	 Did warning whistle sound7 -2.0	 5.0
8. Comments$ 6.	 Flow Draft
f	 ,
P>rR 13ANCE TESTS
1. Inici Z Turn On
	
psi. Supply Pressureff r
a) breaths required to transfer to primary
(6 breaths max.)
b) psi primary pressure
c) Did whistle sound momentarily prior to transfer to primary?
Flow
Primary
4300
200 psi
Primary
1200 ±
200 psi
Backu
1200
200 psi
Backup
570
psi
Backup
100
psi
Limits
in
820
Cracicing (50 cc/min) -0.1 to --0.5
178 LPM, NTPD -2.0 max.
257 LPM, NTPD •-1.25 max.
390 LPM, NTPD i -2.0 max.
476 LPM, NTPb ' a -2.0 max.'
d)	 Did whistle fully cease after
Ii
several breaths?  *Interstage Pressure shall be 90 psig min.
Comments:
e)	 Turn cylinder off and breathe system down.	 Did whistle coma
on for low pressure warning? I
7.	 Low Cylinder Pressure Turn-On:	 (665 ± 35 psi)
f)	 Commentst i
8.	 Whistle Alarm Dynamic Full On/Full Off
2.	 jnterztas. pressure
	 (Normai Breathing)
Dynamic Full on PSIG (100-110 PSI)
Inhalation
	 Malation Lockup-After 3 Minutes Dynamic Full off  PSIG (80-90 Psi)
Psi	 nsi (95 Max) ^^si (100 max) primary 9.	 Purge &.Back;•uP.Flow
04300 ± 200 psi
Psi	 usi ( 120-140) ^psi (150 max) backup Inlet ,a,"essure Draft	 Flow Limits
@4300 ± 200 psi PsiW, (in. M20)	 LPM, NTPD LPM, NTPD
Psi	 psi (95 A=) si (100 max) primary
01200 ± 200 psi Purge @	 300 125 to 200 LPM
nsi	 nsi (120-140) nsi ( 150 max) backup Backup 0	 300 178
 P
M, 90
	 SiaimuxM
@800 '
,10 poi _ I
10.	 Exhalation. Flow
3. 	 bask Leakage Pressure Limits
Flow, Inches of water inches of Water
Draft {=n.)	 Flaw (cc/min)	 Tmlt {CClmin) =
Crack (50 cc/min) +D.S roar_
20 257 LPM, b-T2D +2.,0: w1ax.
476 LPM, NTPD +4 . 0 nowt.
i
item	 Manufacturer	 Model	 SIN
	 Accuracy
Flowmeter Brooks 10-1110-10 F--214 ± 2%
Flowmeter Fisher-Porter' 0-50 cc F-204 °' 2%
!Hass FlOwmeter Hastings-Raydist 0-10 cc F-175 + 2/
Pressure Gage U. Se Gauge 0-3000 psi G-21.8 ± 2;6
Pressure Gage U. Se Galage 0-5000 psi G-224 2%
Pressure Gage U. So Gauge 0-5000 psi G-212 ± 2%
Pressure Gage U. S. Gauge 0-10,000 psi. G-221 } 5%
Pressure Gage U. Se Gauge 0-600 psi G-217 + 2%
Water Column F. We Dwyer- -2 to 20 0063 - .02 in.
inches/water H2O
Envirormtental Tenny Engineering TTUFR
Chamber 100350
Temperature/'Humidity Bristol Company TF-2T500FFF +65A,10 ± 5°F
Controller S4-43$ 606
Program Controller Bristol Company 253A500G1 65A,10 ± 5`F
606
Stop Watch Meylan 204B SW-51 ± e 2 sec.	 .
UNWARY
